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THE PRESIDENT (Hon Clive Griffiths) took the Chair at 3.30 pm, and read prayers.

STATEMENT - BY THE PRESIDENT
Royal Assent to Bills

THE PRESIDENT: As a result of various media reports in recent weeks about the powers
of the Governor and the Government relating to the giving or refusing of the Royal assent to
legislation passed by the Houses of this Parliament, and the purpose and use of proclamation
provisions in Acts, members and others have asked me to explain my understanding of the
situation. Because the issues are topical and are of interest, I thought I should make this
statement as a way of trying to clarify questions about the giving of Royal assent and the use
of proclamation provisions in Acts.
Section 2(3) of the Constitution Act 1889 sets out very clearly the manner in which the
legislative power conferred by subsection (1) is translated into legislative enactments.
Subsection (3) imposes a duty to present Bills that have passed both Houses to the Governor
for Royal assent. Under rule 6 of the Joint Standing Rules and Orders of the Houses, that
duty is imposed on the Clerk of the Parliaments. It can, therefore, be said that there is a clear
statutory obligation to present Bills for the Royal assent and that any attempted interference
with the performance of the obligation imposed by the joint rules on the Clerk of the
Parliaments would be not only a contempt, but also an unlawful act.
Once presented for assent, the question then arises of whether it is open to the Government,
as the Executive Council, to advise the Governor not to assent. For example, until the
Australia Acts commenced in 1986, certain types of Bills were required to be reserved by the
Governor and submitted to the Sovereign for assent. A certificate signed by the Attorney
General was affixed to each Bill advising the Governor whether or not it was subject to
reservation. Members may wish to refer to the now inoperative Australian States
Constitution Act 1907 (UK) for examples of the types of Bills subject to reservation.
Reservation was intended to preserve imperial interests and has become increasingly
obsolete as Australia has progressed through various stages to full sovereignty and
independence. It was finally laid to rest by section 9(2) of the Australia Act 1986 (UK)
In Western Australia it has been the custom for the Governor to assent to Bills without the
advice and consent of Executive Council. This is so despite the provisions of section 60 of
the Interpretation Act 1984, which states the presumption that the Governor acts on the
advice, and with the consent, of the Executive Council. Giving assent without such advice is
consistent with the express wording and intent of section 2(l) of the Constitution Act, and I
quote -

... and it shall be lawful for Her Majesty,-
Or the Governor -

- by and with the advice and consent of the said Council and Assembly, to make
laws...

In other words, the paramount law-making power of the State is vested in the Crown or its
representative when that power is exercised in the manner required by subsection (3). The
advice and consent of the Houses is manifested in the presentation to the Govetnior of a Bill
certified as having been agreed to by each House. It follows that no provision is made for
separate governmental intervention between the Houses and the Governor in the legislative
process. To that extent, it seems to me that the express words of the section override any
implication that might otherwise be drawn from section 60 of the 1984 Act. I believe that
what I have just said is also supported by section 9(l) of the Australia Act. It is worth
quoting that subsection in full -

No law or instrument shall be of any force or effect in so far as it purports to require
the Governor of a State to withhold assent from any Bill for an Act of the State that
has been passed in such manner and form as may from time to time be required by a
law made by the Parliament of the State.



Would Executive Council advice that the Governor not assent to a Bill properly passed be an
'instrument" under this section?
Finally, I should deal with the question of Acts subject to proclamation. By reason of
section 20(2) of the Interpretation Act, Bills assented to after 1 July 1984 come into
operation 28 days after the day on which assent was given, unless the Act makes specific
provision for the day on which it is to come into operation. For example, a Bill often
provides that it will come into operation on the day on which it is assented to. However,
there are times when it would be inconvenient to specify a particular day or leave the Act to
come into force under the subsection to which I have referred. In these cases, provision is
made for the Act to take effect, in whole or in part, on a day or days specified in a
proclamation made by the Governor on the advice of the Executive Council. Members
should refer to sections 22 and 23 of the 1984 Act. The point I need to emphasise is that an
Act of Parliament exists from the time of assent but its provisions remain dormant until
activated by the Governor's proclamation. It may be that such an Act is never proclaimed,
but it is an Act nonetheless until repealed by a later Act.
I have heard the suggestion that proclamation interferes with, or destroys, the intention of
Parliament, particularly if proclamation is delayed or never made. That suggestion does not
make sense when it is considered that it was Parliament's express intention, by inserting the
appropriate proclamation provision, that the Act should commence operation when it suits
the Government. If, as a general proposition, or in the case of particular legislation.
members believe that the Act should come into operation within a certain time, the obvious
remedy is for them to delete proclamation provisions from the Bill and either rely on the
Interpretation Act or insert a specific date when the Act is to come into force.

FAMILY COURT AMENDMENT BILL
Assent

Message from the Governor received and read notifying assent to the Bill.

PETITION - JUVENILE CRIME
School Discipline, Victims of Crime Hearings, Effective Punishment

Hon Barry House presented a petition bearing the signatures of 3 508 persons expressing
outrage at the continued high incidence of juvenile crime and demanding that the
Government respond to community concern.
[See paper No 813.]

MOTION - SITTINGS OF THE HOUSE
Thursdays

HON J.M. BERINSON (North Metropolitan - Leader of the House) [3.46 pm]: I move
without notice -

That commencing Thursday, 14 November 1991. and for the remainder of this
session, the House meet for the despatch of business on each Thursday at 10.00 am.

The purpose of the motio n is self-evident, and I will say no more than that the Opposition
and the National Party have been consulted.
Debate adjourned, on motion by Hon George Cash (Leader of the Opposition).

MOTION - ABORIGINES
Ministers' Public Statements - Racial Tensions

Debate resumed from 24 October.
HON ILL. JONES (South West) [3.47 pm]: To recap briefly on my two previous attempts
to complete my response to the motion by Hon Eric Charlton, I emphatically denied his
claim of racial prejudice by Ministers of this Government, and his claim that they were
making statements likely to cause dissent among Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal people. I
commented that his claims were nothing more than an echo of the Leader of the Opposition's
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statements during Aboriginal Week. I said at the time that I thought their purpose was to do
nothing more than cause political mischief. I also dealt with paragraph (b) of the motion,
where Hon Eric Charlton calls on the Government to implement programs to improve
housing, education and health for Aboriginal people, by identifying programs which the
Government already has in place and of which Hon Eric Charlton was, presumably, ignorant.
I did agree with paragraph (c) of his motion, where he called for more recognition to be
given to the achievements of Aboriginal people, and I was about to give some examples of
those achievements from within my own electorate in Pinjarra. I mentioned previously that
the Murray Districts Aboriginal Association had a headquarters in Pinjarra that, when I first
saw it, was absolutely derelict. During the last two years. I have seen that hall transformed.
This has been done via a range of programs and projects which have been assisted through
Government agencies, and with the enthusiasm and energy of the Aboriginal people. I want
to tell members a little about those projects. Courses were rn, with the help of Abnrade and
technical and further education, in bricklaying, brickpaving, carpentry and landscaping. The
skills that were taught were put into practice as on the job training in transforming that hall.
It is now a very vibrant centre for the Murray Districts Aboriginal community of Pinjarra.
That community then received a grant through the Department for the Arts, and had an artist
in residence who coordinated a program which resulted in a superb mural being painted right
across the back wall of the stage in the hall, depicting different aspects of Aboriginal history.
Right around the hall are individual paintings done by Aboriginal artists from Pinjarra, many
of whom are women. The frieze around the hall is made up of these paintings, which are
superb. If any members travel through Pinjaara I invite them to try to make arrangements to
view them. The artwork is there for future generations to see and I have been trying to
encourage the artists to reproduce copies of those paintings in order to sell them. The
Murray Districts Aboriginal community also undertook a silk-screening course in the centre,
again through the Department of TAFE, in order to silk-screen garments for sale. As a
natural extension of that, they are now undertaking sewing classes with a view to making
garments themselves, silk-screening them and offering them for sale. All of these projects
have been done with the help and cooperation of Government agencies, and have had the
effect of transforming the hall, upgrading the skills of the Aboriginal people and providing
employment.
The Murray Districts Aboriginal community has further plans - it is planning next to build an
amphitheatre within the grounds of the hall, which will be open not only for the Middar
dancers when they visit Pinjarra. but also for use by other organisations in the community.
The Aboriginal people want to turn the hall into a tourist complex, which will be a
showplace for the district as well as a place where they can sell their artifacts. This has all
been done in the last couple of years with Government assistance and support, but that does
not detract from the fact that it is the Aboriginal people who have had the enthusiasm and
energy to get these projects off the ground.
Last weekend saw the commemoration of the Battle of Pinjarra and some 160 Aborigines
came to Pinjarra and camped on the actual site of that battle. They had barbecues and
picnics, and the event culminated in a dawn service. The whole thing went off beautifully -
there were no problems whatsoever and everybody considered it a great success. It is worth
recording that it was a particularly moving service, and although there was initially some
apprehension by the local council, it finally gave its support and the event went off extremely
well.
Another incident which rather touched me was that during Children's Week the Murray
Districts Aboriginal community cenn asked each Aboriginal child to invite two of their
non-Aboriginal friends from school to a luncheon at the hail, which they did. It was quite
moving to see the way in which the children integrated as they had lunch together. That is
indicative of what we need to do in the community. We must have a better understanding
and be able to show the achievements, as Hon Eric Charlton suggested, that Aboriginal
people have been working towards, rather than people just highlighting negative aspects, as
is so often the case. The examples I have given are just a few of the things I have witnessed
in Pinjarra and I am sure other members have seen many other instances of achievement by
Aborigines. The Government has a difficult enough job trying to strike a balance between
the needs and rights of Aboriginal people and the desire to provide for future development of
the State. What is needed is bipartisan support, not motions such as that moved by Hon Eric
Charlton.
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Hon ElJ. Chariton: Totally unlike what your Ministers said.
Hon HiL. JONES: Hon Eric Charlton will have an opportunity to respond in his own time. I
am just saying that a motion such as his is far more likely to achieve the dissent amongst
people that he accuses the Government of causing. His motion is a nonsense and I urge
members not to support it.
HON MURIEL PATTERSON (South West) [3.54 pm]: I share Hon Eric Charlton's
concern about the public comments alleged to have been made by the Minister for Aboriginal
Affairs and the Minister for Housing. I too believe that they will inflame racial tensions
while further widening the divisions between Western Australia's Aboriginal and
non-Aboriginal communities. I deliberately say "alleged", having also read the newspaper
accounts of Dr Watson's and Mr McGinty's remarks during National Aboriginal Week.
Perhaps something was lost or garbled in the reporting; or maybe the Ministers in question
did not realise just how their words would look in print. One hopes that this is the case, for I
am sure both Ministers must now recognise the great harm done by phrases such as: The law
is a fiction, a lie, and a means of cheating Aboriginal people, as Mr McGinty is said to have
told students during an Aboriginal flag raising ceremony at the Fremantle College of TAFE;
or Dr Watson's unqualified and unverifiable statement that racism is ingrained in Australian
society. Perhaps she would have been wiser to use the term "becoming ingrained in
Australian society" and then wondered why a nation which was so actively for Aborigines in
the 1 960s referendum could have changed so radically in half a lifetime.
It is plainly absurd, and very dangerous, for someone in authority to make such sweeping
statements about a multicultural society which is now home to about 120 different
nationalities, of all colours, drawn from every corner of the globe. To read the goad doctor's
prescription for racial harmony, one would think we were still in 1788, with just two
contrasting groups of men - Koori and Anglo alt - staring at each other on the beach at
Botany Bay without a shared language or common experience. Such a simplistic vision of
modern day complexity does no good at all, because the fabric of history cannot be unpicked,
nor can it be rewoven. It is what it is and there is no going back for any of us. The idea,
passionately held by some people, that a majority population of 17 million people should do
penance to a minority of 206 000 is a recipe for social disaster. It will not work, except
among a fringe of the guilt-wracked Anglo Saxons who, for whatever reason, hate
themselves and their country's considerable achievements. However, I do not see very many
Vietnamese, Macedonians, Greeks or Italians taking kindly to the idea of apologising for
events which happened long before they stepped ashore from leaky fishing boats or
converted troopships to build new futures for themselves and their families.
Returning for a moment to the Minister for Housing's extraordinary words about the law
being a cheat and a liar, I hope he appreciates the effect of those words on young people. At
a time when rebellious Aboriginal youth is getting so much adverse publicity in the media,
such sentiments ame the equivalent of kerosene being thrown on hot coals with the vain hope
of putting them out. For that alone, I too roundly condemn the Minister's actions.
Fortunately, in my capacity as Chairman of the Select Committee on Achievements of
Indigenous Peoples of Australia, I am able to take a wider, more balanced perspective and
recognise that the words of vocal, "professional" interest groups do not always reflect the
wishes and ambitions of the Aboriginal majority. In due course I shall present to this House
a detailed and comprehensive report on the considerable progress which has been made, and
is still being made, to reconcile settlers with Aboriginal people and Aboriginal people with
settlers. In the meantime, I fully endorse Hon Eric Charlton's criticism of the Government
Ministers' rash and inflammatory statements, which have done nothing to advance the
interests of Aboriginal people within the larger community.
HON N.F. MOORE (Mining and Pastoral) [4.00 pm]: I congratulate Hon Eric Chariton for
moving this motion and bringing the matter to the attention of the House. I am extremely
concerned about State and Federal Government policy regarding Aboriginal affairs. I have
expressed that concern for a long time, and my criticism is directed at not only the current
Labor Government, but also previous Liberal Governments.
We are achieving the virtual destruction of a race of people. When one travels around the
State, as I do, and sees what is happening to Aboriginal people, it is possible to come to only
one conclusion; that is, a system of destruction is in place in this country.
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Hon B.L. Jones: You must be seeing only the negative aspects; good things are also
happening with Aboriginal people.
Hon N.F. MOORE: A number of Aboriginal people are succeeding in spite of Government
policy because they have decided to help themselves. For years and years Government
policy has created a mendicant society by providing everything for free for no effort in
return.
Hon B.L. Jones: That is not true.
Hon N.F. MOORE: This results in many people waiting for the next handout and their lives
become meaningless. Governments have not understood that if one says to a person that his
or her every need will be looked after, ultimately that person will become a mendicant
person.
Hon Tom Stephens: During your trip last weekend did you see any positive results from
Government Aboriginal policy?
Hon N.F. MOORE: No. On the trip I made through the Kimberley last weekend, mentioned
by Hon Tom Stephens, I was horrified at the Aboriginal situation I found; this applied also to
the goldfields, the Murchison, the Gascoyne and the Pilbara. A homeland movement has
arisen in the Kimberley. I first heard of that expression when reading about apartheid by
which white people shoved black people into a homeland so that they would adopt a separate
way of life under separate rules. The world took umbrage to apartheid, and countless
Commonwealth Heads of Government Meetings discussed what a terrible thing apartheid
was and said that it should be abolished - we agree with that. Kimberley Aboriginal groups
make requests for land, and in some cases this process involves the excise of land from
pastoral leases and the creation of reserves and special leases. Seven million hectares of land
has been involved since 1985 when the Land Bill was defeated.
I had not heard the expression "homeland" in Australia until last week. Such situations used
to be referred to as the outstation movement. Therefore, this movement has taken on more
sinister overtones as Aboriginal groups are moving onto land which, in many cases, is
hundreds of kilomnetres from existing settlements. However, these people will not be living a
traditional lifestyle as some people believe they should.
Hon E.J. Chariton: Absolutely.
Hon N.F. MOORE: It is not possible to live the traditional lifestyle because the skills, the
knowledge, the wildlife and the ability to survive in those conditions have gone. These
people are asking for the provision of health, education, electricity, water and housing
services and all the other trappings of a western society. Therefore, as the Government is flat
strap providing facilities to literally hundreds of small communities developing through
outback Western Australia, the money is not available to provide the services. Children are
not attending school and do not have adequate health services. These people are missing out
on the limited services which were previously available in the settlements. We have the
crazy situation in Western Australia in which the Aboriginal society is being broken apart
and moving into separate areas of the State, and the Government is madly trying to keep up
in providing the services which are normally provided in Western Australian society.
Therefore, the health and education facilities for many Aboriginal children are becoming
worse rather than better. These children have less access to the available services.
Community health workers are saying that the best they can do is to simply break even; they
do not have the time or the facilities to provide the preventive skills which are necessary to
overcome many of the Aboriginal problems, especially relating to children. The education
system is asking. "How can we include young Aboriginal children in the normal curriculum
when many of them cannot speak English?" Most courses of English as a second language
are taught in Government schools in Perth with a limit on the number of students per class.
It is widely accepted that teachers cannot teach more than 15 students in courses of English
as a second language whereas, for example, 90 per cent of students at the Fitzroy Crossing
school speak Creole, yet each class contain 30 to 35 students. Unless additional resources
are provided to the education system, these children will suffer when compared to the rest of
the community.
Alongside these issues we have an enormous bureaucracy which has been developed to
administer Aboriginal affairs. The Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islanders Commission is not
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the mast popular outfit in Australia among the Aboriginal people. This organisation
consumes money at a rate of $1 billion a year in administering Aboriginal affairs! That
works out to approximately $5 000 per Aboriginal person.
Hon Sam Piantadosi: What about the ethnic Aborigines referred to in your policies?
Hon N.F. MOORE: I did not say that, and the member knows it. Hon Sam Piantadosi
should look up the word "ethnic" in a dictionary.
Hon Sam Piantadosi: How will you help these people? It is your policy.
Hon N.E. MOORE: This department spends $1 billion of taxpayers' money to administer
Aboriginal affairs, yet we have poverty from one end of the State to the other. The $1 billion
to which I refer does not include welfare payments, die CDEP payments and the range of
facilities provided to Aboriginal people by virtue of their being members of the Australian
society. Therefore, we have a bloated bureaucracy consuming this money while passing
down very little to the grassroots level where it is desperately needed. Government policy is
creating a mendicant society of Aboriginal people who believe they do not have to work to
survive and who live from week to week on Government handouts. However, these people
are suffering in'respect of their health, education and housing services. In conjunction with
that, we have bleeding hearts Ministers stating that the only solution to the problems of
Aboriginal affairs is to provide more money and to give more services free of charge. The
pontificating of these bleeding heart Ministers is doing a disservice to Aboriginal people, and
this led to Hon Eric Chariton's moving of this motion: The ultimate goal of the Aboriginal
people is to enable the rest of the community and the Aboriginal community to achieve the
same aims; these are to acquire jobs, housing, health and education services and a future for
their children.
Hon Mark Nevill: Do you support the Aboriginal Communities Act?
Hon N.E. MOORE: No, I donot. I supported the legislation in the past, but it is now
moving down the wrong path altogether. It provides the opportunity for Aboriginal
communities to create their own by-laws, which can be contrary to those operating in the rest
of the community. I am rapidly coming to the conclusion that is not the way to go at all.
The path we are taking for Aboriginal affairs will ultimately lead to the total destruction of
Aborigines as a race.
HON E.J. CHARLTON (Agricultural) [4.11 pm]: I thank members who have spoken for
their comments. I am not surprised by the statement made by Hon Beryl Jones or the way in
which she views this motion. I am disappointed with her attitude to comments made by
Ministers of her Government which I and other members consider to be detrimental to
Aborigines. It goes without saying one could expect that at the end of the day the
expenditure by any Federal Government of $1 billion - we have rounded the sum off for a
long time to that amount; but it is now closer to $1.3 billion - of taxpayers' money among
Aboriginal people would result in bounding progress in assisting Aboriginal people to take
their place in the broader community. In fact, most of us who travel around country
Australia, in particular, and the metropolitan area can see that although a minority of
Aboriginal people have made giant advances the great majority are going backwards. As
Hon Norman Moore said, they are unable to take their place in their own society, let alone in
the wider community. It is time Government members took off their blinkers and saw things
as they really axe.
Most importantly, the purpose of this motion was to ensure that the Ministers responded in a
proper and positive way. I also wanted to give members the opportunity to reflect on the
divisive statements made by Ministers during Aboriginal Week. I welcome the comments
made by members on my side of the House. They have substantiated, precisely, the reasons I
brought this motion to the House. I implore Hon Beryl Jones to look at the facts and to
encourage the Ministers in her Government - whoever they are at the time - when Aboriginal
Week arises next year, to take a positive outlook and encourage Aboriginal people in the
right direction rather than try to stir up hatred and divisiveness by disruptive and antagonistic
comments.
Only last week I heard about the new housing project just' off the Canning stock route, on
which millions and millions of dollars are beinig spent. We will probably see a repeat
performance there of what has occurred in* similar housing structures from one end of
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Australia to the other. People have walked away from those places after a few years because
the buildings were put there by Canberra bureaucrats who had no understanding of
Aboriginal people in the first place.
In conclusion, the $1.3 billion of which this and other Federal Governments seem to be very
proud is spent mostly by white people in Sydney and Melbourne and is of no benefit to
Aboriginal people. If Government members want to hold up their heads and speak with
some success about the achievements of Aboriginal affairs and the spending of other
people's money -

Hon B.L. Jones interjected.
Hon ElJ. CHARLTON: Hon Beryl Jones has not seen half as much as 1. She referred to the
establishment at Pinjarra; I congratulate her and everybody else associated with it. Are non
Aboriginal people able to participate in that project? I can take her to places where a non-
Aboriginal must obtain a permit before entering. On the other side of the counter, it is a
different story. If anyone were to suggest that an Aboriginal person could not enter a public
area, play in a football teamn, or be part of a multicultural activity, there would be hell to pay.
Members' points have been made with a great deal of clarity. I will not quote again what the
two Ministers said during Aboriginal Week. I am reminded of it repeatedly and of the
damage caused to Aboriginal people and to the Government as I travel around country
Austraia and other areas. I call on members on both sides of the House to support the
motion.

Division
Question put and a division taken with the following result -

Ayes (14)
Hon J.N Caldwell Hon Barry House Hon RI). Pike
Hon George Cash Hon P.H. Lockyer Hon Derrick TornUnson
Hon E.J. Chariton Hon NPF. Moore Hon DJ. Wordsworth
Hon Max Evans Hon Muriel Patterson Hon Margaret McAleer
Hon Peter Foss Hon P.G. Pendal (Teller)

Noes (13)
Hon J.M. Berinson Hon Tom Helm Hon Bob Tomas
Hon T.G. Butler Hon B.L. Jones Hon Doug Wenn
Hon Graham Edwards Hon Mark Nevill Hon Fred McKenzie
Hon John Halden Hon Sam Piantadosi (Teller)
Hon Kay Hallahan Hon Tom Stephens

Pairs
Hon W.N. Stretch Hon J.M. Brown
Hon Murray Montgomery Hon Carry Kelly

Question thus passed.

MOTION - ROYAL COMMISSION
Attacks by Premier and Other Ministers

HON P.C. PENDAL (South Metropolitan) [4.20 pm]: I move -

That this House views with the gravest possible concern the recent events which
continue to undermine public confidence in this Government, which reinforce the
view that it is without integrity or principle, and that it seeks to cling to office at all
cost and regardless of the adverse impact on society's waning respect for vital
public institutions.
That in particular, this House -

(1) Deplores the inaccurate impression conveyed by the Premier and certain
Ministers that it was Parliament, as distinct from the Executive Government,
which attacked the integrity and impartiality of the Royal Commission;,
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(2) condemns as unprincipled the Premier's and certain of her Ministerss
reflections on the Royal Commission;

(3) notes the gravity of the untenable position of the Attorney General who, as
the first law officer of this State, has not only failed to repudiate the attack
on the commission by the Premier and certain Ministers, but also is
confronted by a senior ex-Govemment officer having disputed and contested
his evidence before the commission,

and calls on the Hon J.M. Berinson as the State's first law officer to affirm his
complete confidence in die activities and integrity of the Royal Commission.

Today we are dealing with a matter of the gravest concern because underpinning this motion
is the deepest suspicion that the Government wants the Royal Commission into its business
activities to fail. The motion is couched in three pans. However, the most crucial part
calling for comment by the Government is contained in paragraph (3), which reads -

Notes die gravity of the untenable position of the Attorney General who, as t first
law officer of this State has not only failed to repudiate the attack on the Commission
by the Premnier and certain Ministers ...

Hon J.M. Berinson: What relationship do you say exists between the Royal Commission and
the office of the Attorney General?
Hon P.G. PENDAL: If the Attorney General is patient, I will tell him. I am also interested
to hear the assurances that he failed to give in the month since the quite orchestrated attack
began by members of his Government and by his colleagues in Caucus to undermine the
Royal Commission.
Hon S.M. Berinson: Your imagination must be working over time for you to come out with
comments like that.
Hon P.G. PENDAL: In support of my assertion that the Government is working to a dual
agenda I point out that, firstly, it allowed attacks to go on to undermine the Royal
Commission and, secondly, it at the same time sought to pretend that it supports the Royal
Commission.
Hon J.M. Berinson: It does support the Royal Commission.
Hon P.G. PENDAL: We will give the Government the chance to prove that because, in the
past, all Mr Berinson has done by his silence -

Hon L.M. Berinson: Firstly, I have not been silent and, secondly, I have no special role with
the Royal Commission.
The PRESIDENT: Order! Even though die Attorney General has not been silent, he is
required to be silent now.
Hon P.C. PENDAL: We are not dealing with the rights of people to be silenced in respect of
public institutions. I believe that people should, for example, have the right to criticise the
courts, Parliament, the Public Service and die Police Force and I do not believe that people
should refrain from robust comments about the course of the Royal Commission. However,
that is a different kettle of fish entirely from an orchestrated campaign by the Government
and certain of its members to undermine the course of the Royal Commission.
Hon Tonm Stephens: That is absolute nonsense and you know it.
Hon J.M. Berinson: You don't even look as if you are convincing yourself, Mr Pendal.
Hon P.G. PENDAL: The Royal Commissioners themselves used that language. Is that not
interesting after hearing that protest? At the opening of the proceedings after debates in
another place the Royal Commissioners said that if that sort of attack kept up the Royal
Commission's activities would be undermined.
Hon J.M. Berinson: What have they said in the weeks since? You can really do better than
this, Mr Pendal.
Hon P.O. PENDAL: The core of my complaint and the Opposition's complaint is that,
although these attacks were made by Mr Grill, Mr Pearce and the Premier, the Attorney
General, as the first law officer of this State, never once disciplined those members for
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saying things that were, in the waits of the Royal Commissioners, tantamount to
undermining public confidence in it. Therefore, Mr Berinson, by his silence, was part of that
attempt to undermine it. If he was not, we are entitled to ask him to show us evidence of
memos that he sent to the Premier, Mr Grill, and Mr Pearce advising chew not to take part in
conduct which was designed to undermine public confidence in the Royal Commission. That
is the nub of the matter that we are debating today.
However, it goes further than the complicity of the Attorney General by his silence. On
25 September, Mr Berinson, in a Press statement, requested members of the Opposition not
to do things that would undermine public confidence in the Royal Commission, actions that
members of the Government were not prepared to agree to. In seeking to put some distance
between himself and the evidence of Mr Kevin Edwards at the Royal Commission, which is
a matter of the gravest concern because it means that one or the other is not being truthful at
the Royal Commission -

Hon J.M. Berinson: You are an old fraud.
Hon P.G. PENDAL: The Attorney General can call me what he likes, but the fact is that
someone's evidence was not truthful. However, I do not want to canvass that at the moment.
What I do want to canvass is the last statement in the Attorney General's official release
when he said -

In the meantime, it is impossible to have the issues considered by the Commission
and debated by me in the media simultaneously. Accordingly, I do not intend to enter
into public debate outside the Commission.

That would be a commendable sentiment if everyone obeyed it.
Hon J.M. Berinson: Are you suggesting that I have not?
Hon P.G. PENDAL: I am suggesting that the Attorney General's ministerial colleagues and
the Premier have not. The fact that he remained silent about that indicates that they do not
go along with his request of the Opposition.
Hon J.M. Berinson: You still have not indicated what special connection I have, as Attorney
General, with the Royal Commission.
Hon P.G. PENDAL: It is clear to the novice that Mr Berm son has a particularly important
and unique role to play in our Cabinet system.
[Debate adjourned, pursuant to Standing Order No 195.]

BUILDING SOCIETIES AMENDMENT DILL
Introduction and First Reading

Bill introduced, on motion by Hon E.M. Berinson (Attorney General), and read a first time.
Second Reading

HON J.M. BERINSON (North Metropolitan - Attorney General) [4.32 pm]: I move -
That the Bill be now read a second time.

This Bill provides that if a building society is wound up withdrawable shareholders and
depositors should be treated in the same way. In doing so the Bill recognises the nature of
the relationship that withdrawable shareholders have always had as depositors with building
societies. By way of background, some building societies have had two classes of unsecured
depositors under their rules; firstly, "fixed" and "on-call" depositors, and secondly, depositors
who hold withdrawable shares.
Building societies have unusual share capital comprising both non-withdrawable and
withdrawable shares. Non-withdrawable shares can be equated with ordinary shares in a
company and have the same characteristics, as follows: The value of these shames can only
be realised by sale or on a winding up; where voting rights exist they am attached to the
shams - the more of these shares a person holds the more votes that person has; and
dividends are payable to the shareholders but depend on profitability. Withdrawable shares,
on the other hand, are redeemable either at call or at a fixed term, are entitled to interest at a
pre determined rate, have no right to dividends, and have only a nominal voting right as each
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non-withdrawable shareholder has no more than one vote regardless of the number of shares
owned.
For all practical purposes a "withdrawable shareholder" is the same as a "depositor" and the
difference is only one of terminology based on historic provisions. Withdrawable
shareholders consist, in the main, of people who have been depositors with societies for
many years. It was the practice of building societies in earlier times to require in their rules
that for any person to deposit money with the society it was necessary for that person to
become a member of the society and to be issued with withdrawable shares for the deposit.
The ranking of withdrawable shareholder depositors was first brought to the Government's
attention in the case of the Permanent Building Society, to which an administrator was
appointed on 30 August 1991. While it is hoped, and every effort continues, to sell the
society as a going concern, the possibility remains that it may have to be wound up. On a
winding up, and in the known financial circumstances of the society, non-withdrawable
shareholders would receive no retur at all under current provisions. The Government
regards that as unfair to withdrawable shareholder depositors because they are, and always
have been, recognised as more properly regarded as a type of depositor than as a shareholder.
As at 31 July 1991 an amount of $91 113 255 was on deposit with Permanent Building
Society and $8 517 000 was invested in withdrawable shares. The withdrawable
shareholders, who number about 12 600, are mostly small investors with an average deposit
of only a few hundred dollars. In contrast with the position of the withdrawable shares, non-
withdrawable shares represent the capital base of the society for calculating net worth under
the Building Societies' Act. The holders of these shares are mostly corporate bodies. There
are 400 such shareholders with $11.6 million invested.
The effect of the Bill before the House will vary in the case of Permanent Building Society
according to the ultimate fate of that society. If the administrator is able to sell the society as
a going concern and at a sufficient price to meet all claims from creditors the amendments
will have no effect. On the other hand, if Permanent Building Society is ultimately
liquidated the amendments would spread the loss across all unsecured creditors including
withdrawable shareholders. That would reduce the amount otherwise payable to ordinary
depositors by about 8g in the dollar. The only alternative to the action proposed by this Bill
is to do nothing, which would result in withdrawable shareholder depositors losing their
entire deposit.
Having considered the competing interests involved, the Government has come to the
conclusion that it would be unfair to withdrawable shareholder depositors in Permanent
Building Society to be at risk of losing all their money having regard to the fact that they
have always been regarded and treated, in effect, the same as any other depositors of that
society. I commend the Bill to the House.
Debate adjourned, on motion by Hon Max Evans.

MOTION - HEALTH (MEAT INSPECTION AND BRANDING) AMENDMENT
REGULATIONS (No 5)

Regulations Disallowance - Discharge from Notice Paper
HON EJ. CHARLTON (Agricultural) [4.38 pm]: I move -

That Order of the Day No 1 be discharged from the Notice Paper.
I have moved this motion as a result of discussions with the Chapman Valley Shire. I
initiated this move because the Chapman Valley Shire was forced to pay full meat inspection
fees as a consequence of action taken by the Health Department regarding the Nabawa
abattoir. From 1 July that abattoir will be forced to have full meat inspection. It was felt that
such action would have a serious financial effect on the Chapman Valley Shire. During the
period this matter has been on the Notice Paper the Chapman Valley Shire advertised for a
part time meat inspector to cater for the operation at Nabawa. The abattoir owner is
presently considering plans for the future operations of that business. The Health
Department has recognised the problem confronting the abattoir and a number of other small
abattoirs around the State. As a consequence I look forward to the department putting a
recommendation to Government in the near future regarding full meat inspection at these
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abattoirs. Discussions between the Chapman Valley Shire and the Health Department will be
ongoing so it is no longer logical to continue moving for the disallowance of these
regulations. I will keep the Parliament informed of further developments related to the
appointment of a part time meat inspector to cover this isolated abattoir. A ludicrous
situation currently applies. If this problem is not overcome by the Government in
consultation with the Health Department, many small country abattoirs will go out of
business; they cannot last much longer. Forcing a full meat inspection will make it
uneconomic for them to survive.
Question put and passed.

APPROPRIATION (CONSOLIDATED REVENUE FUND) BILL

Second Reading
Debate resumed from 23 October.
HON GEORGE CASH (North Metropolitan - Leader of the Opposition) [4.41 pm]:
Members will be aware that the Appropriation (Consolidated Revenue Fund) Bill is to grant
further supply and to appropriate and apply out of the Consolidated Revenue Fund certain
sums for the service of the year ending 30 June 1992 and to appropriate the Consolidated
Revenue Fund for charges during the year ended 30 June 1991 under the Treasurer's
Advance Authorization Act. Members will be further aware that the Bill provides for
appropriations in the amount of $4 550.641 million for the matters set out in schedule 1 of
the Bill, and an amount of $56 795 528.53 in respect of those matters set out in schedule 2.
Members will also be aware that debate on the Appropriation Bill is not restricted to any
particular subject, so I intend to discuss the victims' charter which the Government has been
talking about, and the victims' charter which the Liberal Party has been considering for some
time and which was referred to the Government. Later I shall deal with the situation of
hospital funding in Western Australia at this time. A number of honourable members have
already spoken on the tabling of the papers in respect of the Estimates of Revenue and
Expenditure, and in due course others who may wish to speak on that matter will transfer
their comments to the Appropriation Bill which is now before the House.
The Government announced yesterday that it intends to consider introducing victims' impact
statements into Western Australia, and I am very pleased that it has taken this step. That
announcement has also been welcomed by our shadow Minister for Justice, Hon Derrick
Tomlinson, who has also suggested that this is a landmark decision in criminal justice. This
is a positive action to address the impact of crime on victims, and it is long overdue. No
doubt our shadow Minister for Justice will make his comments in due course, but he, like
me, congratulates the Government on taking this step.
The idea of victim impact statements, or a declaration of victim's rights - a charter of
victims' rights - in Western Australia is a matter which I have raised in the Parliament
before. It is also a matter which I referred to the Minister for Aboriginal Affairs, Hon Judyth
Watson, some weeks ago following the attack on her in one of the southern suburbs. I sent a
personal note to the Minister observing that if we had a charter of victims' rights in Western
Australia victims would have an opportunity of attending the court and putting before it an
indication of the trauma and impact of a physical assault or other offence which may have
been committed upon them. In reply the Minister for Aboriginal Affairs advised me that she
bad not been badly injured as a result of the attack, and was pleased to learn of my interest in
a victims' charter in Western Australia. She advised me that she had referred the victims'
charter idea to the Attorney General for his consideration. Within a few days I was advised
by the Attorney General that consideration of victim impact statements or a victims' charter
was to come under the administration of the Minister for Justice, and the Attorney General
had therefore referred my victims' charter to Hon David Smith for his consideration.
Whether the Liberal Party's support for a victims' charter has encouraged the Government to
move a little faster ,I do not know; all I can say is that I am pleased that we have at last
arrived at this circumstance which indicates that the Government is happy to consider such a
move.
A distinction must be drawn between a victim's impact statement and a victims' charter. A
victim's impact statement is a statement disclosing the physical, psychological, social and
financial effects of a crime committed on a person. It is addressed to a court for the
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consideration of that court when an offender is sentenced. It is interesting to note that
victims' impact statements have been introduced and adopted in most States of the United
States of America at a Federal level, in some parts of Canada, and in South Australia. The
statements describe the harm done to the victims in the way of physical, psychological, social
and financial consequences. In some jurisdictions overseas the victim's impact statement
includes a statement concerning the victim's feelings about the crime, the offender, and
indeed the proposed sentence.
It is fair to say that the concept of a victim's impact statement has met with a mixed response
in Australia. In 1988 the Australian Law Reform Commission raised some objection to the
introduction of victim impact statements. In fact that commission favoured retaining the
present system, arguing that information about the impact of a crime on a victim is brought
to the notice of the court by the prosecution or the defence. In 1988 another committee
recommended against the introduction of a victim's impact statement. The New South
Wales task force on services for victims of crimes considered the introduction of victims'
impact statements and recommended awaiting the results of programs in other jurisdictions
before deciding on this issue. More recently members will be aware that the Australian
National Committee on Violence has recommended that victims' impact statements should
be introduced on an Australia-wide basis. In its 1990 report on violence the committee said,
in part -

By all means the courts should be mindful of the legally relevant effects of an
offence. Moreover offenders should be reminded of the consequences of their
actions.
Experience in the United States and Canada suggest that victim impact statements can
be introduced without necessarily jeopardising the rights of the accused or the
interests of the victim.

The National Committee on Violence recommended in that report -

Subject to the inclusion of appropriate safeguards against abuse either by the Crown
or the defence, victim impact statements should be introduced in all jurisdictions.

Recently the Australian Institute of Criminology produced report 33 of September 1991.
Under the heading "Trends and Issues" the report commented at length on the question of
victim impact statements. In part, the report reads -

Victim impact statements is an organised and structured method of ensuring that the
court is aware of important information concerning the effect of the crime on the
victim.

In my view, the use of victim impact statements is a simple way to integrate victims into the
criminal justice process. It could be considered, and should be considered, for adoption by
all Australian jurisdictions. Members will probably be aware that South Australia is the only
Australian State that has introduced victim impact statements. It should also be recognised
that the South Australian Parliament has also endorsed a charter of victims' rights which sets
out 17 specific principles. Principle 14 states that a victim shall -

Be entitled to have the full effects of the crime on him or her made known to the
sentencing court either by the prosecutor or by information contained in a pre-
sentence report; including any financial, social or physical harm done to or suffered
by the victim.

And that -

Any other information that may aid the court in sentencing including the restitution or
compensation needs of the victim should also be put before the court by the
prosecutor.

7he South Australian situation is the best jurisdiction to study as to victim impact statements
and charters of rights for victims within Australia. The South Australian Parliament passed
its Criminal Law (Sentencing) Act in 1988 under which victim impact statements may be put
before the court by a prosecutor. That legislation came into force on 1 January 1989. It
allows only written statements, not verbal statements, concerning the impact on the victim of
crime to be put before the court. Several arguments can be made in favour of increasing
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victim participation in the sentencing process. To summarise the arguments, victim
participation -

makes the sentencing process more democratic and reflective of the community's
response to crime;
increases proportionality and the accuracy of sentencing;
enhances retribution if the punishment can be measured against the harm suffered by
the victim;
enhances deterrence by making the prosecution case more effective and therefore
more certain to achieve a conviction; and
may promote rehabilitation if it forces the offender to confront the reality of the harm
caused to the victim.

The last point was acknowledged by the National Committee on Violence report in its 1990
deliberations. In that report the committee considered that, while not all violent offenders are
capable of remorse or empathy, offenders should at least be confronted by the damage that
they have inflicted on other people. It is important to note that one of the concerns raised by
the Australian Law Reform Commission was that victim impact statements could cause
delays and additional expense to what was agreed by most people to be an already over
burdened criminal justice system;, indeed, an already very expensive criminal justice system.
Research in the United States on the use and impact of victim impact statements indicates
that in the United States there has not been a great addition to the expense of the system, and
that it does not over burden the system. In the United States, most reports indicate that few
of the court officials believe that input from victims has created problems. Most research on
the matter indicates that the courts benefit from and appreciate the advice and input from
victims. Some people in the community would argue that if we have a system that includes
victim impact statements, victims themselves might be required to relive the crime that they
have suffered and, indeed, as a result endure further distress, Recent studies in South
Australia - and that State leads in the stakes for victim impact statements or a charter of
victims' rights - indicate that most victims are willing to provide information to the courts;
indeed, they want to provide information to the courts. They consider that it is vital for the
sentencing process, even at the expense of their having to relive the crime. Victims generally
are of the view that they axe willing to incur the amount of distress that may occur on the
basis that the court will fully understand the stress and trauma that a victim may have
suffered as a result of a crime.
That concludes my general comments regarding victim impact statements. It appears to be a
general concept adopted by the Government in Western Australia. Earlier I suggested that a
need existed to distinguish between victim impact statements and a victims' charter of rights.
I will now run through what I believe to be the distinction between the victim impact
statements and a victims' charter. I have put together some points by way of a declaration of
rights for victims of crime in Western Australia. In part, I have referred to this matter in the
past in this House.
Hon J.M. Berinson: It is fair to say that the use of victim impact statements is really only
one aspect of a charter of victims' rights.
Hon GEORGE CASH: Quite so. I am glad that the Attorney Genera] raised that point. It
can be said that the use of victim impact statements is only one of a number of elements that
can be contained in a victims' charter. It is one of the elements that I put in the victims'
charter that I sent to the Attorney General for his consideration. The point I make in respect
of the proposition advanced by the Government is that while I welcome the great step
forward that the Government is taking in recognising that victims should have more say in
the criminal justice system - and should be afforded an opportunity to have that say on their
own behalf, rather than to have others represent them - we can provide victims of crime with
other opportunities rather than stopping at the victim impact statements situation.
Hon J.M. Berinson: I do not know who has a copy of the Premier's full statement but that
was not restricted to victim impact statements; it went to a charter.
Hon GEORGE CASH: Yes, [ am additionally pleased to hear that. I can only rely on what I
read in the newspaper this morning and some reports that I saw on television last night. I am
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pleased that the Government has taken this important step and I am sure it will enjoy the
support of the Opposition when we have the opportunity to see by way of legislation or
administrative change the various matters that are proposed by the Government. The Liberal
Party has been very vocal in wanting a victims' charter in Western Australia and I would like
to think that this matter can be handled on a bipartisan basis so that we recognise that victims
of crime have rights - rights that in the past have not necessarily been shown to be as
important as many in the community would want.

[Questions without notice taken.]
Hon GEORGE CASH: The Government has taken an important step in announcing its
intention to introduce victim impact statements in Western Australia. I shall distinguish
between victim impact statements and a victims' charter. Western Australia is unique among
Australian States in being one of the few States which does not have a formal charter for
victims. The Parliaments of South Australia, Victoria, New South Wales, Queensland and
Tasmania have all adopted declarations of victims' rights, but Western Australia lags behind
those States. Research in respect of those other States' charters indicates that many are
modelled on the declaration adopted by the Seventh United Nations Congress on the
Prevention of Crime and Treatment of Offenders, which was held in Wian, Italy in 1985.
That declaration was formally approved by the General Assembly of the United Nations in
December 1985 and its principles have generally been encompassed in the proposed
declaration of rights for victims of crime in Western Australia, which I will seek leave to
table in the House at the conclusion of my comments. The principal aim of the United
Nations' declaration is to help ensure victims receive sympathetic, constructive and
reassuring treatment from the criminal justice system. This view was endorsed by the
Australian National Committee on Violence which recommended in its 1990 report that all
Governments - referring to Governments in Australia - should formally embrace the
principles of justice and fair treatment for victims, as set Out in the declaration of the United
Nations General Assembly.
In Western Australia many victims feel dissatisfied with or cheated by the criminal justice
system; because there is no victims' charter, many victims feel there is a lack of
understanding in the way the courts deal with the offences committed against them. There is
often confusion and lack of information about the criminal investigation procedures, and a
lack of understanding of the courts' sentencing options, all of which lead to dissatisfaction
among victims. There is no doubt that victims desire an understanding of and information
about what is occurring with regard to the circumstances that beset them.
An investigation of the overseas experience with victims' charters indicates that in the
United States and Canada, where these charters are most prevalent, they have led to a clearer
understanding by victims of the working of the criminal justice system. They have given
more satisfaction to victims in the resolution of their problems. The experience in South
Australia has been very positive and in general terms the declaration that South Australia has
adopted - and which is embraced very much in the declaration of rights for victims which I
intend to table - indicates that this type of charter can provide victims with information about
the progress of police investigations, except in cases where such advice may jeopardise
police investigation. It can assist victims in being informed of the charges to be laid against
the alleged offender and any subsequent changes to those charges, and in understanding why
the police may decide not to proceed with a particular charge. It can offer the victim a better
understanding of the trial process and the rights and responsibilities of witnesses. It can
further assist victims in understanding the outcome and conditions of bail applications and,
indeed, the general outcome of court proceedings, the sentences imposed on offenders, and
the implications of those sentences. The proposed charter Of Victims' rights is also designed
to protect a victim from unnecessary contact with the alleged offender, to prevent disclosure
of a victim's home address unless that is absolutely unavoidable, and also to have a victim's
need for physical protection considered before, during and after the trial process. My
proposed declaration of rights for victims of crime in Western Australia comprises
16 separate points. It is not my intention to read those points to the House, and I will seek
leave to table the document, but much is said in the first point which stares that victims of
crime shall have the right to -

Be dealt with at all times in a sympathetic, constructive and reassuring manner and
with due regard to the victims' personal situation, rights and dignity by trained police,
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health, social service, justice, correctional officers and other persons involved with
victims whether or not legal proceedings are commenced in relation to the alleged
offence;

The charter lists other paints which I believe are extremely important in recognising the
rights of victims. The Attorney General earlier referred to victim impact statements as one of
a number of elements in the victims' charter, and the fourth point of my charter states that
victims of crime shalt have the right to -

Have a Victim Impact Statement prepared at the time of the initial investigation
which shall include information regarding the harm done to or suffered by the victim
both physical and psychological and the losses incurred as a consequence of the
offence;

That takes into account the victim impact statement. I was pleased to hear the Attorney
Generail suggest that the Government wants to go further than the introduction of victim
impact statements. I will obviously look with great interest at how far the Government wants
to go in promoting victims' rights in this State.
On the subject of victims' rights, members will recall the Rally for Justice which was held on
20 August of this year. Thousands of people attended that rally outside Parliament House,
and most members in this House would have been presented with petitions signed by those in
attendance and, indeed, by many who could not attend on that day. One of the issues
mentioned by the people at that rally was the need to allow victims of crime greater access to
the court process. One member of the group which organised the rally - a solicitor in Perth,
Mr Peter Johnson - has circulated to members of Parliament a proposed amendment to
section 656 of the Criminal Code, which states -

Section 656 of the Principal Act is amended by inserting after "existence of that
circumstance" the following paragraph:-
"When considering sentence, the court shall make reasonable efforts to offer the
person or persons aggrieved by the offence the right to make an oral or written
submission to the court as to the circumstances of the offence, and as to the manner in
which the offence has affected that person or persons and further the provisions of
this paragraph shall apply to all persons charged with any offence against the Statute
Law of Western Australia."

I will support any move to introduce that amendment to the Criminal Code of Western
Australia. The Liberal shadow Minister for Justice, Hon Derrick Tomlinson, is presently
considering this amendment and is discussing it with Liberal members of this House. If the
Government is not prepared to act by indicating that it will support such an amendment to the
Criminal Code. I will expect a Liberal member of Parliament to bring forward this
amendment so that it can be properly considered by this House and, I would hope, agreed to
so that victims will be given an opportunity to make either an oral or a written submission to
a court. It may be that the Government, in its determination to increase victims' rights in
Western Australia, is prepared to address this matter, If it is. it will have my support.
However, from the information that I have been able to gain so far about the Government's
negotiations on victims' rights, I am not sure that the Government wants to go as far as
Mr Johnson is proposing in his amendment. That point remains to be resolved by the
Government, but I commend Mr Johnson for sending that amendment to all members of this
House. I miust that members will give Mr Johnson the courtesy of replying to him with their
views about his proposed amendment. I strongly support it.
I now want to raise two matters about the health system in Western Australia. The first
matter was brought to my attention last week by a constituent who lives in Dianella. This
lady is suffering from a bone deformity; a bane is protruding from her right shoulder and is
impacting on the tendons in that region. Her specialist doctor referred her to the orthopaedic
outpatients clinic at Sir Charles (Jairdner Hospital, but before the lady was able to get an
appointment at that clinic, her doctor received a memorandum from Sir Charles Gairdner
Hospital indicating that the clinic was overwhelmed by referrals and, therefore, could not see
this person, no matter what might be her personal situation and no matter from what pain or
trauma she might be suffering, because it did not have any more time or room to see new
patients. I have raised this question in the media, and I am pleased that the Minister for
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Health has joined me in condemning the Federal Government for the failure of Medicare -
that Government health system that promised to mice care of all people. Although the State
Minister for Health has been critical of his Federal counterparts, his being critical is not good
enough; it is certainly not good enough to assist my constituent in Dianella. Thec State
Minister for Health must take positive action to ensure that there is an increase in funding for
that clinic at Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital so that it can see the many people who - if I might
use the terminology - are dying to get in. That statement can be taken in almost a literal
sense. I am si~ire members of this House would be aware of the situation because of the many
representations that are made to them by patients, who say every day that the health system
in Western Australia is failing to address their needs, is causing people continued distress,
suffering and trauma, and is costing the community more than it would if the Government's
priorities were changed so chat it offered more funding to the health system.
I now want to give an example of a patient of whom I am aware, where the Government,
through lack of funding, not only caused her to suffer great stress and trauma as a result of a
particular medical procedure, but also caused itself to face considerably greater cost by
having to maintain her in hospital as a result of certain instrumentation not being available at
Royal Perth Hospital. Royal Perth Hospital is one of our major teaching hospitals. Last
month this patient was referred to that hospital by a specialist to have performed a procedure
known as a laparoscopic cholecyscectoniy. Members may be aware that there are
14 operating theatres at Royal Perth Hospital; they may not be aware that only one of those
theatres is equipped with the instrumentation to perform laparoscopic cholecystectoniies.
One of the problems that occurred during this operation was that, because of the obesity of
the patient, the regular or standard laparoscopic instruments were not sufficient in length to
enable the doctor to perform the operation. I am told that a laparoscopic cholecystectomy is
in fact a gall bladder operation, which is the procedure that was undergone by the Premier.
The surgeon commenced die laparoscopic cholecystectomy -

Hon Mark Nevill: In plain English, you are saying that a fat person had a gall bladder
operation.
Hon GEORGE CASH: Yes, in those very simple terms. I would have thought also that the
patient might have preferred to be called obese rather than fat. However, those were
Hon Mark Nevill's words, not mine. The fact is that the surgeon called for some extended
endopaths, or ports of entry, two of which were necessary. They cost $85 each and would
have allowed the operation to continue. Unfortunately, however, the surgeon was told while
he was performing the procedure that the hospital just did not have any of those ports of
entry - which are inserted into the stomach as part of the procedure - even though they cost
only $85 each. The surgeon then determined that if the equipment was not available because
of a lack of funding he would have to revert from the laparoscopic procedure to open
surgery, so he immediately abandoned the laparoscopic procedure and performed invasive
surgery on the patient. Had those disposable ports of entry been available - that is, had the
$170 worth of funding been available to buy them - the patient would have had to spend only
two days in hospital and, as our Premier has just found, would have spent only another seven
or 10 days recovering. However, because invasive surgery was required the patient had to
spend seven days in hospital and a further five weeks recovering from the surgery, all
because $170 worth of equipment was not available at Royal Perth Hospital. If that does not
cast a slur on the current system, nothing does, because it is a dead loss situation. If the
equipment is not to hand, other procedures must be performed which, in the end, are far more
costly - not only to the patient in recovery time, but also to the community in keeping the
patient in hospital.
There is further bad news: I am aware of another case which involved a laparoscopic
cholecyscectomy which was perforned at Royal Perth Hospital. Because only one set of
instruments for this type of procedure was available at that hospital - and I understand that
the equipment costs in the order of $60 000 - on one occasion a laparoscopic
cbolecystectoniy was performed on one patient, the operation was completed, and the
equipment was sent outside to be autoclaved and brought back into the theatre so that another
laparoscopic cholecystectomy could be performed. However) the autoclaving took longer
than anticipated. The second patient was wheeled into the operating theatre and placed on
the operating table while the theatre staff were awaiting delivery of the instrumentation, but
because of the delay in autoclaving the surgeon realised that the operation could not be
completed by four o'clock that afternoon.
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Hon J.N. Caldwell: Did he Jose the knife?
Hon GEORGE CASH: No, but he could not complete the procedure by 4.00 pm, when a
certain shift in the operating theatre would finish. Therefore, they decided to abandon the
operation completely; that is, they did not even start it, but sent the patient out to come back
another day. Again the argument was used that not only was there only one set of
instruments, which needed to be autoclaved, but also there was insufficient funding to keep
those theatre staff on duty past four o'clock; because to keep them on duty would have
required overtime to be paid. Royal Perth Hospital has a very strict rule, imposed by the
administration, that where there is any opportunity at all to save overtime being paid that
opportunity must be taken, apparently even if it means that patients will be wheeled into
operating theatres and then wheeled out again and told to come back another day. This is
just because the Government has failed to fund the hospital properly.
Hon Peter Foss: Would it not be simpler for them just to go to the Mount Hospital and pay?
Hon GEORGE CASH: Yes, if they, like the Premier, were paid more than $150 000 a year.
Regrettably, the people who come to my office do not have those financial means and just
cannot afford to do that. They have relied on the promises made by the Federal Labor
Government, and endorsed by the Western Australian Labor Government, that Medicare
would place a safety net under all people in this State, irrespective of their financial means,
and that people would not be turned away from public hospitals. However, not only are
people being turned away from public hospitals, but also they are being taken to a public
hospital, prepared for procedures, taken into operating theatres, and then wheeled out again
because, regrettably, there is not enough funding to keep the nursing staff on duty.
Hon Peter Foss interjected.
Hon GEORGE CASH: Exactly; that is the very point that is now becoming clear to those in
the community who thought that the Labor Government would protect them - those people
who do not have the means, as does the Premier, to pay $2 000 or $3 000 for hospital
treatment.
Another aspect of this problem with which I am sure most members would have been
confronted is the huge waiting list for non-emergency surgery. To think that in Western
Australia we have a waiting list for heart patients which sees some of those patients die while
awaiting a call to say that they can have an operation is criminal in itself, and I hope that the
community understands the desperate situation in which health care in this State finds itself.
It would not be unreasonable of me to say that I could stand here for another hour and recite
tragic cases concerning the failure of the health care system in this State, but I am sure most
members in this place will have been confronted by their own constituents about the matter
and will understand very clearly our current health care situation. I ask members,
particularly Government members, to impress on the State Minister for Health that just being
sorry that people cannot be seen by our heath system is not good enough. Being sorry is not
fixing their acute or chronic illnesses. This State Government must be prepared to take some
action and to take on its Federal colleagues to try to right the current system. Members will
be aware that the Liberal Party is keen to see those who can afford to pay for private health
cover given an incentive so that they will take the option of covering themselves in the
private system, because the tragic joke about the hospital system at the moment is that there
is significant capacity in the private system to take more patients. There is no capacity
whatsoever in the public system, and day by day people are opting out of the private system -
that is, paying additional fees to the Hospital Benefit Fund and other private health
organisations. - because they just cannot continue to afford both the Medicare levy and
additional private health cover.
Hon Tom Helm: Or they are satisfied with the system as it is now.
Hon P.G. Pendal: No-one is satisfied.
Hon GEORGE CASH: I have not found anyone who is satisfied with the current health
system.
Hon Tomn Helm: Have you been north?'
Hon GEORGE CASH: I have been north, and even in Hon Torn Helm's own electorate I
have never found one person to tell me that the current Medicare system is working. I would
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be surprised if Han Tom Helm could deliver up one or two people who say Medicare in
Australia has been the success it was originally promised to be. I support the Bill.

Sitting suspended from 6.00 to 732 pmi
HON BOB THOMAS (South West) [7.32 pm]: As this is a money Bill, I intend to speak
on three matters which, although not part of the Bill, are of great importance to my
electorate. Firstly, I congratulate Mr Paul Terry and his family who on Friday officially
opened the Esplanade Hotel and its adjoining extravaganza complex. This $20 million
project involves a 48 bed hotel and an extravaganza behind the hotel comprising an art
gallery, a vintage vehicle gallery and a number of specialty stores. The complex employs
90 staff, and will enhance the tourism industry in Albany. Many people will be attracted to
Albany because of the hotel's conference facility, and others will come to view Paul Terry's
extensive vintage car and art collection. Regrettably, I was unable to attend the official
opening on Friday as I had a number of people to see on a number of matters. However, I
understand that the opening was well attended and that the town leaders spoke in support of
the project and the economic benefits it will bring to the region. The Terry family must be
congratulated for having the initiative to invest in the significant and growing industry of
tourism on the rainbow coast.
The second issue I want to address is the Tambellup wool foundation which is an
organisation which runs along the lines of the fine wood craft project run in Manjimup by
Mrs Karen Kecly. The foundation evolved from a realisation that the wool industry was not
able any more to increase its production through incremental provisions; that is, increasing
the number of sheep run and the amount of wool produced. Therefore, a need arose to add
value to the wool produced in the region. As this is an important industry to Tambellup, to
the great southern region, and to the State as a whole through export earnings, the foundation
was established for the best of reasons. The foundation's inaugural Commonwealth Bank
wool foundation lecture at the Tambellup Civic Centre was attended by 200 paying guests at
a dinner. The key speaker was a grazier from New South Wales, Mr Alex Morrison, who
gave an extremely thought provoking and entertaining speech. He spoke about total quality
management and other aspects of farming. However, he did not speak only about how
farmers should improve their productivity and the quality of the wool produced on the farm,
he also suggested that they should become involved in all decision making once the wool
leaves the farm. He referred to brand names and gave the analogy that when people decide
to buy a car, they look for a Commodore, a Magna, a Skyline or some similar car. He
believes it is time that the wool industry marketed its product through brand names. He
suggested that we could have Great Southeni wool, Riverina wool, Murchison wool and so
on, which would increase the market share in the fabric market. He then went on to paint out
that it was not all doom and gloom associated with the abolition of the floor price for wool
and he explained that because of this action wool has become more competitive with
synthetic alternatives and has started to regain its market share. The evening was extremely
well organised and a tribute must be paid to the professionalism of the foundation director,
Mr Jamie Kronberg. who also gave a number of interesting speeches when introducing other
speakers. One of the most interesting points Jamie relayed to the meeting was the work
conducted by the foundation to produce a wool bale made from woollen fibre. Currently our
farmers are using synthetic bales into which wool is dumped and compressed with a
hydraulic press. The bale is then exported to the markets of the world. However, a problem
has arisen in that the synthetic fibres from the bale have gone into the wool and appeared in
the yarn. An Italian mill spends $2.7 million a year to employ 30 persons on three shifts to
comb every inch of the fabric to remove the synthetic fibre. This fibre is then replaced with
batch dyed wool. Therefore, that company is spending $2.7 million which could be used to
buy more Australian wool or to pay growers a higher price for the wool. These are the kinds
of issues with which the wool foundation is becoming involved. It is on the right track and I
congratulate all members of the foundation for the work they are doing. I also congratulate
all those who organised the dinner last Saturday night.
I now refer to the proposed new waste water treatment plant for Albany announced yesterday
by the Western Australian Water Authority. A tertiary treatment plant will be built for the
cost of a similar secondary treatment plant which would have disposed of its waste at Sand
Patch through an ocean discharge method. That is good news for Albany because it has
resolved what I think is an extremely complex environmental conflict in that town. A large
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number of people in Albany are opposed to the ocean discharge of' waste; they are opposed to
the ocean's being used as a dumping ground because of the environmental consequences of
doing that. It is also very difficult to dispose of nutrient laden waste in Albany. Within a
radius of about 30 or 40 kilomnetres around Albany, every possible site is within a catchment
area of some sort. One of the major environmental problems in Albany is the eutrophication
of our waterways. The Water Authority has provided an option which will allow Albany to
have a land disposal system for waste water from its domestic sewerage. It will be
environmentally safe because the scheme provides for all the nutrients to be contained on
site.
We in Albany are at the stage where we need to replace our existing waste water treatment
plant with a new one capable of servicing the town's needs for the next 20 to 30 years.
About 70 per cent of the sewerage in Albany is treated at the Point King primary waste water
treatment plant, which will reach maximum capacity by 1994. We therefore need to plan a
new plant to take over from it. The Water Authority's hand was forced in some way by the
Environmental Protection Authority. Last year when the EPA looked at the problems
associated with the eutrophication of the Princess Royal Harbour it recommended that the
Point King waste water treatment plant should be phased out. That plant was contributing
about 10 per cent of the nutrients flowing into Princess Royal Harbour and contributing to
the build up of algae and the killing off of the seagrass there.
The Water Authority undertook an extensive public consultation phase in Albany on this
which involved setting up a committee under the guidance of Professor O'Connor. It met
with various people who might have had a contribution to make on the issue and it held two
very well attended public meetings. The Water Authority has also given a large number of
public briefings in the town. I understand that about 1 000 letters have also been written to
the Minister for Water Resources, who is in charge of the Water Authority, by various groups
such as suffers, anglers, beach walkers and so on expressing total opposition to shoreline
discharge at Sand Patch because it is a major recreation and fishing area. People believed
that to dispose of waste at Sand Patch would reduce the environmental and recreational
amenity of that area. They believed that the Water Authority should be looking at other
options. I am glad to say the authority took heed of that public sentiment and commissioned
consultants, Kinhill & Associates Pty Ltd, to examine three ocean discharge options as well
as a land discharge option.
The ocean discharge schemes considered were shoreline discharge at Sand Patch, ocean
discharge through a 1 100 metre pipeline at Ledge Point, and a 1 300 metre pipeline at
Nanarup Beach. The land discharge option was also considered, with the Down Road and
Douglas Road areas considered as possible sires. The Water Authority reported back
yesterday and indicated to the community that it had sought EPA approval to build a land
based disposal system combined with agro-forestry in the Down Road/Gun Road area
opposite the airport. It would use a secondary treated aerated pond system at Tynewell Road
and would increase the capacity of that existing plant to accommodate the increased
sewerage from a redirection away from Point King. It would do that by using some new
aerators and perhaps making some minor changes on the site to introduce the sewerage at a
lower level in the plant rather than at the surface. In that way some of the odour problems
could be overcome.
The authority intends to purchase land around Tynewell Road to create a buffer. It says that
the effluent produced from that very primitive secondary treatment process is ideal for an
agro-forestry project of the type it wishes to establish in the Down Road area. It now intends
to purchase 500 hectares in the Down Road/Gunn Road area and to establish a 300 hectare
tree farm project on the site as well as a 40 to 50 hectare site of pastures and another
150 hectare buffer zone around it. The authority hopes to start the earthworks on it next year
and to start planting fast growing eucalypti in 1993. Once that is completed the trees must
become established over a year or so until they are at a stage where they can utilise the
effluent that will be pumped onto them. With that method they can use the transpiration
method of pumping the water out of the soil into the atmosphere. Therefore, in 1994 for a
short time Tynewell Road may pump the increased effluent into the Five Mile Creek zone.
However, that would be for only a couple of months.
Basically this system would work by having the sewerage pumped into the Tynewell Road
area. It would go trough the secondary treatment process where the bacteria eats up all the
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solids. The secondary treatment effluent would then be pumped to the Down Road tree farm
which, I think, would be about 10 kilometres away. It would then be pumped onto the
round and would run down through a sloping area into two dams with a capacity of 450 000
lilies. As it runs down through that sloping pasture, the pasture will take up the nitrogen
which is in the effluent. It will collect in the damns and be pumped onto the trees through a
trickle irrigation method. The trees will be grown on the site on various contours so that as
the effluent is pumped onto the site all is contained on that site and none can run off into the
waterways and increase die eutrophication of those waterways.
The interesting thing is that the Water Authority has tested the soils and found that they have
an extremely high phosphorous retention index. They were tested to a depth of 15 metres
and found to go through various stages. There are several centimetres of organic humus-type
soil which has a phosphorous retention index of up to 500 in some places. There is then a
couple of feet of sandy soil that has a fairly low phosphorous retention index and then a
metre or so of gravel-type soil with rocks etc, which again has a very high phosphorous
retention index of maybe 500 to 1 000. When one considers that the red mud which has been
produced at Pinjarra. by the Wagerup refinery has a phosphorous retention index of about
1 000, one understands the value of the soil found in the Down Road area. The Water
Authority confidently predicts that the site it has located will store hundreds of years of
nutrients from sewage in Albany and that it will be able to contain all of that phosphorous on
site.
The trees take up about 10 per cent of the phosphorous and the soil rakes up the rest. The
te's primary function is to pump water into the atmosphere. The trees are then used as a

cash crop. Because they have all of these nutrients pumped onto them, they will be a fast
growing crop; they will be able to be harvested within six years of planting. Most blue gums
are harvested in 10 or 12 years. These trees coppice twice, so they will be able to get three
harvests out of them and it will be an important industry to the town as well as revenue for
the project. Therefore, it makes this option more cost effective than simply pumping out the
effluent into the ocean.
I think Albany has the best of both worlds. It will not have ocean discharge and all of the
environmental problems that brings with it. It will have a tertiary treatment plant and also
the nucleus of an industry which will create many jobs and much demand for services from
businesses. It is an innovative and practical solution to what is a major environmental
problem; that is, the disposal of effluent produced from sewage. I congratulate the Water
Authority for doing the hard work and coming up with this option. I know it is easy for
instrumentalities like the Water Authority to stick with the tried and proved methods of
ocean discharge. I know also that this is leading edge technology in which the authority is
involved. Sometimes authorities like the Water Authority do not want to get involved in
that; they like to stick with what they know well. Most of the work was done by Mr Peter
Moore, an engineer with the Water Authority- He spent a lot of time in Albany meeting with
many groups and doing a lot of hard leg work to come up with what I think is a very creative
and innovative solution for the disposal of sewage in Albany. I congratulate Mr Moore and
the Water Authority for that and I commend the Bill to the House.
HON PETER FOSS (East Metropolitan) [7.54 pm]: I know that the Leader of the
Opposition has referred already to the Health Department appropriation but I think it is
appropriate that I refer to it also because the allocation in the Budget totals $1 212 814 000,
which is about 26.65 per cent of the Budget. It has been illustrated already by the Leader of
the Opposition that, notwithstanding that we spend 26.65 per cent of our Budget on health,
the health system in this State is nor good. I do not think any member of this House would
say that our health services in Western Australia are as he would want them to be. However,
this is not merely due to a lack of funds; it is due also to the way in which the funds are being
spent, I draw members' attention to a television program that has. a tremendous amount of
relevance to the health system in Western Australia. I will read to the House excerpts from
the "Compassionate Society", which was an episode of "Yes, Minister". Some members may
recall that episode. It starts off with the Minister being told after question time that he was
awfully lucky that he -was not asked about the new St Edward's hospital, and when he asked
why he was told -

'Well .. . 'They finished building it fifteen months ago - and it's still got no
patients.'
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'I suppose,' I said, 'the DHSS5 haven't got enough money to staff it.'
'Oh. it's got staff,' said Roy. 'Five hundred administrators. Just no patients.'

He further inquired about that and it was explained to him that there were 342 administrative
staff in the hospital. The other 170 were porters, cleaners, laundry workers, gardeners, cooks
and so forth. It continued -

This seemed a perfectly reasonable figure. So I asked how many medical staff.
'Oh, none of them,' replied Bernard casually as if that were perfectly obvious in any
case.
I wasn't sure I'd beard right. 'None?' I asked, cautiously.
'None.' . .. 'It's brand-new, you see,' he added as if that explained everything,
'How new?'
'Well,' he said, 'it was completed eight months ago, and fully staffed, but
unfortunately there were government cutbacks at that time and there was,
consequently, no money left for the medical services.'
My mind was slowly boggling. 'A brand-new hospital,' I repeated quietly, to make
sure I bad not misheard, 'with five hundred administrative staff and no patients?'
Then Bernard said.belpfully, 'Well, there is one patient, actually, Minister?'
'One?' I said.
'Yes - the Deputy Chief Administrator fell over a piece of scaffolding and broke his
leg.'

Government cutbacks leading to hospitals cutting down on the very thing they are there for is
not as ludicrous to contemplate as it seems. It is not merely an invention of the television
script writers. The logic behind it is also interesting. The script then deals with how it was
viewed by Sir Humphrey. The Minister went on to say that as the number of health service
administrators bad gone up by 40 000 and the number of hospital beds had gone down by
60 000, the figures spoke for themselves. The annual cost of the health service had gone up
by £1.5 billion. The script continued -

But Sir Humphrey seemed pleased when I gave him these figures. 'Ahi,' he said
smugly, 'if only British industry could match this growth record.'
I was staggered! 'Growth?' I said. 'Growth?' I repeated. Were my ears deceiving
me? 'Growth?' I cried. He nodded. 'Are you suggesting that treating fewer and
fewer patients so that we can employ more arid more administrators is a proper use of
the funds voted by Parliament and supplied by the taxpayer?'
'Certainly.' He nodded again.
I tried to explain to him that the money is only voted to make sick people better. To
my intense surprise, be flatly disagreed with this proposition.
'On the contrary, Minister, it makes everyone better - better for having shown the
extent of their care and compassion. When money is allocated to Health and Social
Services, Parliament and the country feel cleansed. Absolved. Purified. It is a
sacrifice.'
This, of course, was pure sophism. 'The money should be spent on patient care,
surely?'
Sir Humphrey clearly regarded my comment as irrelevant. He pursued his idiotic
analogy. 'When a sacrifice has been made, nobody asks the Priest what happened to
the ritual offering after the ceremony.'

The Minister then thought he should go ahead and close the hospital because it had only
administrators in it. Sir Humphrey then asked him, "Would you get rid of the army just
because there is no war?"
We have had a system thrust on us in Western Australia which is not peculiar to us but
applicable to the whole of Australia and under which the funding for hospitals is input based.
Some moves have been made by the Federa Government to change from input based
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funding to output based funding. To simplify matters I will give an example of what
happens. Generally speaking, hospitals are funded because they have people in beds; not
because the people in those beds are sick but because they are in those beds. If a hospital
wants to ensure that it gets money it continues to keep those people in bed. On some days it
is more expensive to have a patient in hospital than it is on others. For instance, if a person
has surgical work on their first day in hospital after they are operated upon they require
considerable postoperative care, and what is called "hotel services"; that is, fresh linen and so
forth because they are bleeding and ill. It is far more expensive to have a patient in hospital
then than when the patient is nearly well, is about to leave the hospital, and can be left
unattended for most of the day because he is feeling better and does not need to be checked
constantly. Unfortunately, when hospitals have input based funding they are not paid for
results - that is, on the fact thai somebody has been operated on for, let us say. a gall
bladder - and for getting a patient out of the hospital quickly after a successful operation;
rather, the hospital is paid for having people in beds.
The result of that approach is that if a hospital is as efficient as it can be with modem
surgery, treats more patients and turns them around rapidly, it will have more expensive days
to have a person in hospital and fewer days when it is cheaper to have a person in hospital.
As a result, whenever a Government cutback occurs how do the hospitals meet those
Government cutbacks? It is very simple: They do nut turn people around as rapidly. They
do not have sick people in the hospitals; they have well people in them. If a hospital wishes
to meet a Government cutback it does so by keeping people in hospital longer when they are
feeling better. One could probably run a highly successful and profitable hospital by having
only well people in it. In fact, it is a severe disadvantage to have sick people in a hospital
under the current funding situation.
Members may have thought that what I was reading to them earlier was the sont of strange
thing that only television script writers think of. Believe it or not, that is exactly what is
happening in Western Australia because of the use of input based funding instead of output
based funding for our hospitals. Despite the fact that modem surgery provides for people to
be turned around rapidly in hospitals vis a vis the situation just seen with our Premier and her
new, modem type surgery, hospitals cannot afford to do that; they are obliged to keep people
in for as long as possible and to use old systems because in that way they are more likely to
be able to meet any funding cuts. The consequence of this approach is that the list of people
waiting to get into hospital is increasing. Members are well aware that that is what is
happening at present.
Take, for instance, what is called elective surgery to have cataracts operated upon. Such
surgery is called elective because it is not life threatening. I do not know why it is not called
life threatening because an aged person walking around with cataracts and unable to see is in
a life threatening situation because he could get run over by a bus. However, that condition
is not treated as essential surgery but as so-called elective surgery. Therefore, aged people in
our community are waiting for up to two years - a period which I believe is now extending -
to have that sort of surgery. Even if a person needs urgent surgery he may still be unable to
get into one of our hospitals. I was told today of a constituent who was suffering from back
pain that was so severe that eventually he had to be admitted to Shenton Park Hospital.
However, he had to suffer that pain for three weeks before he was admitted to that hospital.
The fact is that our hospital system is breaking down.. The system is so calculated that it
does not require our hospitals to become more efficient; it requires them to become less
efficient because their funding is input based rather than output based. if we had an output
based form of funding related to gains in efficiency more money would be made from
particular treatments. Under the present system hospitals lose money by becoming more
efficient. It is no wonder that our medical system is becoming more and more expensive and
that more and more people are waiting for a hospital bed.
I am pleased to see that the Federal Government has woken up to this problem. It is
probably a little late to work it out, but better late than never. This disastrous system was
thrust on us some years ago. This change should be seen as a matter of the highest priority.
Our whole health system should be directed to some form of commercial incentive, even in
our public hospitals, to encourage them to be efficient. Their funding should be such that
they are encouraged to be efficient ini the same way as a privately run hospital. It is for that
reason that I was rather disappointed to read a public discussion paper published by the
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Government of Western Australia which arose from work done by Deloitte Ross Tohmatsu
titled "Areas of Excellence" which comprises 125 pages containing only one reference under
the heading, "Resource Allocation Formula/Output Based Funding" at page 10. It states -

The equitable allocation of resources to population groups will require the
development of appropriate formulae whilst individual service agency budgets will be
output based. Adjustments for cross-boundary flows, statewide services and specific
population health needs would be built into these funding arrangements.

That appears at 2.3. 'National Policy Direction". That is the only mention that subject gets.
The recommendations made about tackling this problem have not identified output based
funding as the fundamental, necessary change to be made in order to have an efficient
hospital system. I am pleased to say that we received a briefing from Deloitte Ross
Tohmatsu at which we raised this matter. They accepted that output based funding and the
whole basis of funding is a fundamental part of changing the efficiency of our hospital
system and overcoming our present problems. I am concerned, at the same time, that they
recognise that the allocation of resources has been one of the most difficult problems we
have faced in our health system in Western Australia. Regional directors have been
appointed, but I believe it has been admitted that the use of regional directors in order to
arrange for resources to be appropriately shared between hospitals has not worked.
They have come up with the idea of area managements. I shall give members the analogy of
a lever. A lever has a fulcrum point and the lever itself. Management should be on the long
end of the lever able to exert an enormous amount of influence over the whole process by
merely moving the lever up and down. The short end should be at the work face, and the
long end in the hands of management. Management should be able to direct what is
happening.
The problem is, while we have a system which is input based and not output based, it does
not matter how much we change the management, it is still on the short end of the lever. We
will never have an efficient distribution of resources among the public hospitals while we
have this driving force for finance saying, "Be inefficient." How can we have somebody
sitting in an office sending pieces of paper around telling people to do things when we know
that the one thing which drives people more strongly than anything else, something to which
they must respond or die, is funds?
Government is all about money. We sometimes forget that the essence of this Bill before us,
the single, most important Bill which comes before the Parliament, is money. We cannot
have Government without money. The reason why we tax people is not because we like to
have the money and spend it; we tax people in order to provide services. Governments are a
necessary evil. We, the people of Western Australia, pay our taxes in order to receive
services. We all know that at the moment we are not receiving an adequate health service. It
is patently obvious that the underlying reason we are not receiving an adequate health
service - once that is out of the way we may find other problems as well - is the way it is
funded. It is based on input funding, not output funding. Until we change that, there is no
point in changing anything else. In particular there is no point changing the management
because we will just be shifting the people on the short end of the lever.
To take it one step further, if we accept the proposition that there should be output based
funding, the organisations spending this money should be more realistically in tune with a
businesslike attitude to the spending of money. It has been shown in many areas that some
form of devolution of power and responsibility is a good way of administering. In current
management practices it has been usual to have a much flatter administration and for there to
be this devolution of power with financial accountability.
What art we to do with these area managements? It seems to me that they are taking away
the necessary structures for the proper devolution of the management of hospitals. I refer
now to a hospital in my constituency which is threatened by the area management
proposition, and that is the Kalamunda. Hospital. The Kalamunda Hospital is a rather
remarkable hospital. It is situated in the community of Kalamunda. I use that term "the
community of Kalaniunda" quite purposely. Kalamunda is one of those lucky places which
is still identifiable as a community.
Hon Derrick Tomlinson: Hear, hear!
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Hon PETER FOSS: Hon Derrick Tomlinson supports me on that because he is one of the
inhabitants of Kalarnunda.
Hon T.G. Butler: Is that because you have been preselected?
Hon PETER FOSS: I thank the member for congratulating rme on being preselected. This is
a community, and we often underestimate the value of communities. Let me give the House
an example of the way in which the community of Kalainunda has helped the Kalamunda
Hospital. I recently visited the hospital where I was shown some buildings which had been
erected for the benefit of patients. They had been erected free of charge by the local
community. The materials had been supplied, the work had been provided, and an excellent
addition had been made to the hospital. It was a place for the recreation and comfort of the
hospital's patients. I believe that the value of these additions would be in the region of over
$80 000. That was all provided free to the hospital by the community of Kalarnunda. The
reason why it was provided free by the community of Kalaniunda is that this is a community
and this hospital is its hospital. These people believe it is something which belongs to them,
and that is one of the essential characteristics of a community. A community is what we
think is a community. If we believe we belong to a community, we belong to a community.
The second thing about a community is that it takes the same sort of responsibility for the
property in the community and for the people in the community as its members would take
for their own families. If someone in the community saw a bus stop being vandalised, he
would not say, "The Government's bus stop is being vandalised.." He would say, "Our bus
stop is being vandalised." If there is a disadvantaged person in the community, one would
feel a sense of responsibility, in common with other members of that community, to look
after that person.
This type of responsibility in a community is far more valuable than the responsibility taken
on by Government. It is far better that our communities should look after themselves than
that the Government should look after them. Many of the problems we have today result
from the lack of feeling of a community, If we have this feeling of a community, not only
are these things being done without a cost to the Government, but more importantly, the
doing of them benefits that community itself. People who do good for the community gain
from doing that. The people for whom that work is done also gain benefit from knowing that
their community cares for them. There is an increase in the good feeling in the community
itself and in the general behaviour of the people. A community which works together tends
to have fewer social problems. The mere doing of those community efforts is a positive
thing. Hlon Bob Thomas made a similar point earlier. Work done in communities is
important.
How do people feel that they belong to communities? It is the little things which make one
believe one belongs to a community. One of the things which makes the people of
Kalamunda believe that the hospital is part of their community is the fact that they run it.
There is a board.
Hon Derrick Tomlinson: Elected by the community.
Hon PETER FOSS: It is elected by the community. Do members believe that the people of
Kalamunda. would donate over $80 000 worth of buildings to what they see as being a
Government hospital; one run by some distant admninistrator appointed by the Government;
somebody somewhere else; people they do not know; people they have had no experience of;,
people who to them represent "the Government"? There is a great difference between "the
Government" and "the community".
Hon Tom Helm: Other communities have had hospitals donated to them which have cost
more than $80 000.
Hon PETER FOSS: I am not saying the entire Kalamnunda Hospitalbhas. been provided by the
community. What I am saying is this: The attitude of a community towards its hospital and
towards itself is dependent on quite small things. To remove the Kalaniunda Hospital Board
would not destroy the community of Kalamunda. However, it would reduce the feeling of
community. We cannot quantify these things. It would reduce the feeling of community in
that community, and anything that reduces the feeling of community should be closely
looked at before it is adopted. One of the tests always should be: Are we in fact enhancing
the feeling of community? Ame we doing something worthwhile for that community? If the
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frst answer is that we will reduce the feeling of community in die community we must look
closely to see if there is a good reason to do it. My first point is that not only is there not a
good reason to do it, but also it is wrong to do it. In the first instance it is wrong because
there is no point in making administrative changes until we change the fundamental flaw in
the system - having input based funding. Secondly, once we go to output based funding we
will need boards such as the Kalamunda Hospital Board because we will need people who
are responsive, people from the community'who are like external directors of a company
board, people who are able to respond with business information and with commercial
information and nous so that the hospital will respond to the market that it needs to serve.
The problems that have been identified and that are seen to be addressed by area
management power are two hospitals catering for the same thing, and of course having
resources duplicated, If we allow a few market forces into the situation, and if we allow
people to respond to the market and make them output based, and people are commercially
sensitive to what they are responding to, there will be a natural tendency to cooperate. There
will be a natural tendency to provide the services needed, because when people are output
based they need to get the patients into the hospital and give them the service that will earn
the fee. At this stage the best way to handle this would be to have same form of devolution
of management, to have a flat form of administrative structure, and to allow individual
hospitals to run their own affairs.
It seems stranige to me that if we are thinking - as this paper does - of possibly ultimately
going to a system where natural demands will direct the way in which hospital services are
provided, as a starting point we will eliminate the functional bodies that we will need at the
next stage. We will then need to build up the system again from the beginning. In the
meantime, in the case of Kalamunda, we will have eliminated a hard working board of
volunteers, people who are just the ones we want; we will not have dealt with the
fundamental problem, and there is no point in continuing until we have done that; and we
will have to start to rebuild the sense of community and return people to the idea that they
should have a local board.
We are doing something basically wrong here if we adopt this form of area management
without tackling the fundamental problem. I know that it is not entirely in the hands of the
Western Australian people. We have a large Federal element involved. Frankly, this is an
example of why if we had a proper FederallState relationship we would not have the stupid
situation of duplication of the Federal Health Department and the State Health Department.
As far as I am concerned, when it comes to government, except for some isolated instances
of planning bodies, the question we must ask of every Government service is whether it is
providing any service to the public. Members who attended the Estimates Committee A
debates may recall that I asked a number of departmental officers whether they actually
provide a service to the people of Western Australia. It was amazing how many Government
authorities. departments, agencies, divisions and offices which answered no; they did not
provide any service to the people of Western Australia. When I received the answer yes, I
asked how much of their budget went towards providing a service to the people of Western
Australia. Not one answered, "More than 50 per cent." I am not saying that there is no role
in government for people who do not provide a service directly to the people of Western
Australia. I am saying that unless people can say that they are providing a service to the
people of Western Australia they must come up with a good reason for their existence.
Hon Tom Helm: How do you define "service "?
Hon PETER FOSS: It is actually providing something useful that people can use.
Hon Tom Helm: Can the member relate that to members of Parliament?
Hon PETER FOSS:, That is a very good point. We must be subject to exactly the same
scrutiny. Perhaps the member should watch his job. The member has made a valid point.
Members of Parliament must look at what they are doing to provide a service to the people of
Western Australia. We should not be subject to a different test from any other arm of
government in Western Australia.
Hon Tom Helm: Would that be a 50 per cent or a 100 per cent contribution?
Hon PETER FOSS: I will not go into that.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (Hon Garry Kelly): Order! This is an entertaining
conversation, but the member should direct his comments to the Chair.
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Hon PETER FOSS: That should be a fundamental test: Do we provide a service to the
people of Western Australia? If we do not, the next question should be: Why do we exist?
What are we doing to justify our existence?
As to the Federal/State relationship, we have a Federal Government which collects all the
money but wider its constitutional charge it is not permitted, generally speaking, to provide
any service. State Governments collect very little in the way of money but under their
constitutional charge they are required to provide nearly all the services. The problem there
is a lack of accountability. Whenever we have a situation where people have all the money
but do not have any responsibility, they tend to be a little flamboyant with their expenditure.
Occasionally they hand out money but attach to it a whole lot of conditions on the way it
should be spent. Alternatively, when people are given money without the responsibility to
earn it they tend to be irresponsible as well. The whole system of government as it stands
does not lead to responsibility. I am therefore very disappointed with the latest statements in
the newspapers that no substantial tax reform measures are being provided in the new
Federal/State relationship. That is all that matters. We are forgetting, are we not, that
government is all about services and money? We cannot have one Government providing
the services and another Government providing the money. The failure of the Federal
Government to address this point is dreadful. As a State Government we have the ability to
respond to our local demands. As a State, we are far more responsive to the people of
Western Australia, yet we ame unable to respond due to the Federal Government's demands
on us.
When I was at the Centennial Constitutional Conference in April it was interesting that this
problem was identified as the fundamental problem in Federal/State relationships. The only
one that really mattered was the only one that had 99 per cent support of the delegates;
people from all walks of life, and some from well qualified areas of life, commented on that
point. Something must be done to fix up the Federal/State relationship in the area of money.
Some taxation powers must be ceded by the Commonwealth back to the States. Members
may recall that the income taxing power was ceded by the States to the Commonwealth.
That was one of the silliest things we ever did, because we gave to the Commonwealth large
quantities of money with which it has set up an enormous bureaucracy which provides not
one service to the public from which it collects that money. The bureaucracy grows and
grows in numbers and in costs.
I refer members to another publication which sometimes is laughed at, but which is also
extremely correct, and that is Parkinson's Law. When this book was published for a time it
had an effect on public servants. Then it wore off and the situation got away again. I will
give members an example of what can happen in a bureaucracy when it is brought into
existence. Federal public servants have nothing to do except in the areas of defence
telecommunications, customs and a few ocher things. They can provide no services in health.
Hon Mark Nevill: Tell me the difference between that and the legal profession? Australia
has 15 times as many lawyers per head of population than does Japan.
Hon PETER FOSS: That is one of those false statistics. The problem in Japan is that they
have many, many people practising in the area of law. Most of them are merely legal
graduates and the only reason a legal graduate would take a Bar exam would be to hold
certain court positions and magistracies and it would take 10 years. Also they have a closed
shop on the number of people who can pass.
Hon Mark Nevill: If you double the number, whether in Government or private industry,
they will find something to do.
Hon PETER FOSS: That may be so, but Hon Mark Nevill will find that statistic is wrong.
Japan has just as many people practising law, but they do not go to the formality of becoming
admitted lawyers.
I will bring to members' attention Parkinson's Law. On page 18 Parkinson looked at the
Navy estimates. The reason they were chosen was that the Admiralty's responsibilities were
more easily measurable than, say, those of the Board of Trade. He said -

The strength of the Navy in 1914 could be shown as 146,000 officers and men, 3,249
dockyard officials and clerks, and 57,000 dockyard workmen. By 1928 there were
only 100,000 officers and men and only 62,439 workmen, but the dockyard officials
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and clerks by then numbered 4,558. As for warships, the strength in 1928 was a mere
fraction of what it had been in 1914 - fewer than 20 capital ships in commission as
compared with 62. Over the same period the Admiralty officials had increased in
number from 2,000 to 3,569 ...

There is a table, which I may table, which shows -

Hon Mark Nevill: Go on, why not table it? I will say no.
Hon PETER FOSS: I will read it then. The number of capital ships had decreased by
67.74 per cent; officers and men had decreased by 31.5 per cent:, dockyard workers had
increased by 9.5 per cent; dockyard officials and clerks had increased by 40.28 per cent and
Admiralty officials had increased by 78 per cent. The Navy had diminished its
commissioned ships by two-thirds and its men by one-third, but nonetheless the number of
civil servants went up. Parkinson gave various other statistics and camne up with the fact that
the numbers of civil servants increased irrespective of what they had to do. He wrote a
further edition of this book 21 years later which traced through the fact that this continued to
happen. He pointed out in 1967 -

...whereas 1914 represented the culmination of an arms race, when 4,366 officials
could administer what was then the largest navy in the world, 1967 represented the
point at which we became practically powerless, by which period over 33,000 civil
servants are barely sufficient to administer the navy we no longer possess.

He went on to say -

If we thus plot on a graph the curve of expansion for the Admiralty Division of the
Ministry of Defence we find that its civilian staff should number about 72,000 by
1984, in which year there should of course be no navy of any kind.

It is amusing to read, but unfortunately it is all too true. We have a Federal Government and
most of its departments have nothing to do. The number of powers given by the
Commonwealth Constitution to the Federal Government is very small. Therefore it cannot
actually provide services; it cannot do anything.
Hon Tom Helm: It provides education and training.
Hon PETER FOSS: Strictly speaking it has no constitutional power to do any of those
things. It has constitutional power to make grants to the States -

Hon Tom Helm: The Federal Government is directly responsible for TAFE.
Hon PETER FOSS: I do not know how it can do that. Leaving that small exception aside,
which Hon Tom Helm raised, it is fair to say that generally speaking the Federal Government
does not provide services. If we sat in the Estimates Committee of the Federal Parliament
and as Federal departments appeared one by one we asked them, "What services do you
provide to the people of Australia?" in the same way we asked that question in the Estimates
Committee of the Parliament of Western Australia, we would find that for the majority of
Federal departments their answer would have to be, "None, we amt administrators, We
shuffle money. We are the people who tell the State Governments what to do." Presumably
State Governments are there because they know what to do.
Hon Tom Helm: What they cannot do.
Hon PETER FOSS: The Commonwealth provides money to the States because the States
have not got any money. Would it not be better to cut out the middleman and have the State
Governments raise the money they need and spend it, and have the Federal Government raise
the money for what it needs to do and spend that? If we had some balance between the two
we might find we would get rid of an awful lot of people who do not provide any service to
the people of Australia. Therefore, this huge quantity of money raised from taxation every
year could be used towards providing some useful services for the people of Australia. That
is what Government is all about. We do not tax people so we can spend it on civil servants.
We tax people so we can spend it on providing services to the people of Australia and
Western Australia. Civil servants are there because they become a necessary part of
channelling that money into providing those services. They are not an end in themselves.
Parkinson has shown that throughout the world there will be an inevitable increased
percentage of civil servants of about eight per cent per annum - irrespective and completely
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independent of what they are doing. One can increase their jobs and it will still be
eight per cent. One can decrease their jobs or abolish their jobs and ic will still be
eight per cent while the department exists. Itris only through this sort of nonsense, where we
have a Federal Health Department collecting all the money and growing by eight per cent a
year and doing nothing, that we can have this nonsense in Western Australia of input based
funding to our hospitals. The only way our hospitals can meet the cuts that are being forced
on them by this Budget is to become less efficient. Is it not extraordinarily bad that the only
way our hospitals will meet the cuts that are inevitably contained in this Budget is by
becoming inefficient?
Hon Tom Helm: Maybe they won't.
Hon PETER FOSS: The people who are sick will be kept our of hospital, How much more
nonsensical can that be? Yet the State Parliament and the State Government are unable to
stop this nonsense because of the crazy way in which things are funded. Ir is time the people
of Western Australia became highly indignant at this crazy funding system. It is time we
stopped spending money on fiddling with administration and changed the fundamental
problems with funding. We am being asked to agree that 26.65 per cent of the Budget be
spent on encouraging people to become less efficient and keeping sick people out of the
hospitals. It is ludicrous!
Hon E.J. Charlton: It's sickening, isn't it?
IHon PETER FOSS: It is so ludicrous that one wonders why we allow it to happen. It is
urgent that the system of funding in public hospitals be changed to an output based system
even though we may have some difficulty in makcing that change.
Hon T.G. Butler: What does that mean?
Hon PETER FOSS: An output system is based on what is achieved in a hospital. If a person
comes to a hospital and needs gallstones removed the hospital is paid for removing those
gallstones. It does not get paid for having someone sitting in a bed but for its output. The
hospital has taken a person with gallstones and produced a person without gallstones. That
hospital is then funded for having treated a person with gallstones.
Hon Mark Nevill: Would you be discharging people when they were bleeding?
Hon T.G. Butler: It is a system that should probably be applied to lawyers.
Hon PETER FOSS: We always work that way.
Hon Tom Helm: What happens if there are no gallstone patients around the place?
Hon Derrick Tomlinson: Then you look at other parts of the anatomy.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order!
Hon PETER FOSS: I am sure the entire Western Australian Cabinet could provide a sorts
of illnesses to be operated on. The biggest problem we have at the moment, which Hon Tom
Helm may have noticed, is that huge queues of people are waiting to be nreared at hospitals.
We should pat ourselves on the back if we ever get to the stage where all the people have
been treated. We could then say we have a good health system.
Hon Tom Helm: You could close down the hospitals that have no patients.
Hon PETER FOSS: Hon Tom Helm has come up with a brilliant and extraordinarily good
idea.
Hlon Derrick Tomlinson: He should become the next Minister.
Hon PETER FOSS: If we followed the ideas on "Yes, Minister" we would keep the hospitals
open to employ all the administrative staff who are doing all those useful things. One of the
things that I did not read out before from the "Yes, Minister" script was Sir Humphrey's
conclusion when he said -

Minister..,. we don't measure our success by results, but by activity.
That is the difference between input based and output based systems. He went on to say that
the activity at St Edwards was considerable and productive and that -

These 500 people are seriously overworked - the full establishment should be
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650 ... May I show you same of the paperwork emanating from St Edward's
Hospital?

Sir Humphrey then shows the Minister the list which- includes a contingency planning
department, with provision for strikes, air raids and nuclear war, fire, epidemic, food or water
poisoning; a data and research department; a finance department which would cover
projected accounts, balance sheets, and cash flow estimates; a purchasing department; a
technical department; a building department to deal with the phase three building plans, the
costing, the architectural liaison and all other work necessary to complete the final phase of
the hospital by 1994 - when it still would not have any patients in it; maintenance, because
once a hospital is built it must maintain catering for the administrative staff;, a personnel
department for 500 workers which would handle leave, national health insurance and
salares; and the administration, including the typing pool, desks, stationery, office furniture
and equipment. The lesson from this is that if all the sick people in Western Australia could
be made well we could sack the medical staff, because they would not needed any more, and
keep the administrative staff to administer the hospitals.
Hon Tom Helm: What about country hospitals?
Hon PETER FOSS: Hon Tom Helm has made a very good point. The good thing about
getting rid of all the inefficient hospitals is that we could afford to provide more hospitals in
the country. One of the reasons we must close country hospitals is that too much money is
being spent on inefficient hospitals. If money were spent on efficiency there would be no
problems. It is crazy that more hospitals have to be built to cater for large waiting lists. We
have to spend more money on capital works and building more hospitals because we are not
achieving throughput in our hospitals. By reducing our efficiency and keeping only well
people as opposed to sick people in hospitals we are forced to spend more capital on more
hospitals in places where there are waiting lists. We cannot afford to spend money on
country hospitals because we are spending money on inefficient hospitals. If we had an
efficient system we could afford to maintain our country hospitals.
I have dealt with this matter in a humorous way, but the fact that is our health system has
serious problems and I would lie members to think about them. There are huge waiting
lists, doctors who are being asked to perform work under cutbacks - they are the ones often
who are subjected to the most cutbacks - and many people who cannot afford a hospital bed.
Many of the cutbacks are mnaking life extremely difficult for the people who are already
overworked in hospitals. There are serious problems in the system. Staff numbers are being
cut back, staff are overworked, inadequate facilities are being provided and the result of
those pressures is increased numbers on waiting lists.. We do not have an efficient medical
system. Our medical system, if it were properly funded, could catch up with the backlog of
people waiting for beds. If the waiting lists were reduced a cheaper system could be
maintained- Money would have to be spent in more sensible ways. We could be getting
better value for money and catching up on the problem and at the same time would not be
facing a huge backlog in costs.
This is a serious people problem. There are many people in pain who need surgery but who
are being deprived of that surgery. The people most affected by this system are the poor. if
people have the money they can be treated. I do not like to single out the Premier, but she is
an example of the type of person who can afford to go to a private hospital and receive
treatment. The Premier was able to go to the top of the list to have an efficient form of
surgery which enabled her to return to good health quickly. I do not begrudge the Premier
having proper medical service, because everybody should be entitled to it. Unfortunately.
the current medical system denies that opportunity to many people. I am of the opinion that
the medical system is no good for the poor and something should be done about that. The
system was set up to help the poor, but they are struggling. The English system works in a
similar way. If one were to spend time in the United Kingdom one would become await that
the national health system is structured to suit the middle class citizen. The private insurance
scheme in the UK is known as BUPA. When a middle class person falls ill he can take out
his BUPA card and go to a private hospital and receive proper medical service. What
happens to the people who are classified as poor? They go to the public hospitals, in which
the doctors have been working for 48 hours at a stretch. They do not have the same doctor
twice and do not receive proper medical assistance; they ame dealt with badly by the national
health service. It is always the poor who are hurt by these systems.
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I regret the change that was made to the health system which previously operated in
Australia. The same can be said about the legal profession and I am glad it was raised by
Hon Tom Butler. I believe that t legal and medical professions have a responsibility to the
public and that it is part of their ethical duty to provide a service to people who cannot
provide it for themselves. Previously, the legal and medical professions regarded themselves
as having an ethical duty to care for people who could not care for themselves. The system
of honorary consultants at hospitals is a clear example of that. I am not saying that all
doctors regarded their ethical duties correctly, but most of them carried out a number of
medical procedures for patients free of charge because they believed that they had a public
responsibility to do that. The same applied to the legal profession. When I commenced in
law, legal aid was provided by the Law Society of Western Australia. It had a committee
which determined whether a case was reasonable and, if so, it would then assign a lawyer to
it. The lawyer provided the service free of charge. No-one ever questioned whether it was
his job to do that; the Law Society appointed a lawyer to a case and he did it. It was not an
ideal system, but it worked because the lawyers saw it as an obligation. The Federal
Government said it was degrading for people to ask for legal advice and to be assigned to a
lawyer and that poor people should have the same right as anyone else to choose their lawyer
and to demand a service. Therefore, it came up with the brilliant idea of a Government
funded legal aid service and, instantly, free legal aid ceased.
Hon Tom Helm: Why?
Hon PETER FOSS: It is human nature. If the Government says it will pay for a service,
people stop providing it free of charge. Doctors used to provide free medical services to
each other, but what happened when Medibank, that aptly named scheme, came into effect?
They immediately started charging each other for medical services. All they had to do was
to fill out a form and lodge it with Medibank. When the Government is paying, everyone
wants some of that money.
(Leave granted for the member's time to be extended.]
Hon PETER FOSS: As soon as the Government said it would pay for legal aid and medical
services, free legal aid and medical services disappeared and that has been very bad for the
community. However, that duty still exists and members of the medical and legal
professions have a duty, partly because of the monopoly their professions have and partly
because of their ethical duty, to allocate a proportion of their time to providing a service to
people who cannot afford it.
When Governments set up systems such as Medicare they often end up defeating the object
they sought to achieve. We must look at the ideology that the Government uses to decide
what it will provide. It comes back to the earlier point I made about a community; it has to
look at its obligation. Governments should not think of taking money away and filtering it
down like rain from on high, especially when the "on high" is Canberra, because very little of
it reaches the ground. We must consider the fundamental basis of funding and return to the
basic idea that government is about providing services, and the money that taxpayers provide
in taxation is to ensure that those services are run in the most efficient way possible. If we
do not do that, government and bureaucracy will become an end in themselves and the object
we have will be defeated. I believe that has occurred with legal aid; it has become an all
devouring beast. The Government cannot tax people enough to pay for the demand of legal
aid. That has been one of the consequences of the Government taking over legal aid instead
of it being a community based responsibility.
Similarly, in the case of medicine, most of the problems being experienced stem from the
Government taking that responsibility instead of the community. There are many ways to
ensure that the poor are not disadvantaged but nonetheless ensure that we have an efficient
system. The present system, because of the way in which it is funded, is not efficient.
I support this Bill, but I urge the Government, as a matter of high priority, to avoid disposing
of the local board of the Kalamunda District Community Hospital which will play a vital role
when the changes to funding take place. The Government should, as a matter of urgency,
review the system of funding in order to provide a more efficient system.
Debate adjourned, on motion by Hon Tom Helm.
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FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS DUTY AMENDMENT BILL
Receipt and First Reading

Bill received from the Assembly; and, on motion by Hon J.M. Berinson (Attorney General),
read a first tine.

Second Reading
HON itM BERINSON (North Metropolitan - Attorney General) [8.58 pm]: I[move -

That the Bill be now read a second time.
This Bill amends the Financial Institutions Duty Act to limit the obligation on the
Commissioner of State Taxation to refund any overpayment of duty by a financial institution
to a period of dim~e years prior to the claim. The Bill also updates certain definitions which
have become outdated or redundant, and provides for all exemptions to be specified by
regulation. Under the current provisions the commissioner is obliged to refund any
overpayment of financial institutions duty no. matter how long the Period over which the
overpayment occurred. That unlimited liability is most undesirable in a tax system,
especially one that is based on self-assessment, as is the case with RID. Without any
limitation, there could never be any certainty of the revenue available, as what might be a
minor mistake of law or fact could place an obligation on the commissioner to make a refund
going back many years and amounting to millions of dollars. As the Act allows financial
institutions to pass on the duty to customers, it is only fair that any refund of an overpayment
should be passed back to those customers who were overcharged. This amendment,
therefore, requires a refund to, be distributed by the financial institution to affected
customers. If no such refund is made, the amount must be repaid to the commissioner.
Failure to comply with this requirement will render die financial institution liable to a
penalty of $2 000. Currently, some exempt companies are specified in the Act, while others
are prescribed in the regulations. For consistency and ease of reference, the amendment
provides for all exemptions to be included in the regulations. I commend the Bill to the
House.
Debate adjourned, on motion by Hon W.N. Stretch.

TOWN PLANNING (OLD BREWERY) BILL
.introduction and First Reading

Bill introduced, on motion by Hon Reg Davies, and read a first time.
Second Reading

HON REG DAVIES (North Metropolitan) [9.01 pm]: I move -

That the Bill be now read a second time.
Members will recall my previous comments about the old Swan Brewery. The issues stand
alone and I will not take much of today's proceedings to repeat that which has already
received substantial coverage.
The Government awaits a report on the historical significance of the old Swan Brewery
buildings, which report is being prepared by the Western Australian Heritage Council.
Basically I see this as nothing more than an exercise in futility. The old Swan Brewery
buildings on Mounts Bay Road have already been the subject of extensive research - using
much archival material from the Battye Library - by historian Suzanne Welborn and the
findings are presented in her book entitled "Swan, the History of a Brewery". Mrs Welborn's
dating of different aspects of die brewery buildings differs substantially from the datings
currently indicated by die Australian Heritage Council, the official source the Government is
promoting with respect to die old Swan Brewery. Unfortunately, and in spite of all
photographs and information which may substantiate either proposition as the correct
evidence, we must all be aware that many variables serve to question the validity of either
case - or of any historical data, for that matter. This is equally true of information contained
in pages published, bound and presented between hard covers as it is of an official report
prepared by, or on behalf of, the Govermcnt. Members will appreciate that with any
research of this kind, of course, arguments can be presented about the academic superiority
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of the credentials of the people concerned, the interpretation of various documents and the
depth of research undertaken.
However, I will not waste time on debate of this sort. Rather, I point to the age old argument
that if the significance level is shifted one can provide statistics to represent whatever one is
looking for. Historical research is not free from contamination. The academic credentials of
the people carrying out the investigation might not influence research as much as the political
impetus behind die achievement of the outcome. My point is that we should not bold our
breath until the release of the Western Australian Heritage Council's report because chat may
or may not be flawed. Certainly, the findings cannot be upheld by the Government as the
only interpretation of evidence. Even now, die findings of the Australian Heritage Council
are at odds with what I believe are the historical facts. I am not suggesting that any
inaccuracies chat might exist are intentional. Rather, it is common knowledge that findings
presented from research are subject to many human variables. At the sanme time we must
remember that the only consideration the Western Australian Heritage Council is required to
take into account is die historical significance of the buildings, and I have already pointed out
that this can never be regarded as absolute or conclusive. Moreover, it is not the job of the
council to examine, for instance, the appropriateness of maintaining the buildings. Nor are
members of the council required to consider such matters as site suitability; whether there is
a current traffic danger and/or probable resultant traffic increase; suitable use of the buildings
deemed to be protected, competing interests such as Aboriginal significance or any issue
relating to other ethnic groups; main and arterial road development needs; the rights of
owners to make their own property decisions; sensitive environmental concerns; other
priorities in our society such as better use of funds; and so on.
Furthermore, members should appreciate by now that even in the face of strong public
opposition, the Government sought to change the original zoning designation of the old
brewery site as listed with the then Department of Planning in 1963 from "urban and parks
and recreation" when, in 1987, the zoning was listed in the metropolitan region scheme as
'public purpose - special use". The amendment to change this zoning has not been validated
by Parliament and is, therefore, subject to legal challenge. I understand that this also makes
it illegal for the Government to commit itself to changing the nature of the zoning to embrace
a tourist facility. With regard to the rezoning of the site, the Government adopted all the
recommendations in the Stephenson/Hepburn report of 1954, which was the basis of the
1963 metropolitan region town planning scheme, and on page 249 of that report is a clear
definition and directive regarding the constitution of major or minor amendments. The plan
took into account that it might be necessary to amend in detail some of the major proposals
and zones which had been described, and included the recommendation chat adequate
provision should be made for such amendments, with suitable safeguards. It further stated
that once the plan had been approved, any amendments should constitute only minor
adjustments, comprising changes such as zone boundaries or routes of major regional
highways and railways.
The Government's new proposal to spend a further $7.5 million on redevelopment almost
leaves me speechless. I have recent letters from the Swan River Trust indicating that
disposal of storm water and sewage from the site must satisfy its requirements. It would cost
approximately $6 million for a sewerage system and goodness knows how much for
stormwacer drainage. The site is in a documented flood prone area. Contract architect
Gregson stated that his plan would involve raising the floor of the development by one metre
to solve the flooding problem. I query at what cost. His proposal would also raise the sea
wall and I again ask by how much. He further planned to put a barricade across Fremantle
Harbour to offset the possible rise in sea level due to the warming of the planet. Is all this for
the brewery development? How much of this could be achieved for $7.5 million? I believe
that, more to the point, the old Swan Brewery site is the subject of a deal between the
entrepreneurial Government of the 1980s and businessmen. I expanded this position in my
former speech on this subject, and I will not again elaborate this argument, except to say that
in an article in The West Australian of 28 October the Western Australian Minister for
Aboriginal Affairs, Dr Judydi Watson, restated the Government's commitment to
redevelopment of this site. That poses the question: To whom is the Government so
committed, and why? The Government is obviously still riding that tiger, and is apparently
backed into a corner. We need to find a way out - a face saving exercise - so that this State is
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not forced to bow to the tyranny of a manipulative group of power brokers who control the
Government and affect the legislation which is imposed on this community. The message is
loud and clear: The public have other priorities for the precious funds which the
Government would squander on sewerage, drainage, lighting, river wall repair and rebuilding
of replicas of structures which previously occupied that site. What sort of scaled down
version can be achieved for $7.5 million, and what sort of fool does the Government take us
to be?
The simplest, most efficient and by far the cheapest decision here is to return this area to
landscaped parkland for everyone to enjoy, as outlined in the John Oldham plan. This town
planning Bill provides that it will be unlawful to use the site for any purpose other than for
public park or public recreation. It will also ensure that no future construction of any
building or any building work will be carried out on the site without the consent of both
Houses of Parliament. However, there will be no impediment on the owner of the site to
demolish the current derelict buildings. I commend the Bill to the House.
Debate adjourned, on motion by Hon John Halden (Parliamentary Secretary).

HOME BUILDING CONTRACTS BILL
Commnittee

Resumed from 24 October. The Deputy Chairman of Committees (Hion Garry Kelly) in the
Chair, Hon John Halden (Parliamentary Secretary) in charge of the Bill.
Clause 13: Rise-and-fall clause prohibited -

Progress was reported after the clause had been partly considered.
Hon GEORGE CASH: I move -

Page 14, lines 17 to 21 - To delete the subclause.
Clause 13 deals with the prohibition of rise and fall clauses in a contract. I expressed the
view that the penalty of $10 000 which is prescribed in the Bill is harsh and unreasonable,
but that matter was disposed of by a vote, and the penalty will remain at $10 000. Subelause
(2) provides that a rise and fall clause in a contract is void. I advanced the argument when
we were discussing other amendments that the Government was double dipping. It should
either have a monetary penalty or declare the rise and fall clause to be void. It should not try
to attempt to snare two rabbits with one trap. The subclause which I seek to delete states -

This section does not apply to a contract for the building or installation of a
swimming pool or spa if the builder shows that the rise and fall clause was included
at the request of the owner and that the owner in writing forming part of the contract
waived the benefit of this section.

It is totally inconsistent with what the Parliamentary Secretary has said about the fact that
contracts should not have rise and fall clauses to decide at this stage of the Bill that it is all
right to have a rise and fall clause for swimming pools and spas. If it is all right to have a
rise and fall clause for swimming pools and spas, then surely it should be all right to have a
rise and fall clause for other works. If that argument cannot be sustained, how can the
Government now want to exempt swimming pools and spas from the provisions of this
clause? A rise and fall clause should either not be included in the contract as such, or, if it is
to be included, should be in respect of all works and not just swimming pools and spas.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: The issue here is marginally different in regard to the general thrust
of this Bill and is in the Hill by virtue of representation from the Swimming Pool and Spa
Association of Australia Ltd, which put forward a particularly compelling argument about
the differences between its work and the construction of a house. To give an example which
may clarify the matter for members opposite, a person may decide to have a swimming pool
constructed while the house is being constructed around it. However, the work on the
swimming pool may be delayed because of delays in the construction of the house, which
may be for a range of reasons; for example, safety matters or the physical construction of the
house. That delay could be for a period of three months, six months, or whatever, depending
upon the number of variables. However, the swimming pool builder may not have been
aware of the extent of that delay and, under the current arrangements, would not be able to
04515-2
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claim compensation for any costs that may have been incurred during that period.
Hon Peter Foss: This could apply to a contract for a swimming pool without its being
associated with anything else.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: It could, but that is the example I am giving.
Hon Peter Foss: I know the example involves a building, but it does not need to.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: No. I am giving one example of the difficulties that swimming pool
builders may get into. Bearing in mind those sorts of difficulties, it is reasonable in this
instance to allow this subclause. I do not for one moment suggest that the comment made by
Hon George Cash about the inconsistency in the general thrust of the Bill is not correct, but
all I can say is that representation has been made about the specific difficulties within a
subsection of the industry, and this provision has been agreed to by the various parties.
Hon PETER FOSS: This illustrates one of the problems. It seems that we are continually
presented with agreements made by people outside this Chamber. Frankly, although I
commend consultation and people's involvement in these things, I think legislation must be
made inside this Chamber, not outside it. The appropriate way for that consultation to be
finally polished off and dealt with would be in a committee. Dealing with these matters in a
committee enables all members to get information directly from people and hear their
arguments, and put counter propositions to them to see whether there is some way in which
problems can be solved. Therefore, if there is a problem in trying to deal with this matter
here, and we are presented with that problem through no fault of our own and must deal with
it in this forum, I regret that because I believe this is a Bill which could far better have been
handled had we had access to the people who have constantly been referred to by the
Parliamentary Secretary.
The problem with clause 13 is that if a rise and fall contract is wrong, then it is wrong. If a
rise and fall contract is wrong but in some instances may be acceptable, we should look at all
of those instances under which it might be acceptable - all the chances that may occur by
which it may be necessary to have rise and fall. If a rise and fall contract is right, then it is
right. All we have had in the way of principles in this clause is that representations have
been made by the swimming pool manufacturers and they have been agreed to by the
Government. That is the principle we are dealing with: Someone has made a special plea for
themselves and somehow managed to persuade the Government that it is a good idea.
I am a little less at a loss as to what was said which persuaded the Government. I can think
of many good reasons why there should be rise and fall clauses, and I can also accept that
there are circumstances in which it would be bad to have rise and fall clauses, neither of
which are addressed in this Bill. All we have is a bare statement that spas and swimming
pools are not within the province of this clause. I share the Leader of the Opposition's
concern as to why it is all right in the case of swimming pools. The example given by the
Parliamentary Secretary is that a swimming pool contract could be dependent upon another
contract. If a swimming pool contract were part of a building, I would have thought it would
be a subcontract, in which case it would be up to the builder to ensure that he was properly
protected and was not holding things up, and that he allowed for all necessary things in his
costs. However, if it were a separate contract I cannot see why one must take into account
the fact that delays may occur. It is up to the person in that situation to make certain he
knows when to start. The contract could specify when he is to have access to the site, and if
he is not given access to the site he could cancel. He is perfectly protected under those
circumstances.

I have not heard a good argument from the Parliamentary Secretary. I thought we would
hear an argument that underground all sorts of unexpected circumstances are encountered,
and that swimming pool and spa manufacturers fr-equently go underground and therefore may
frequently strike those unexpected circumstances; but that argument was not put forward. It
is a pity, because I was going to point out that in many cases builders must deal with
underground situations as well. However, the argument put by the Parliamentary Secretary
is the specious one that the Government has done a deal with someone, which often is a
dissuasion rather than a persuasion. I am still waiting to hear why we should not accede to
the Leader of the Opposition's amendment.
Hon J.N. CALDWELL: I can see why clause 13 has been included in the Bill; it is because a
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swimming pool or a spa is not a normal pant of a building. I do not know how many
members here have spas and swimming pools.
Hon Max Evans: It is a normal part of Parliament House.
Hon J.N. CALDWELL But this is a very special building, and same people need those
facilities in order to get some exercise. However, swimming pools and spas are not normally
part of a building. The Bill refers to home building contracts, and swimming pools or spas
are generally built by specialists and are added to a building for the consumer. Therefore it is
probably quite correct that this clause is in the Bill and has a rise and fall provision attached
to it. Swimming pools and spas would nearly always be built by a contractor other than the
person who contracted to build the house in the first place. As Hon Peter Foss just said, it
could be a subcontractor, which could be included, but it may not be. I see no reason not to
support the retention of subclause (6).
Hon PETER FOSS: I amn grateful to Hon John Caldwell for his remarks. One can always
count upon him to give us a comnmonsense view, and certainly he has given us a far better
account than has the Parliamentary Secretary. At least he has dealt with the facts of the
situation, rather than simply saying something has been agreed, and it is pleasing to see that.
Nonetheless, I am still not convinced by it. If it is a separate contract, and often one can have
a separate contract for a swimming pool, then there is already an existing house. A couple of
years ago I had a swimming pool put in at my house. Why should I be deprived of the
benefit of this subclause? If I recall correctly, my swimming pool cost more than $6 000,
although I cannot recall the precise amount. They are expensive things. However, just
because of this amendment I would be deprived of the benefits of this subclause of the Bill.
If the reason we are doing this is as has been explained - that is, that where the swimming
pool contract is dependent upon the completion of another contract then this subclause does
not apply - then I think I would accept the clause. As it is established at the moment, this
applies no matter what the swimming pool contract entails. If it is the only contract and it is
drawn up for a person's home, why should that person gain the benefit involved with this
clause?
Hon GEORGE CASH: I ask Hon John Caldwell to reconsider his position. We believe the
provision relates to swimming pools which are to be built outside the main house, yet the
clause provides for both swimming pools and spas. Spas can be an integral pant of a house as
pant of the bathroom rather than housed in a special room. Again, that indicates an
inconsistency with a differentiation between being part of a prime contract or a separate
contract. This clause is totally inconsistent with the principle we have been asked to adopt
throughout this Bill so far.
Hon Peter Foss: Is the Parliamentary Secretary suggesting that one may have a contract for a
$100 000 house which includes a spa, yet the rise and fall exemption will apply to the whole
house? Quite possibly so.
Hon John Halden: Quite possibly not.
Hon GEORGE CASH: That matter needs more research. I suggest that subclause (6) is
inconsistent with the general principle outlined in the deliberations to date. The subclause
should be deleted. Interestingly, it appeared that upon listening to the arguments advanced
by Hon Peter Foss, Hon John Caldwell and me the Parliamentary Secretary was about to
concede the inconsistency of this clause. I can only hope that the Parliamentary Secretary
can recognise the inconsistencies and so agree to the deletion of the subelause.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: In considering this part of the Bill, we must refer to clause 13(6) to
discover that we are discussing a rise and fall clause which involves the request of the owner
in writing. We are not talking about a rise and fail clause generally within a contract. This
will not apply to a house in which a swimming pool is being built at the same time. I admit
to Hon George Cash that originally I was somewhat persuaded by his argument, but
Hon Peter Foss encapsulated my original view in what he said in such glowing terms about
Hon John Caldwell. As he spoke so distinctly and clearly there was nothing left for me to do
but to agree with my original position! This subclause applies only when the owner agrees to
it and says so in writing. Therefore, the clause provides adequate protection and can be
included without in any way subjugating the Bill.
Hon PETER FOSS: Another problem has arisen regarding the drafting of this subclause.
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The clause does not apply to contracts for work such as the installation of a swimming pool
or a spa. What is the situation with a contract for the building of a swimming pool or a spa if
a contract is drawn for a $200 000 house which includes within it a $4 000 swimming pool?
Does that include the construction of the swimming pool and the spa? Does this apply only
to a contract for the installation of a swimming pool and a spa but not to a contract which
includes a swimming pool or a spa? If so, it would be possible to evade this clause by
building a swimming pool and a spa and a brick fence, because the fence is not a pool or a
spa. Many contracts for swimming pools or spas include surrounding areas and landscaping.
Therefore, we have a problem which always arises when people make decisions without
thinking the matter through.
I remember receiving a great deal of cooperation from the Parliamentary Secretary when
dealing with the homosexual Bill. On that occasion we were able to work out suitable
legislation; we were able to give the matter proper examination. However, this Bill seems to
contain some discrimination in employment in that the swimming pool builder appears to be
discriminated against, If one is concerned about the inflation rate which may occur during
the period of construction, why not say what kind of limitation one wants to apply. It is
possible to specify the amount of rise and fall which is permitted, allowing for inflation and a
possible delay in the commencement of the contract which is the fault of the builder. It is not
as though in this instance we are dealing with some form of difficult concept; one could
easily insert in the contract the specific matter with which one wants to deal. That is not
being done.
Hon J.N. CALDWELL: As Hon George Cash indicated, I had not considered the possibility
of the spa being placed inside the house. That is a valid reason for a rise and fall clause.
Subclause (6) contains a safeguard by stating that if a builder shows that a rise and fall clause
was included at the request of the owner, it is valid. It is an important point that it must be
requested by the owner. In that case this clause is waived only if the request comes from the
owner, and the request must be put in witing. We are probably arguing about something
that is really of little consequence, because such provisions are applied at the request of the
owner.
Hon PETER FOSS: Hon John Caldwell has raised another drafting problem with this clause,
and I am glad he did. What does that request from the owner mean? Does it mean that the
builder says to the owner, "I can only do this work if you make a request of me." In that case
the owner would say, "I request you." Is that a request? It would seem that the request
would come from the builder because he would suggest that he wanted this clause included
in the contract although he could not request it himself. It is indicated that the benefit of this
clause is the ability to waive this section in a contract, If it means that the owner, in writing,
can waive the benefit of the clause, I could understand that. However, it states that it applies
at the request of the owner. Does that mean that the poor builder must say that this, that or
the other could happen with the job and that it could be expensive? He could say to the
owner that he will put a big price on the job in case any delay occurs. He could deliberate
about the sum for a while and then suggest to the owner that he could do something about it.
He could then say, "Maybe there is a clause we could insert into the contract." The penny
may finally drop for the owner when he says, "Why do I not insert a rise and fall clause?"
The builder could also say that he will not give the owner a contract unless he requests such a
clause. If so, what do the words within the clause mean? It is a nonsense clause. If
Hon John Caldwell says that it is not a problem because the owner can request the rise and
fall clause, why not have it as any request provided that the owner requests it and puts it in
writing. If it is all right when dealing with items submerged in water, why not relate it to all
other matters?
Hon George Cash: That points out the inconsistency of the whole matter.
Hon PETER FOSS: I cannot see any logic in it at all. The clause is fraught with difficulties.
If the Government does not think people will end up in court over this, it is wrong. It sounds
like a gift for lawyers, like the rest of this Hill. Although I am flattered by the urgency with
which the Government is seeking to benefit my profession, this is one of the most badly
drafted clauses in the Bill. I am not at all surprised about that in view of its origins.
Amendment put and passed.
Clause, as amended, put and passed.
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Clause 14: Cost plus contracts -

Hon PETER FOSS: I move -

Page 14, line 31 - To delete the line.
This is altogether a strange clause. Firstly, subclause (l)(a) insists that the contract must
have a heading at the beginning which includes the words "cost plus contract" and provides a
penalty of $10 000 for not doing that. That is a slight overreaction. And referring to
paragraph (b), how can one have a cost plus contract that does not say in it that it is a cost
plus contract? If that is not in it, one can be fairly sure it is not a cost plus contract.
Subclause (1)(b) seems mainly to be a waste of time. It insists that one must acknowledge
that the contract is a cost plus contract. It says one must acknowledge that the Bill, apart
from this clause, does not apply to the contract. That is a significant change because it takes
out the rest of the clause. However, if that provides only that the Bill does not apply, by far
the best way of dealing with this issue is already contained in subclause (3), which states that
if a builder enters into a cost plus contract in breach of subclause (1) the contract may be
terminated by the owner in accordance with clause 19.
Hon George Cash: It is a pretty severe penalty.
Hon PETER FOSS: It is quite extraordinary to provide such a massive fine for not putting a
heading in a contract. I suppose it does not matter because no-one would ever be found
guilty of doing that because if the words "cost plus contract" are not put in it is not a cost
plus contract. In addition, subclause (3) has been provided. How much does one need to do
to ensure that builders comply with this Bill? Surely subclause (3) is enough, particularly
because the only thing we are really talking about is the fact that an acknowledgment is being
included that the Bill does not apply to the contract.
How will subclause (2) apply? There appears to be some ambiguity in subclause (2) because
it says that subclause (1) does not apply to a cost plus contract that comes within proposed
paragraph (b) of the definition of "home building work contract" in clause 3. The definition
referred to under (b) of that definition is, "placing of a dwelling on land" which, I understand,
is when one places a mobile home on a site. Is the Government saying one does not need to
put "cost plus contract" as a heading and contain an acknowledgment by the parties, or is it
saying that if one does not do that a penalty does not apply?
Hon JOHN HALDEN: We have discussed the issue of cost plus contracts before. If Hon
Peter Foss' amendment were passed no penalty would apply for going into a cost plus
contract, except that under clause 20 the builder would be able to apply for remuneration for
goods supplied and work performed. A builder would therefore be able quite deliberately to
enter into something that we have already established is not something we want to happen.
However, there would be no penalty for work performed, or goods supplied, and there would
be no penalty to stop any work entered into. In effect, the builder could still profit from
breaching clause 14(1)(a). I understand Hon Peter Foss has wanted to get away from some
of the central premise on which the Bill has been developed.
Hon Peter Foss: I do not want to get away from the premise, but I have a different way of
doing things.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: By passing Hon Peter Foss' armendnment, no impediment would be
placed upon a builder for not doing things which subclause (l)(a) says should occur; that is,
that it must be a cost plus contract. As I have said before, there must be an impediment in
the form of a fine. One must realise. that the builder will be able to claim reasonable costs for
goods supplied and work done. Mr Foss' amendment would encourage the law to be
breached. I am not suggesting he is doing that deliberately. However, I suggest he is doing
it as a way of pursuing the way in which he believes home building contracts should be
developed. However, chat is not the way the Government will do it. The House has decided
that it will not proceed along this path.
Hon GEORGE CASH: I support the amendment moved by Hon Peter Foss. Again, this is a
classic case of the Government wanting to double dip. The clause provides for a penalty of
$10 000. Subclause (3) states -

If a builder enters into a cost plus contract in breach of subsection (1), the contract
may be terminated by the owner in accordance with section 19.
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Clause 19 lays down the clauses under which a contract may be. terminated. I put it to the
Committee that a more severe penalty could not be imposed upon a builder than having the
other party to the contract advise the builder in writing that, because of a breach of this
clause, the contract was to be terminated. The -penalty to the builder might be in excess of
$10 000, which would make it even worse. This Bill is a mishmash. I again remind the
Committee that it was suggested by the Opposition that this Bill be referred to the Standing
Committee on Legislation so that its members could discuss it in a reasoned way to try to
come up with a workable Bill. As I have said before, the Liberal Party supports the general
thrust of consumer legislation that protects people from unreasonable contracts. However, to
be able to fine a builder and then for him to have the contract terminated seems to be
extremely harsh. Instead of having a Bill that is claimed by the Government to offer
protection for the consumer and benefits for the builder, we seem to be setting in place
legislation that will make builders think twice before they enter into a building contract for
fear of many of the provisions that are contained in this Bill. I urge the Cornmittee to
support the amendment and make this clause less onerous.
Hon PETER FOSS: Without withdrawing my amendment, I suggest thar a tab be inserted
before the word "penalty" so that it appears under paragraph (b) and not under paragraph (a).
That does not address my problem. However, it will remove some of the ludicrousness of
the situation. The idea of prosecuting people for up to $ 10 000 for not putting a heading on a
contract is ludicrous.
I think the Parliamentary Secretary is correct in his interpretation of subclause (2). However,
it is another example of how convoluted is the drafting of this Bill, I do not know how an
ordinary builder could be expected to understand this legislation.
Hon JOHN HAIJDEN: Hon George Cash dramatises to the extreme. It is clear that a
contract can be terminated under clause 19. It is also clear that under clause 20 the builder
can claim the cost of goods supplied and labour for building. With that safeguard the
Opposition would have us believe that, bearing in mind we are trying to outlaw cost plus
contracts in this area, there will be no penalty. Every effort has been made by Opposition
members to reduce the fines and make them as ineffective as possible to make the
enforcement of this Bill difficult against those who breach the requirements of the Bill. I
have argued with Hon George Cash about reducing penalties from $10 000 to $1 000. He
has lost all of those arguments. However, Hon Peter Foss now suggests that the penalty
should not exist at all and that, out of the goodness of everybody's hearts in an industry that
has not shown itself to be terribly'good to consumers in specific areas, we should suddenly
turn around -

Hon George Cash: The argument was not "out of the goodness of everybody's hearts". The
argument was that there was no need for a penalty under the provisions of this clause.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: The other provisions, principally clause 20, do not place the builder
in jeopardy. He is able to claim any moneys expended to that point in time. As I have said, a
builder could attempt to breach the clauses of this Bill and still make a profit and do it quite
adequately because there were no penalties. We have debated on a number of occasions the
appropriateness of the level of fines in this Bill. The Leader of the Opposition's amendment
suggested that we insert in the place of $ 10 000, a fine of $2 000. However, now it is being
suggested that there be no penalty at all, and that is outrageous. No requirement exists to
adhere to the Bill. If somebody wished to gut the intention of the Bill through this clause
they could do it in no better way than by using this amendment which I ask the Committee to
reject.
Hon Peter Foss: What about my other point?
Hon JOHN HALDEN:* I understand- Hon Peter Foss'- point about the heading, which is a
minor one in the whole issue. It applies to paragraphs (a) and (b).
Hon Peter Foss: I said that is should apply to (a).
Hon JOHN HALDEN: It is appropriate that it applies to both (a) and (b).

Division
Amendment put and a division called for.
Bells rung and the Committee divided.
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The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN (Hon Garry Kelly):
the Noes.
Division resulted as follows -

Before the tellers tell I cast my vote with

Hon J.N. Caldwell
Mon George Cash
Hon EJ. Charlton
Hon Max Evans
Hon Peter Foss

Hon J.M. Berinson
Hon T.G. Butler
Mon Cheryl Davenport
Hon Reg Davies
Hon Graham Edwards

Ayes (12)
Hon Barry Mouse
lHon P.M. Lockyer
Hon N.F. Moore
Hon Muriel Patterson
Hon R.G. Pike

Noes (13)
Hon John Halden
Hon Tomn Helm
Hon E.L. Jones
Hon Garry Kelly
Han Mark Nevinl

Hon D.J. Wordsworth
Hon W.N. Stretch
(Teller)

Hon Sam Piantadosi
Hon Bob Thomas
Hon Doug Wenn
.(Teller)

Pairs
Hon Margaret McAleer
Hon P.C. Pendal
Hon Derrick Tomlinson
Hon Murray Montgomery

Hon Fred McKenzie
Hon Kay Hallahan
Hon Tom Stephens
Hon J.M. Brown

Amendment thus negatived.
Clause put and passed.
Clause 15: Conduct or terms of contract that are unconscionable etc. -

Hon GEORGE CASH: In view of the amendments about to be moved by
will not proceed with my amendment to this clause.

Hon Peter Foss I

Hon PETER FOSS: I move -

Page 15, line 23 - To delete paragraph (c).
When these subclauses apply the tribunal has the power under clause 21 to modify the
provisions of the contract; in other words, to rewrite it. This is an important provision and
the language needs to be clear. The phrase "unconscionable, harsh or oppressive" suggests
conduct or terms which are severely unfair. In clause 15(2)(c) it is not clear whether
"understanding" means the words used or perhaps the English language. In that paragraph it
refers to whether the owner was able to understand the contract. Does that mean that if the
owner is not an English speaking person one would have to get a contract in a language other
than English?
This places the obligation on a builder to find a language translation for a person who
happens to not speak English. That is an interesting obligation as it also seems to oblige the
builder to ensure that not only is the contract translated but also that it is translated
appropriately and that the person understands it. How is he to know the person understands
it if he does not speak that person's language? All he can see is a process going on. He
knows what is in his contract and what it means and could explain it to somebody if they
spoke English and tell whether they understood it. How can the builder find out whether the
other person understands the contract and what sort of obligation has the builder to ensure
that a person does understand it? Surely the obligation is on the person entering into a
contract to understand it.
How is a builder supposed to get inside the other person's brain to find out whether they
understand the contract? It seems to me that the first thing that should be quite clear is
whether the Bill means when the owner is able to understand, meaning it is the sort of
contract that an owner ought to be able to understand. Are we talking in objective terms
about the ability to understand or talking in terms of a particular person? The builder may be
dealing with a particularly thick person. Does he have to do something more in that
circumstance or if the person does not speak English?
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Hon George Cash: Using that term by itself causes some concern because some people
understand it in different terms.
Hon PETER FOSS: Exactly! Hon George Cash has picked up a very important point, which
is that the way people understand words is often a very individual thing. It seems wrong that
this clause dealing with the conduct of a builder and whether he has complied, is dependent
upon his subjective comprehension of a contract explained by somebody else. It is not a
question of, "You shall do this", telling him what he shall and shall not do. This clause
requires him to indulge in some sort of exercise to convey the information about his contract
to the other person. What is the contract? Take the instance of a person who does not speak
English. Is the contract what is written down between the parties? If a person is obliged to
engage an interpreter to go through the whole thing and explain it, the explanation will not be
in the words of the contract. According to contract law, the contract is what was said rather
than what was written. Then we have the problem of the written contract. The contract is
the verbal contract rather than the written contract, therefore the builder will not have
complied with the other provisions of the Bill. We almost oblige a person who does not
speak English to break the terms of the Bill. The Government is saying that this is what must
be taken into account when determining whether the person's conduct is unconscionable,
harsh or oppressive. These are fairly strong words to use. All he has done is get a foreign
language translator to explain in great detail what the contract means.
It is suggested that but for clause 15(3) the cases noted would be unconscionable, harsh or
oppressive, but no-one would regard the instances given as unconscionable, harsh or
oppressive. Subclause (1)(b) is the subclause referring to unconscionable, harsh or
oppressive. This subclause is saying that if it were not for this, the contract would be
unconscionable, harsh or oppressive. I cannot see how that could ever be considered
unconscionable, harsh or oppressive, but those are the sorts of things the Government is
indicating should apply as unconscionable, harsh or oppressive. I cannot see how requiring
the production of evidence in writing that the owner can pay the contract price can ever be
unconscionable, harsh or oppressive. The Government is setting a standard for what we
mean by those words. An important inference from those provisions is that other normal
provisions, which by any other ordinary standard are not unconscionable, harsh or
oppressive, may be so regarded. The result is to give the phrase "unconscionable, harsh or
oppressive", an unusually broad and unintended meaning. What in this instance is meant by
",a provision of a contract shall not be called in question"? I ask that so that it is clearly on
the record for any court interpreting this clause to know what it means.
Hon George Cash: That is an important point. We want the Parliamentary Secretary to
explain what the Government means by some of these words.
Hon PETER FOSS: We could clarify many of our problems if we talked about being able to
understand. We should be talking about a contract which objectively can be seen and
understood by an ordinary person. That is a well known concept in the law. One takes a
contract from an objective stance. If the contract cannot be described as abstruse, one would
regard it as one which was able to be understood by the owner. On the other hand, if the
contract was as clear as day, but the person did not speak English and that was the reason for
his not being able to understand it, we would use a totally different test. I would have no
problem with supporting an interpretation that this means "by an objective standard of the
reasonable owner". If, on the other hand, we are dealing with the non-objective standard of a
particular person, I would have considerable difficulty. My suggestion is that we should
delete clause 15(2)(c), unless the Parliamentary Secretary can make it clear that he is talking
about the objective, reasonable owner. Furthermore, we should delete subclause (3)
altogether.
The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN (Hon Carry Kelly): That is another matter. We will take these
one at a time.
Hon PETER FOSS: To some extent these things must be understood in context, although
they are moved one by one.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: I am not trying to avoid answering the honourable member's
questions but perhaps I could answer what I understood the honourable member to be asking.
If I miss anything I shall be happy to speak again.
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With regard to clause 15(2)(c) and whether the owner is able to understand the contract,
some points need to be made clear. We are talking about the criteria; not a positive onus on
the builder but simply that the building disputes committee may chose to look at establishing
whether their has been unconscionable, harsh or oppressive treatment of a consumer. What
is being said by the Parliament is that the building disputes committee may wish to look at an
armay of considerations in its future deliberations, and one of them happens to be set out in
clause 15(2)(c). That does not mean that a builder must have a translator there, or someone
10 go through the contract with him. It means that if the ternms of the contract are at some
later point considered to be unconscionable, harsh or oppressive, one of the factors which
may be considered is that the person was unable to understand the contract. However, that is
only a criterion; it is no more than that, nor should it be interpreted as being more than chat.
Hon George Cash: What does it mean?
Hon JOHN HIALDEN: In essence it means that if a person did not understand the terms of
the contract, perhaps because he spoke Italian, but the terms of the contract were not
unconscionable, harsh or oppressive, then because the person spoke and understood only
Italian, the terms of the contract are unconscionable, harsh or oppressive because they are
that in essence, but also because the person when signing did not realise that position and
was therefore not able to question them.
Hon Peter Foss: It does not say they must be unconscionable, harsh or oppressive. It says
that without limiting the generality of subclause (1), regard may be had to the following for
the purpose of that subclause.
Hon JOHN HA.LDEN: The matter would be interpreted in the same manner as under the
Trade Practices Act and the Fair Trading Act. Those Acts have existed for a considerable
time and have not caused great problems of interpretation. That would be the interpretation
here.
Hon Peter Foss: Is the Parliamentary Secretary saying that the subclause would come into
effect after it had been determined that it was harsh and unconscionable in order to determine
whether to do anything more?
Hon JOHN HALDEN: I am not saying that. It does not come into effect afterwards.
Hon Peter Foss: When does it come into effect? When will subclause (2) be used? The
criterion is to determine whether it is unconscionable, harsh or oppressive, and to do that
when a person speaks Italian and not English is to make sure that it is translated to him.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: I understand what the member said, but if the terms of the contract
are not harsh and unconscionable in the first instance, simply because the person does not
speak or understand English does not mean that it necessarily can be said that it is harsh and
unconscionable.
Hon PETER FOSS: My concern is that, if regard may be had to the following for the
purposes of that subclause, the Parliamentary Secretary is saying that when we look at
whether something is (a) or (b) in subclause (1) we must consider all those things to make a
determination about the relative strengths of the bargaining positions of the builder and the
owner, and whether, as a result of conduct engaged in by the builder, the owner was required
to comply with conditions that were not reasonably necessary for the protection of the
legitimate interests of the builder, and whether the owner was able to understand the contract.
So a factor in determining whether it was harsh or unconscionable is whether the person
understood it; and it is possible to say that the words were al very nice but the person did not
understand what he was signing. Had he understood what he was signing he probably would
not have signed the contract. The fact that, standing back, one might have thought otherwise,
that it was not harsh and unconscionable, the Parliamentary Secretary says that one of the
things a person could do is say that he did not understand the contract. it might be that we
have subclause 2(a) and (c); we might have a very strong bargaining position of the builder,
and an owner who does not understand the contract - that is, two of the four factors. Why
would a tribunal not come to the conclusion under those circumstances that it could come to
the third matter: it was not reaionable for his protection. If the owner had been an ordinary
person who was able to read a perfectly clear contract he would have known the situation.
The builder must safeguard himself. We should take the example of a prudent builder and
the consequences that flow from this provision. If the builder does not make certain that the
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Italian person, the example, understands the contract the tribunal could start rewriting the
whole coanel The builder believes he has a pefectly fair contract; it seems okay to him
but maybe it is biased one way. 'The contract is perfectly clear, he is in a good bargaining
position. However, the other person does not happen to speak English. The builder runs the
risk that this fact will be taken into account. It should be - if it is to be kept in - "whether the
owner is able to understand the contract"; that is, if a reasonable owner were able to
understand the contract we would not have any problem. It appears from the comments of
the Parliamentary Secretary that he feels in his jut the same as I feel. However, he seems to
be giving two interpretations. I would hate to be a court working out the situation from the
Committee stage of this Bill.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: The provisions of clause 1 5(2)(c) is a criterion only, to be considered
by the building disputes tribunal. I agreed with the comments of Hon Peter Foss, until
towards the end of his statement. A contract is not harsh and unconscionable unless the
terms are harsh and unconscionable. One of the criteria that can be considered when
someone is challenging that situation is that the person could not understand the contracL
Hon PETER FOSS: I would be very happy if we could agree that it must be inherently harsh
and unconscionable. If an independent. person looks at the terms and says they are harsh and
unconscionable -

Hon John Halden: One of the reasons a person could not challenge that was that he could not
understand it.
Hon PETER FOSS: I have no problem with that.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: This provision has appeared in the Fair Trading Act and the Trade
Practices Act for some time and has not caused any problems. I am happy to explain the
situation but it is there in other legislation.
Hon PETER FOSS: As I understand it, the Parliamentary Secretary is saying that a contract
cannot be considered to be harsh and unconscionable unless there is something inherent
about the terms of the contract that make it harsh and unconscionable. It must be judged
from an objective standard that it is harsh and unconscionable; instead of saying to the
person that he is stuck with the situation, that he has agreed to it, it can be taken into account
when determining whether he should do something about it that the poor person did not
understand that the terms were harsh and unconscionable. We are not putting in provisions
in this clause that these axe the criteria for determining that it is harsh and unconscionable; it
must be something more. It must be something inherent in the tenms that makes them harsh
and unconscionable, and we will look to these matters to determine whether it is appropriate
under these circumstances to treat it as being harsh and unconscionable as opposed to being
just bad luck.
Hon John Halden: We agree.
Hon PETER FOSS: In that case, I will not proceed with the deletion of paragraph (c). The
Parliamentary Secretary could overcome my concern by clarifying that the intention of
subiclause (3)(a), (b) and (c) puts beyond all doubt that these things are not harsh and
unconscionable, but without in any way seeking to give the indication that, but for this
clause, they would be harsh and unconscionable.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: The intention here is to put it beyond a doubt, nothing else.
Hon PETER FOSS: In that case I will not seek to delete paragraph (c).
Amendment, by leave, withdrawn.
Hon PETER FOSS: I move -

Page 16, lines I to 24 - To delete subelauses (3) and (4).
I move that in a spirit of cooperation and practicality. It may be that it does not have to be in
substitution for but in addition to the current subclause (4). We should try to allow people
the opportunity in a cheap way to gain the same benefits as proposed by subclause (4), which
is a good clause, and perhaps it is better to insert the new subclause. To have a form of
contract submitted for an opinion on whether any particular provision is in breach of
subclause (1)(b) is quite useless. It means that individuals could go along with their
contracts and put them up to the disputes committee and have them approved. However, that
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is a cumbersome procedure. It is important that people have some cetainty, particularly
smaller builders. One of the reasons for exempting pool and spa builders is that they have
arrived at a formal contract which is fairly generally agreed upon and which has been worked
out. If we could prescribe a form of contract that does apply then people could use it. Surely
having everybody use the same form of contract would be beneficial. It has been found to be
incredibly handy for the Law Society. We could even put off prescribing it if the
Parliamentary Secretary does not want to, but if a contract comes up which does comply with
the Act, why not prescribe it so that everybody could use it? Everybody would know it was
right and we would not have the problems of people not complying. That would also make a
big difference to the administrative costs that will arise from this Bill. The Parliamentary
Secretary might like to pursue my amendment as an alternative to subelause (4) or perhaps as
a new subclause (5). In that way we would get the best of both worlds and achieve the same
result, but without doing it by contract.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: In the past I have been critical of the member for wanting to develop
a standard contract when in essence the purpose of the Bill is to set out minimum terms and
conditions not to provide a standard contract.
Hon Peter Foss: You do not object to a standard contract; you just do not see that as the
methodology.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: There may be some practical problems with the suggestion the
member has put forward. It is envisaged that after this Bill becomes an Act the Housing
Industry Association and the Master Builders Association may well develop a standard
contract for the construction of houses. However, the difficulty is that we are not just talking
about houses but home building repairs, alterations, improvements and associated works. It
would be difficult to get one contract that covers all of that.
Hon Peter Foss: You may need more than one standard con tract.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: Indeed.
Hon Peter Foss: I would be happy to see that incorporated. You may prescribe forms of
contracts for various kinds of work. The beauty of all this is that you are not obliged to do it;
it is only if you find you can, that you do. I would be quite happy in my proposed
amendment to take that into account.
Amendment, by leave, withdrawn.
Hon PETER FOSS: I move -

Page j6, line 21 - To insert new subclause (5) as follows -

Forms of contract for various kinds of home building work may be prescribed
which are to be taken to comply with all the requirements of this AcL.

Hon JOHN HAIDEN: Again, I do not want to be critical of the member's intent, but I
reiterate that the intention of this Bill is to set out terms and conditions, not to set out a
standard contract. I understand the reason that the word "ma" is included in the amendment
and the subsequent amendment will allow for certain types of contracts to fit certain types of
work performed. I reiterate again that the purpose of the Bill is to set terms and conditions.
Hon Peter Foss: I accept that.
Hon JOHN HALDENV On that basis I am not sure of the reasons for the member's
amendment.
Hon PETER FOSS: There are two reasons: One is the philosophical approach as to whether
we achieve the result merely by having standard forms of contract, which the Parliamentary
Secretary and I have agreed to differ on, and the second is whether a standard form of
contract would, nonetheless, be a handy way of complying with everything in this legislation.
People will have to write a contract in order to comply with the legislation. Instead of having
people preparing individual contracts and requesting approval of them, the building industry
should prepare one form of contract to comply with the Act - approval would still have to be
obtained. We could reach a stage where people say they have had enough of trying to
comply with the Act, the individual contracts are a nonsense and they want a standard form
of contract which complies with the Act. They should be able to get that and should not have
to seek approval for individual contracts. They would not have to go through the business of
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finding out whether their contracts complied with the Act. My amendment is not
inconsistent with the intent of the legislation.
The existing subclause (4) deals with the form of contract for a particular kind of work. I
assume that it refers to a form of contract which was about to be used in a particular contract.
I do not know whether it means that a form of contract which could generally be used by that
person could be approved. If it means that, it will create the same problems as Hon John
Halden raised regarding my first draft amendment. A person might say that he intended to
use the contract far one type of work, but when the approval was obtained he might try to use
it for another type of work.
Subclause (4) means that a person could take on a form of contract and say, "I intend to enter
into this form of contract with this person for that job", and it would be approved. I do not
think he could say that he would use that form of contract in his business all the time. If the
latter is the case, there could very well be a problem similar to the problem the Parliamentary
Secretary raised about my amendment to subclause (5). If I am correct that subclause (4) is
limited to the particular contract and people, the standard form could not be approved. If I
am wrong, an amendment will have to be made to subclause (4) to make it clear that it is a
form of contract, in a general sense, but only for that kind of work.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: I am happy to accept the amendment put forward by Hon Peter Foss.
Amendment put and passed.
Clause, as amended, put and passed.
Clause 16 put and passed.
Clause 17: Applications for relief, and orders -
Hon PETER FOSS: I move -

Page 17, lines I11 to 23 - To delete subclauses (1) and (2) and to insert new subclauses
(1) to (6) as follows -

(1) It is a term of every contract that if any dispute or difference arises
between an owner and a builder under the contract, either party may
serve a notice on the other party requiring it to resolve the dispute or
difference.

(2) If the parties are unable to resolve the dispute or difference within 10
working days after a notice is given in accordance with subsection (1),
either party may apply to the Disputes Committee for relief.

(3) The Disputes Committee shall have the same powers as a court under
section 53 of the Commercial Arbitration Act 1985 as if the
application to the Disputes Committee were proceedings in a court.

(4) Nothing in subsection (3) of this section shall prevent an application to
the Supreme Court under section 53 of the Commercial Arbitration
Act 1985 by a party to an arbitration agreement, and for this purpose,
an application to the Disputes Committee shall be taken to be
proceedings in a court.

(5) An application under subsection (2) must be made within 3 years after
the notice is given under subsection (1).

(6) This section shall not prevent either an owner or a builder exercising a
right under a contract to require that any dispute or difference be
referred to arbitration.

A normal provision under a contract is that where one party has a complaint against another
party he must give notice specifying the complaint and allow time for it to be dealt with
before further action is taken. Prior notice should be given under the contract before either
party applies to the disputes committee. I suggested that because it is sensible that the first
thing a person should do is tell the person responsible that he has a complaint and ask him to
fix it. Only if the builder does not fix it does he have a right to go to the disputes committee.
The existing clause allows a person who has a complaint to go immediately to the disputes
committee instead of being reasonable by telling the other party that he has a complaint.
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How can there be a dispute if someone does not tell the other person that he has a problem
which has to be fixed and the person says he will not fix it? The legislation states that where
an owner or builder claims that there has been a breach, he or she may apply to the disputes
committee. It does not stare that a complaint has been made and that it cannot be resolved.
It instantly allows jurisdiction and that is contrary to the philosophy of the Act; that is, crying
to keep people out of legal disputes. It appears that the legislation allows the disputes
committee to resolve disputes which may arise for reasons other than a breach of the
contract. For example, there may be a dispute about a delay in building which has nor been
caused by either party, and that is referred to in clause 13(4)(c).
The effect of this clause will override the contract and, therefore, any clause requiring
conciliation or arbitration. Again it seems that it should not have that effect and these
processes should be encouraged instead of discouraged. Th1e disputes committee does not
have any power to stay an application to it while the parties negotiate or arbitrate - that is
provided for under section 53 of the Commercial Arbitration Act. Ir is not clear why clause
15, which refers to contracts that are unconscionable, harsh or oppressive, should be
excluded by clause 17(7)(a) and made the subject of a special clause. If the disputes
committee is to have jurisdiction on behalf of the owner or builder it should not be possible
for one of the parties to terminate that jurisdiction merely by terminating the contract as is
provided in clause 17(7)(b).
Hon JOH-N HALDEN: Hon Peter Foss seems to have glossed over the intent of the
amendment he has proposed. He is attempting to change the disputes process from the
proposed cheap, quick and efficient method of dealing with disputes that arise into a court
process whereby parties may use the provisions of the Commercial Arbitration Act.
Hon Peter Foss: What about my first point about giving notice?
Hon JOHN HALDEN: I would like to deal with the central theme of the proposed
amendment. We need to be clear about what is implied and what would happen if the
amendment were accepted. The focus of the disputes tribunal would change enormously and
it would become a court in which people could seek to go to arbitration. If the court did not
allow that an appeal could be made to the Supreme Court and the whole process would be
dragged into a quagmire. If an appeal could be made to an "expensive court" the consumer
would no longer be on an equal footing with the builder. The member suggests that the
Government wants to create work for his profession but I suggest that the proposed
amendment is an example of how the legal profession could become involved in the
workings and intricacies of this legislation to a substantially larger degree than ever
envisaged by anybody. The member would need to devote a long time to convincing me that
his amendment could in any way do other than slow down, complicate and deteriorate the
position of consumers. The Committee has clearly taken on board the need for quick dispute
solving mechanisms. The proposed amendment is exactly the opposite, and it definitely
cannot be supported by the Government.
Hon PETER FOSS: The Parliamentary Secretary has suggested that I am trying to get these
matters into court but I thought I was suggesting the opposite. I proposed that as a first step
the parry must tell the other parry to try to resolve the dispute.

Progress
Progress reported and leave given to sit again, pursuant to Standing Order No 6 1(c).

ADJOURNMENT OF THE HOUSE - ORDINARY
HON J.M. BERINSON (North Metropolitan - Leader of the House) ( 10.56 pm]: I move -

That the House do now adjourn.
Adjournent Debate - Question on Police Budget - Superintendent Hig gins' Visit - Police

Internal Invesnigations Branch
HON DERRICK TOMLINSON (East Metropolitan) [10.57 pm]: The House should not
adjourn until it takes note of matters raised in question time this afternoon in which I referred
to question 477 asked on 29 August. Following that question I was visited in my office in
Kalamunda by Superintendent Higgins of the police internal investigations branch.
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Superintendent Higgins had contacted my office three days earlier on Tuesday 22 October
and advised my electorate assistant that he wished to speak to me about a question I had
asked in this House. The following day I asked my electorate assistant who Superintendent
Higgins was and why he wanted to speak to me. She said she was not sure but she
recollected that he was from the police internal investigations branch. I rang Superintendent
Higgins to check whether he was from that section and he answered the telephone, gave his
name and the information that it was the police internal investigations section. I said I
thought it strange that police internal investigations would provide an answer to a question I
had asked in this House relating to the Police budget. I indicated that I anticipated receiving
a reply to a question I had asked the Minister from the Minister rather than from
Superintendent Higgins.
Hon Graham Edwards: You got a reply that day.
Hon DERRICK TOMLINSON: In the light of what Superintendent Higgins said to me -

Hon Graham Edwards: Do you accept that you got a reply that day?
Hon DERRICK TOMLINSON: The reply the Minister gave that day was no reply. He said
that the information with which I had prefaced my question had not been completed because
negotiations were still going on with the Commissioner of Police, so I did not accept that
reply because it was no reply. It was an incomplete reply.
The question that I am addressing here is the visit from Superintendent Higgins. I agreed to
meet with him in my office at 11.00 anm on the particular date. What interested me, apart
from the fact that a policeman was sent on this errand, was the reason that the policeman was
sent on this errand. In the question that I asked, I indicated sums of money. I said, "I note
that the Midland Police Station has had its budget cut from $206 000 in 1989 to $138 000 in
1991." I honestly did not know whether those figures were accurate. They were figures that
I had come by, and I used them on a fishing expedition. The Minister's reply was, "I do not
know where the member obtained his figures, but the Commissioner of Police is still
working through those figures. To my knowledge, that process was continuing this
morning". When I asked the Minister this afternoon whether he was able to give further
information, his answer was to talk about his Government's record in funding the police in
this State, compared with the record of previous Liberal Governments until 1983. He talked
about the increase in the number of policemen recruited; I think the number was 750. He
said that there had not been any reduction in his budget.
The interesting thing about the reason that Superintendent Higgins came to see me was that
the figures that were used in my fishing expedition were, according to him, accurate figures.
and he wanted to know from where had I obtained such accurate information. That accurate
information indicated that the budget of the Midland Police Station had been reduced by
50 per cent between 1989 and 199 1. If there were no cuts, as the Minister indicated in his
answer to the question this afternoon, why was his information different from the
information which provoked someone to have the police internal investigations branch visit
me and interview me because the information that I had was accurate? I suggest that
someone has wrong information, because one person is telling me that there have been no
reductions and that the information that I used on my fishing expedition is wrong, and
another person is interviewing me because my information is correct! I would prefer to
accept that the information I have is correct, and that in spite of the claim that '750 additional
policemen have been employed, there are few additional policemen available in the police
stations in this State. One could take a tour through any of them and find that they are either
at marginal strength or below strength. I take the case of the Belmont Police Station, which
has had an additional geographic area included in its territory. It required an additional four
policemen to service that area, but when it applied for those four policemen, it got only two.
As a consequence of the cuts in the budget - which, according to the Minister, have not
occurred - vehicles which am damaged cannot be repaired.
Hon Graham Edwards: What a lot of rubbish!
Hon DERRICK TOMLINSON: The Minister is now denying that. The same Minister who
denied that the cuts occurred is now telling us that because of the cuts that did not occur there
is no curtailment in the availability of vehicles to service the areas that are patrolled by
police mobile patrols out of regional offices. The House should note that there has been a
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considerable reduction in the resources available to regional police offices in the Penth
metropolitan area, and if, as the Minister claims - and I accept his claim - the overall budget
for the Police Department has increased in the magnitude that he gave us, and if the number
of policemen has been increased in the magnitude that he gave us, I ask him to show the
House where those policemen are deployed, because they are not deployed in regional police
offices. I ask the Minister to demonstrate where the additional funds have gone, because
they have not gone to the regional police stations. The regional police stations have suffered
reductions over the past two years in the order of 50 per cent. I ask the House to take note.
HON GRAHAM EDWARDS (North Metropolitan - Minister for Police) [11.05 pail: 1
am happy to go through the answer that I gave this afternoon to the question asked by
Hon Derrick Tomlinson, and I will reiterate the figures for him. When this Government
came to office in 1983, the previous Government had allocated $103 million to the Police
Force for that financial year. That same budget is running at $277 million this year. The
member does not have to take my word for it; I invite him to go to the Budget Papers, and he
will see that those figures are COrrct In relation to where the money has been spent and
where those police officers have been allocated, that money is spent and those officers are
allocated exactly where the Commissioner of Police wants to spend the money and allocate
those officers. That responsibility rests with him. It should not rest with members of
Parliament.
I want to offer an apology to Hon Derrick Tomlin son because when he raised his question at
question time I understood him to be talking about a previous question that he had asked.
Hon Derrick Tomlinson: That was the other question.
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: If the member listens, I will explain. The member caused a
fair amount of confusion because he quoted different dates - first he quoted 29 August; then
he quoted 24 August. That led to some confusion in my mind, but I apologise because I
understood him to be talking about another question, Regardless of the question he was
asking, I did not instigate any investigation into him, and I still do not believe that the
member has been investigated.
Hon Derrick Tomlinson: Then whom did Superintendent Higgins interview?
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: He does not have to interview the member in relation to an
investigation about him. I said earlier today that the member is considered by the police to
be a person of some integrity and standing in the community, and that the member should be
asked about a matter was quite reasonable. I am still not aware of the investigation to which
the member refers, and I do not mate any apology for that because the police do not come to
me and ask whether they can conduct an investigation about any matter. I am very firm on
the principle of separating police operational powers from the Minister and, indeed, from the
Parliament. However, in all sincerity I offer that apology because of the confusion relating
to those questions, and I simply make the same offer to Hon Derrick Tomlinson that I made
today: If he has a difficulty or a problem I invite him to contact the Commissioner of Police
to ask him what is going on. I am sure the member will find him very forthright and
forthcoming, and that he will get a full answer.
Mr President, I nowe that you are not pursuing the matter of privilege that was suggested by
your colleague, Hon Peter Foss. I am a little disappointed, because I make it clear once again
that absolutely no direction has been given by me to the police following any question that
has ever been asked in this House.
Hon Derrick Tomlinson: Then perhaps we should inquire as to why the inquiry took place.
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: I reiterate that Hon Derrick Tomlinson's first port of call
should be the office of the Commissioner of Police. If the member had come into the House
and asked an up-front question about that investigation, there would have been absolutely no
confusion in anyone's mind, but he did not direct his questions straight to the point. For
some reason of his own he chose to address his questions in a fairly obscure way. The
question I thought the member was talkcing about first of all was question 690, asked on
20 August. It was a four part question, as follows -

(1) Have officers of the Police Department over the past i8 months investigated a
proposal to establish a police station at Bullsbrook?
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(2) Did the proposal involve the restoration and refurbishing of a derelict
building, and was it costed at $60 000, including the costs of providing
computers and a motor vehicle?

(3) Did the proposal include an offer of two houses from the Defence Housing
Authority for a weekly rental of $85 each?

(4) Has that proposal been rejected?
The answers to those questions were -

(1)-(3)
Yes.

(4) No.
However, subsequent to my answering that question, and on the same day, an article
appeared in The Reporter, a local newspaper, headed "Police NO to Bullsbmook", which
began, "The Police. Department has decided not to establish a police station at Bullsbrook."
Having had that article drawn to my attention, I asked a member of my staff to address a
memo to the Commissioner of Police, and I will read that letter, which I am happy to table.
It said -

I enclose for your informnation a copy of a press article taken from 'The Reporter' on
20 August. 1991 concerning the Bullsbrnok Police Station.
I also enclose for you a copy of Hansard dated 29 August. 1991 which refers to a
Parliamentary Question and Answers provided by the Minister for Police.
It can be seen that the answer to part 4 of the Question is inconsistent with the article
in the newspaper.
As there are implications that the Minister may have misled Parliament could you
please advise on this matter accordingly by Friday, 6 September, 1991.

I take my responsibilities very seriously, and certainly I would be most concerned if I misled
the Parliament. I might say that on the morning of the same day we sent that article to the
commissioner I was faxed a copy of another article from the same newspaper, headed
"Police-station knock back. Fight to continue". In part that article quotes a certain police
officer. My understanding is that the police themselves chose to check the information the
police officer had given to The Reporter, and that Hon Derrick Tomlinson was contacted to
substantiate exactly what that police officer had said at that meeting. That is the only contact
of which I was aware, and I was quite concerned about the reported comments of the police
officer because it seemed to me that they conflicted with what I was being told.
I assure Hon Derrick Tomnlinson and other members of this House that absolutely no
direction is given by me to the police in relation to any question asked in this House.
However, if the police have some matter they want to pursue that is parallel to a question that
is asked, I simply have no control over that; nor, indeed, any knowledge of it. If Hon Derrick
Tomlinson, or any other member, has a problem I invite him to come into the House and
address it in an up-front way rather than in the way in which Hon Derrick Tomlinson did. If
he had approached it in the way I suggest, I doubt that we would have had the sort of
confusion that has flowed from the questions he asked today.
HON PETER FOSS (East Metropolitan) [11. 15 pm]: I think a few matters have not been
addressed in this debate which should be addressed. The first is that the Minister for Police
is the person in this House with whom we may legitimately deal when wishing to know
things about his portfolio. It may very well be that, due to the scheme under which the
Commissioner of Police operates in directing the police, he does not always have control
over the police and may not direct what they do, but it is perfectly legitimate and proper, I
would have thought, for a member of this House to ask the Minister for Police to account for
something about which he is concerned with regard to the police.
Hon Graham Edwards: But I am happy to fulfil that responsibility. The question has not
been asked.
Hon PETER FOSS: The suggestion that Hon Derrick Tomlinson contact the Commissioner
of Police is, I think, an inappropriate one. If a member of this House wishes to ask a
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Minister about his portfolio, or a representative Minister about any portfolio, he is perfectly
entitled to do so.
Hon Graham Edwards: No-one is denying that, but you might recall that I suggested he
make an approach to the Commissioner of Police and if he did not receive satisfaction to
address the question to me.
Hon PETER FOSS: But I think that has no basis whatsoever, If the member has chosen to
ask the Minister for Police a question, then he has made the decision.
Hon Grihamn Edwards: But Hon Derrick Tomlinson did not make that point to me. Are you
his mouthpiece?
Hon PETER FOSS: No, I happen to be the only person who can speak at this time.
Hon Graham Edwards: You should understand certain matters of operational separation.
Hon PETER FOSS: I am talking about this House. If a member of this House asks a
Minister a question about his portfolio, that is a clear indication by that member that he
wants to know from that Minister, and it is the political duty of the Minister to answer the
question. He may not be able to answer the question -

Hon Graham Edwards: And what is the procedure if I cannot answer the question, and which
I have adopted? It is to ask the member to put it on notice.
Hon PETER FOSS: What the Minister does is to seek to answer it to the best of his ability,
and if he is not able to answer it he may very well suggest to the member that the question be
put on notice; but the Minister does not suggest to the member that he ask somebody else,
because it is his entitlement as a member of this House to ask the Minister. I think
Hon Derrick Tom linson asked a perfectly reasonable question, and I think he has raised some
quite reasonable further questions in the course of this debate. The first is that the Minister
has said to him that the information he had was inaccurate with regard to the reduction of the
budget for Midland.
Hon Graham Edwards: And I still believe it to be inadequate, and I have said that.
Hon PETER FOSS: I understand that, and I do not doubt it. However, the member is also
telling the Minister another important piece of information; that is, that the policeman who
spoke to him did so because he believed the information to be uncannily accurate. That, I
would have thought, is a matter of some concern to the Minister, because one of the police
officers for whom he is the responsible Minister - and not just any police officer but a senior
police officer in a particularly special branch of the police; namely, the internal investigation
branch - has said to a member of this House, one of the Minister's colleagues, that the
information he had was accurate. It appears that informnation the Minister receives from one
part of the Police Force is different from the information Hon Derrick Tomlinson is receiving
from another part of the force. The Minister said that Mr Tomlinson got it wrong, but as a
responsible Minister he should say to Mr Tomlinson that this is a matter of concern and that
he wants to find out how this occurred. The Minister could suggest that he will meet with
the inspector to determine why he believes that the information is accurate when the
Minister's source believes it to be inaccurate. In that case we could solve the difficulty
before the House by the Minister providing an explanation of the strange set of events which
have transpired. I also regret that Hon Derrick Tomlinson has not moved for a Committee of
Privilege. However, I can understand why that is; if it turns out that the information the
member has is accurate - even though on the Minister's understanding that is not possible - it
may be that the internal investigation is taking place to determine the name of the person
who provided the information, which may lead to some form of disciplinary action.
Therefore, if a Committee of Privilege were established that person might be in jeopardy. Of
course, nobody wants to use a Committee of Privilege for that purpose. Even if we do not
believe that no such a course of events has taken place, it may well do to be cautious.
I thought the Minister's response to the questions raised would be, "I am surprised to hear
that the internal investigation has anything to do with a member of this Parliament, and that
the matter should arise from a question in the Parliament. As the Minister I shall investigate
this matter and report to the House." I believe he would say that rather than send
Hon Derrick Tomlinson off to ask the Commissioner of Police about the matter. At what
point does the responsibility of the Minister for Police come into play? The Minister cannot
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keep suggesting that he does not direct the commissioner or police operations. At some stage
the commissioner is accountable to the Minister and the Minister is accountable to the
Parliament.
Hon Graham Edwards: Nobody denies that! I am simply. suggesting the correct and
appropriate course of action - although you may not agree with it; but, then again, you are
not the Minister for Police.
Hon PETER FOSS: We want to know from the Minister -

Hon Graham Edwards: Why do you not ask the appropriate questions?
Hon PETER FOSS: We ask the appropriate questions and we are told how many extra
police have been appointed since 1983.
Hon Graham Edwards: You do not like the answers.
Hon PETER FOSS: Telling us that information is not answering the question.
Hon Graham Edwards: We have also increased the police allocation in the Budget.
Hon PETER FOSS: I am pleased to hear that! The matter we are dealing with is that the
Minister has told the Parliament that no reduction has occurred in the budgetary allocation.
yet a senior police officer has told Hon Derrick Tomlinson that those figures are not correct
and a reduction has occurred. I suggest that this Parliament needs to know the situation, If
the Minister does not understand that -

Hon Graham Edwards: Why do you not ask the questions?
Hon PETER FOSS: What do you think we have been doing?.~
Hon Graham Edwards: All the questions that have been asked have been answered. If you
do not like the course of action I have taken, I suggest that you take another course of action.
Hon PETER FOSS: I am asking for the responsible Minister to deal with the matter raised in
the adjournment debate to let us know what on earth is going on.
Hon Graham Edwards: I have suggested to Mr Tomlinson a course of action he should take.
If you do not like the advice I have given, you should give some more advice - you are more
experienced at giving advice.
Hon PETER FOSS: I will ask the questions during question time tomorrow.
Hon Graham Edwards: That is the appropriate time to do so. I think you regret that you
stood to speak in the first place.
The PRESIDENT: Order!
Hon Graham Edwards: Trust a lawyer to complicate matters.
The PRESIDENT: Order! The Minister is defying me. If he continues to do that, he may
not be in a position to answer questions tomorrow.
Hon PETER FOSS: I intend tomorrow to ask the Minister what on earth is going on. On the
basis of the two speeches the Minister has heard today, he should be in a position to give
fully qualified answers.
Hon Graham Edwards: I will be the judge of that. Do not threaten me,. Mr Foss!
Hon PETER FOSS: I am not threatening the Minister; I am warning him what the questions
will be tomorrow.
Hon Graham Edwards: I warn you that I will tell you to put the question on notice. Is
Mr Tomlinson not mature enough to handle the matter for himself'?
Hon PETER FOSS: Mr Tomlinson has finished his speech and cannot add further to the
debate.
Hon Graham Edwards: Nor can I; you are taldng cheap licence.
The PRESIDENT: Order! I tell the Minister again not to continue interjecting.
Hon PETER FOSS: I am surprised that the Minister is not concerned about what has
occurred. I should think that an appropriate response would have been -

[The member's time expired&]
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Adjournment Debate - "Declaration of Rig/us for the Victims of Crime in Western
Australia" Document Tabling

HON GEORGE CASH (North Metropolitan - Leader of the Opposition) [11.26 pm]:
During the debate this afternoon on dhe Appropriation (Consolidated Revenue Fund) Bill, I
intended to table a docunent tided "Declaration of Rights for the Victims of Crime in
Western Australia". I failed to do so at the time, and I now seek leave to do so.
Leave granted. [See paper No 814.]
Question put and passed.

House adjourned at 11-27pm



QUESTIONS ON NOTICE

COMMUNITY SPORTING AND RECREATION FACILITIES FUND -
CONSOLIDATED REVENUE FUND ESTIMATES, MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES

Expenditure $2.4 million
822. Hon MURRAY MONTGOMERY to the Minister for Sport and Recreation:

With reference to item 46, Miscellaneous Services, in the Consolidated
Revenue Fund Estimates on page 46 relating to the community sporting and
recreation facilities fund -

(1) What happened to the $2.4 million chat was agreed to by this
Parliament for expenditure in the 1990-91 year?

(2) Does die $5 million estimate for the current year include the
$2.4 million that was not spent last year?

(3) Was $2 million allocated for the Port Hedland swimming pool complex
last financial year and, if so, where did it come from?

(4) Was the $2.4 million voted by the Parliament for the CSR.FF last year
ever paid into the trust fund account?

(5) If yes, on what date, when was it drawn out again and where did it go
to?

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:
(1) The $2.4 million was provided to meet expected cash flow against

commitments which will now not require funding until 1991-92.
(2) Yes.
(3) No, but approval has been given to fund a community recreation centre in Port

Hedland. Had a cash flow been required it would have been drawn from the
1990-91 budget provision for the community sporting and recreation facilities
fund.

(4) No. Funds are paid into the CSRFF trust account to meet required cash flows.
(5) Not applicable.

POLICE - DRIVERS' LICENCES
Confiscation - Non-traffic Offences

868. Hon P.G. PENDAL to the Minister for Police:
(1) Under what circumstances can police confiscate a person's driver's licence

when apparently investigating a non-iraffic offence?
(2) What is the statutory basis for such a confiscation?
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:
(1) Where a driver's licence is believed to be false, unlawfully obtained or used in

the commission of an offence it may be seized.
(2) Various Acts provide, in different ways, the power to stop, search and detain.

They also provide for a warrant upon which any seized property may be
endorsed and taken before a justice in order to bold such property.

EDUCATION MINISTRY - AUSTRALIND AREA
Educational Facilities Need

940. Hon BARRY HOUSE to the Minister for Education:

What measures is the Government taking to cater for the rapidly expanding
Australind area where there is already long waiting lists for preschool places as
well as a large increase in demand for other educational facilities?
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Hon KAY HALLAHAN replied:
Theme should be adequate places for five year olds in 1992. Clifton Park
Primary School has so far enrolled only 26 preprimary children for next year
and will easily be able to cater for any additional five year old children from
Austr-alind Primary School. Eaton Primary School is likely to have sufficient
capacity to serve all five year olds resident within its catchment area. In the
unlikely event that there is an excess of enrolments at Eaton, they can be
absorbed at Clifton Park. There may be some residual capacity at Clifton
Park for four year olds, but this cannot be deternined until five year old
enrolments for 1992 are finalised. The family centre at Eaton has the capacity
to enrol 80 four year olds, with 65 registered to date. The new primary school
planned for North Australind for 1993 will have 54 places available for five
year olds in a custom built preprimary centre. Given these provisions, there
should be no waiting lists for preschool places in the Australind area in the
foreseeable future.

EDUCATION MINISTRY - ITINERANT TEACHERS
School of the Air Student Visits

964. Hon N.F. MOORE to the Minister for Education:
(1) How many itinerant teachers are employed by the Ministry of Education to

nravel in remote areas?
(2) How often does each School of the Air student receive a visit from an itinerant

teacher?
Hon KAY HALLAHAN replied:
(1) Seven.
(2) Dependent upon enrolments in the School of the Air an itinerant teacher

would visit a student at least four times a year. This includes one visit to the
student's home plus one mini camp and one regional. camp.

POLICE - TRAFFIC PATROL VEHICLES
Gravel Roads Ruling

965. Hon GEORGE CASH to the Minister for Police:
(1) Is it correct that currently there is a Police Department ruling prohibiting police

patrol vehicles travelling on gravel roads except in an emergency situation?
(2) Is it also correct that under this ruling some police vehicles are forced to travel

much further distances in order to remain on sealed roads?
(3) Why was this ruling introduced?
(4) Under this ruling is any discretion given to country police stations where the

majority of shire roads are gravel?
(5) If not, why not?
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:
(1) Yes, partly correct with reference to high performance traffic patrol vehicles.
(2) No.
(3) Aimed at reducing the rising road toll in the country, police have put in place

on a trial basis regionally coordinated country traffic patrol plans for the State.
The plans require maximum visible police presence on all highways, where
the majority of country accidents occur, the bulk of that activity being
performed using high performance traffic patrol vehicles. Unsealed roads are
to be patrolled by using other marked police vehicles.

(4) Yes. Where local conditions positively conflict with the plan, some variations
have been made.

(5) Answered by (4).
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POLICE - TRUANCY UNITS
966. Hon GEORGE CASH to the Minister for Police:

(1) How many police truancy units are operating in Western Australia?
(2) In which police districts do these units operate?
(3) How many young persons did each of these units have contact with between

30 June 1990 and 1 July 199 1?
(4) What was the avenage age of the young persons?
(5) How many were found to be truants?
(6) How many were subsequently charged with offences?
(7) What was the total number of charges preferred against them?
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:
(1) There are five.
(2) Midland, ForrescfleldfKalamunda, Fremantle, ArmadalelGosnells, and

Warwick.
(3) A total of 3 438.
(4) Fourteen to 16 years.
(5) 23.4 per cent or a total of 462.
(6) 434.
(7) 626; however, this does not include Midland or Forresrfield, where separate

figures for charges are not kept.

SECURITY SYSTEMS - MINISTERS' RESIDENCES
976. Hon GEORGE CASH to the Minister for Police:

(1) Which Ministers or members of Parliament have had installed at Government
expense, security systems or other security apparatus at their residences?

(2) What was the cost of such installations?
(3) What is the purpose and objective of installing such security facilities?
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:

(1 )-(3)
It is not my policy to release details about security systems or other security
apparatus installed at Ministers' residences.

VIETNAM VETERANS JOB LINK PROGRAM - GOVERNMENT FUNDING
978. Hon GEORGE CASH to the Minister for Employment and Training:

(1) Is the Minister aware of the Vietnam veterans job link program?
(2) Is the program funded by the Government?
(3) What is the cost of funding this program?
Hon KAY HALLAHAN replied:
(1)-(2)

Yes.
(3) Vietnam Veterans Job Link Program (Inc) has been granted funding of

$50 000 for the period 1 October 1991 to 30 September 1992. This is an
increase on last year's funding which was $33 000. The project is seeking
additional funds to meet the needs of its client group, and I am supporting its
application to the Federal Ministers of Defence, Veteran Affairs and
Employment, Education and Training for additional funding.
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TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS - MALCOLM STREET BRIDGE, MITCHELL FREEWAY
1009. Hon GEORGE CASH to the Minister for Police:

(1) How many accidents have been reported to police on the section of Malcolm
Street which constitutes the moad bridge across the Mitchell Freeway in the
12 month period ended 1 October 1991?

(2) What were the causes of these moad accidents?
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:
(1) The processing of accident report forms is current to 31 August 1991, and as

such no crash data is available for September or October 1991. For the
I1I month period ending 31 August 1991 there were no reported crashes on the
section of Malcolm Street which constitutes the road bridge across the
Mitchell Freeway.

(2) No response required.
POLICE - COUNTRY POLICE STATIONS

Watering Lawns and Gardens Directgive
1011. Hon GEORGE CASH to the Minister for Police:

Is it correct that officers-in-charge of country police stations have been issued
with a direction to cease watering lawns and gardens outside of the station due
to budgetary constraints?

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:
No.

WEST ED MEDIA - THACKLEBERRY HODGE REPORT TABLING
102 1. Hon MURRAY MONTGOMERY to the Minister for Education:

(1) Will the Minister table the Thackleberry Hodge Report relating to West Ed
Media?

(2) If not, why not?
Hon KAY HALLAH-AN replied:
(1)-(2)

The document was produced as an internal report by joint writers from the
Public Service Commission and the ministry. It is not written or designed for
public release.
MULHALL, MR D.C. - POLICE DEPARTMENT LETTERS

1033. Hon GEORGE CASH to the Minister for Police:
(1) Did the Minister receive a letter dated 23 August 1991 and a follow-up letter

dated 25 September 1991 from Mr D.C. Muihall in respect of a number of
incidents which were previously reported to the Police Department?

(2) When may Mr Mulhall expect a reply to this correspondence?
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:
(1)-(2)

Yes, and a substantive reply has been forwarded to Mr Mulhall.
NATIONAL RAIL CORPORATION - WESTRAEL

Participation Delay - State Steering Committee Advice
1036. Hon GEORGE CASH to the Minister for Police representing the Minister for

Transport:
With reference to the answer given on 26 September 1991 to question on notice
782 -
(1) Did the Minister receive advice from the State Steering Committee that

the financial risks, both current and future, were such that participation
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by Westrail in die National Rail Corporation should be delayed until
further guarantees and clarification could be provided?

(2) Have the various matters raised by the State Steering Committee in its
submission to the Minister been resolved to the satisfaction of the
committee?

(3) If not, why not?
(4) When did the State Steering Committee last meet?

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:
The Minister for Transport has provided the following response -

The State steering committee advised the Minister for Transport of its
concerns with a number of the proposals contained in the report of the
national rail freight initiative task force which was received at the
April 1991 meeting of the Australian Transport Advisory Council.
Many of these proposals were, however, significantly amended
following protracted negotiations by a committee of officials
representing the respective parties.
The Western Australian representatives who were also members of the
State steering committee, kept the steering committee informed and
die arrangements finally incorporated in the NRC shareholders
agreement signed at the July 1991 special Premiers' Conference were
significantly different from the original concepts. Apart from the
funding of redundancies for which the State is primarily responsible,
issues of personnel and industrial relations are to be resolved by the
National Rail Corporation.

(4) 11 September 199 1.
NATIONAL RAIL CORPORATION - CAPITAL PROCGRAM

Future Liabilities
1037. Hon GEORGE CASH to the Minister for Police representing the M inister for

Transport:
With reference to the answer given on 26 September 1991 to question on notice
793 -

(1) If the capital program for the National Rail Corporation has not yet been
developed, how is the Government able to ascertain the likely futur
liabilities which will be imposed on Westrail in the first five years of the
operation of the NRC?

(2) Why has the Government agreed to participate in the National Rail
Corporation when it does not have available the financial ratifications of
such a move?

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:
The Minister for Transport has provided the following response -

(1) Information contained in the national rail freight initiative task force
report was used to model the likely capital program liabilities of
shareholders for the first five years of the NRC. There has been no
commitment to individual projects in this indicative program or to the
total investment amount. Limits on funds. available should ensure
there is no significant increase in the total amount.

(2) Agreement to participate in the National Rail Corporation was based
on judgments of the State and national benefits available, assessment
of the financial impact of the options and the successful negotiation of
provisions in the NRC shareholders agreement to protect the State's
financial position during the establishment period of the NRC.
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NATIONAL RAIL CORPORATION - REDUNDANCY COSTS
Locomotives and Assets Transfer

1038. Hon GEORGE CASH to the Minister for Police representing the Minister for
Transport:
(1) Further to question on notice 792 answered on 26 September 1991, as

redundancy costs have to be met by the State, have these been assessed as pant
of the evaluation of Western Australia's participation in the National Rail
Corporation?

(2) If so, will the Minister advise what the anticipated employees' surplus was to
calculate these redundancy costs?

(3) Have any locomotives or other assets been transferred to the NRC?
(4) If so, will the Minister advise of the nature of such transfers?
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:

The Minister for Transport has provided the following response -

(1) Yes.
(2) A broad estimate of 110 positions was used.
(3) No.
(4) Not applicable.

NATIONAL RAIL CORPORATION - STATE STEERING COMvNMTEE
Weutrail Participation Discussions

1039. Hon GEORGE CASH to the Minister for Police representing the Minister for
Transport:,

Further to question on notice 791 answered on 26 September 1991, what
discussions have occurred between the Government and the State Steering
Committee following advice by the committee and concerns and warnings
issued by the committee on the likely outcome should Westrail join the National
Rail Corporation?

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:
The Minister for Transport has provided the following response -

The concerns expressed in March 1991 to the Government by the State
steering committee related to a number of the proposals contained in the
report of the national rail freight initiative task force. In the subsequent period
leading up to the special Premiers' Conference in July 1991 when the NRC
shareholders agreement was signed, considerable negotiations were
undertaken on behalf of the Government by officials who are also members of
the Stare steering committee, and resulted in significant changes to the
original proposals to the advantage of Western Australia.

NATIONAL RAIL CORPORATION - BEST PRACTICE [NDUSTRIAL
AGREEMENTS

Standard Costs - Union Discussions
1040. Hon GEORGE CASH to the Minister for Police representing the Minister for

Transport:
Further to question on notice 788 parts 1 (a) and 1 (b), answered on 26 September
1991-
(1) Have assurances been given that there would be early, timely and

adequate discussions with the effective unions?
(2) Have these discussions taken place?
(3) What has been the reaction to the proposed changes, particularly those

based on overseas practices?
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(4) When will the first corporate plan be completed and made available?
(5) Have die National Rail Corporation standard costs set out in attachment

1 of the National Rail Freight Initiative Task Force Report of 21 March
1991 been reviewed, and if so, what changes have been made?

(6) Has the Minister discussed the anticipated NRC standard casts with the
union?

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:
The Minister for Transport has provided the following response -

The national rail freight initiative task force included a representative
of the Australian Council of Trade Unions and it is appreciated by all
parties that close consultation will be required between the relevant
unions and the NRC management once it is in place.

(4) The development and release of a corporate plan is the responsibility
of the NRC and its articles require the corporate plan as soon as
possible after the incorporation of the company and thereafter on an
annual basis.

(5) No reviews have been undertaken of the standard costs outlined in the
NRFI task force report but these are expected to be used as a reference
by the NRC in developing its standard costs.

(6) No.
NATIONAL RAIL CORPORATION - COMMERCIAL OPERATION

Freight Razes Increase
1041. Hon GEORGE CASH to the Minister for Police representing the Minister for

Transport:
Will the Minister provide statistical evidence to support the answer given to
question on notice 787 on 26 September 1991?

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:
The Minister for Transport has provided the following response -

The financial projections by the NRFI task force indicated capacity for
profitability without increases in fr-eight rates through productivity and
efficiency gains from NRC's intensive capital investment program.
Moreover, freight rates will be determined in the competitive climate
prevailing, the trend of which is for a reduction in real terms over time.

NATIONAL RAIL CORPORATION - MARGINAL PROSPECT COMMERCIALLY
Stare Steering Committee Advice

1042. Hon GEORGE CASH to the Minister for Police representing the Minister for
Transport:

With reference to the answer given on 26 September 1991 to question on notice
783, on what date did the State Steering Committee advise the Minister that the
National Rail Corporation was a marginal prospect commercially but a
considerable improvement over the alternative of separate interstate rail
systems?

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:
The Minister for Transport has provided the following response -

Advice from the State steering committee to the Minister for Transport on the
financial feasibility of the National Rail Corporation was conveyed in its
March 1991 report and through a series of briefings by members over the
period leading up to the July 1991 special Premiers' Conference.
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NATIONAL RAIL CORPORATION - WESTRAL
Redundancies

1043. Hon GEORGE CASH t0 the Minister for Police representing the Minister for
Transport:

Further to question on notice 792 part (4), answered on 26 September 1991 and
in view of the recent publication in August 1991 of the "Road and Rail
Transport Discussion Paper" which indicates an anticipated reduction of 385
Westrai employees, will the Minister advise if these redundancies will be in
addition to anticipated redundancies caused by Westrail's participation in the
National Rail Corporation?

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:
The Minister for Transport has provided the following response -

The rail and road freight transport discussion paper states clearly at page 28
that the possible reduction of 385 Westrail personnel does not include
redundancies which may arise from the State's participation in the National
Rail Corporation.

MOTOR VEHICLE INSPECTION STATIONS - APPROVED STATIONS
Fee - Annual Return

1045. Hon GEORGE CASH to the Minister for Police:
(1) How many approved motor vehicle inspection stations are there throughout the

State?
(2) What is the expected annual return from the recently introduced annual fee?
(3) Are approved motor vehicle inspection stations permitted to vary levy fees for

inspections?
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:
(1) 184 approved inspection stations.
(2) $9200.
(3) No.

PAWNBROKERS - STOLEN GOODS
Police Checks Policy

1049. Hon GEORGE CASH to the Minister for Police:
(1) Is it the policy of the Police Department to check on goods for sale in

pawnbroking establishments for stolen property?
(2) Are these checks undertaken on a regular basis?
(3) If it is not departmental policy, will the Minister indicate what are the

operational aspects in respect of such checking?
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:
(1)-(2)

Yes.
(3) It is Police Department policy.

RIDA, MRS ANNE - TRANSPERTH BUS PRAM INCIDENT
Prevention Action

1051. Hon GEORGE CASH to the Minister for Police representing the Minister for
Transport:

As a result of the terrifying incident which occurred to Mrs Arnne Rida on
3 October 1991 (as reported in the Fremnantle Gazette of 15 October 1991) at
the time she was endeavouring to hook a pram to the rear of a Transperth bus.
will the Minister advise what steps are being undertaken to prevent such
recurrences?
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Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:
The Minister for Transport has provided the following response -

Transperth is conducting a review of procedures associated with the carriage
of prams on its buses. During the period of review no prams will be carried
on the back of Transperth buses.

FITZGERAL.D STREET BUS BRIDGE - CONSTRUCTION COST
Land Reswnprion Cost

1052. Hon GEORGE CASH to the Minister for Police representing the Minister foi
Transport:
(1) Will the Minister advise if the announced sum of $3 million to construct the

Fitzgerald Street bus bridge includes the cost of any land resumption that will be
necessary?

(2) If not, what is the anticipated amount of the total cost of land resumption in
order to provide sufficient land to erect the bus bridge?

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:
The Minister for Transport has provided the following response -

No. Land to be occupied by the Fitzgerald Street bus bridge has been
acquired over a number of years under the metropolitan region scheme
except for a minor outstanding area.
MOTOR VEHICLES - SECURITY DEVICES

1054. Hon GEORGE CASH to the Minister for Education representing the Minister for
Services:
(1) Will the Minister advise why changes to tender specifications requiring more

effective security devices on motor vehicles purchased by the State would not
become effective until March 1992?

(2) Are high powered vehicles presently owned by the Stare fitted with antitheft
devices?

(3) If not, why not?
Hon KAY HALLAHAN replied:

The Minister for Services has provided the following reply -
(1) The current motor vehicle contract for the provision of State

Government vehicles is due to expire in February 1992. A review of
the requirements for State Government motor vehicle purchases in the
future has highlighted the need for enhanced securicy and antitheft
devices in vehicles sought under the new contract. In the past, the
decision to fit security devices to Government vehicles was left to the
discretion of the user departments depending on the degree of security
required and the costs involved. In establishing the tender
specifications for the new contract to be awarded in March 1992.
provisions have been included to provide preference for security
enhanced vehicles. In addition, tenderers will be required to submit
details of security features of vehicles offered and any optional
security packages which may be available for adoption by the
departments using the contract.

(2) High powered vehicles such as eight cylinder Holden Commodores
and Ford Falcons are normally only purchased by the Police
Department for use as pursuit vehicles. Since August 1991, eight
cylinder Holden Commodores purchased by the Police Department
have been fitted with the A19 theft deterrent device. All future eight
cylinder Ford Falcons - still on order as it is a new model - will be
fitted with a dealer supplied security device.

(3) See (2) above.
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POLICE - MULLEWA
Traffic Patrol Officer Transfer Replacement - Vehicles Withdrawal

1058. Hon MARGARET McALEER to the Minister for Police:
(1) When is it anticipated the vacancy created by the transfer of the traffic patrol

officer from Mullewa will be filled?
(2) Will the Minister confirm that when the traffic patrol officer was transferred

from Mullewa the traffic patrol car was relocated to Geraldcon?
(3) Will the Minister confirm that when the vacant position of the traffic patrol

officer at Mullewa is filled a traffic patrol vehicle will again be located at
Mullewa?

(4) Can the Minister confirm that the Falcon utility, with cage, has also been
withdrawn from Mullewa?

(5) In respect of the two vehicles withdrawn from Mullewa, would the Minister
advise -
(a) where they are presently located; and
(b) for what purpose they are being utilised?

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:
(1) Mid-November.
(2)-(3)

Yes.
(4) The Falcon utility was removed for a period of one week and was then

returned.
(5) (a) Traffic patrol car is located in Geraldron. The Falcon utility is located

in Mullewa.
(b) Traffic patrol car is being utilised, at the discretion of the regional

traffic sergeant within the Geraldton police region, as a replacement in
the event of any traffic patrol vehicle becoming unserviceable. The
Falcon utility is being utilised for general duties policing.

LOCUST PLAGUE - FENITROTHION SPRAYING EFFECTS
Agriculture Protection Board Report - Agriculture Department Report

1061. Hon REG DAVIE-S to the Minister for Police representing the Minister for
Agriculture:
(1) In response to requests by the Environmental Protection Authority, has the

Agriculture Protection Board and/or the Departnent of Agriculture agreed to
monitor any environmental effects of the 1990-91 spraying of fenitrothion to
control Australian plague locust?

(2) If yes to (1), has this been done?
(3) If no, why not?
(4) Have the APB or the department agreed to write up the results of the monitoring

in the form of a formal report?
(5) If yes to (4), has this been done?
(6) If no, why not?
(7) Has the APB or the department agreed to submit the report to the EPA for

public release?
(8) If yes to (7), has this been done?
(9) If not, why not?
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M-on GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:
The Minister for Agriculture has provided the following response -

(1)-(2)
Yes.

(3) Not applicable.
(4) Yes.
(5) No.
(6) Report writing is nearing completion.
(7) Yes.
(8) No.
(9) Report not yet completed. It will be submitted to EPA on completion.

WATER AUTHORIT Y OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA - BR[DGETOWN
Scheme Water System and Sewerage Extension

1062. Hon BARRY HOUSE to the Minister for Police representing the Minister for Water
Resources:

When will the scheme water system and sewerage be extended in Bridgetown to
cater for the expansion anticipated?

Hon GRA14AM EDWARDS replied:
The Minister for Water Resources has provided the following reply -

A water scheme plan for Bridgetown is in place and is being implemented as
development of the town requires. Planning for the extension of sewerage to
serve future development has been undertaken and discussed with the shire.
A development plan is now required from the shire to facilitate this work.

BEEF - MANAGER PROGRAM, VICT ORIA
1066. Hon D.J. WORDSWORTH to the Minister for Police representing the Minister for

Agriculture:
(1) Has the Minister examined the beef manager program currently being directed

by the Victorian Department of Agriculture to individual farmers in that State?
(2) Is the Minister aware chat seven groups of producers each paying a yearly fee

receive an individual consultancy service which has been established?
(3) Will the Minister consider setting up a similar trial program in this State?
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:

The Minister for Agriculture has provided the following response -

(1) The Minister for Agriculture has not had the opportunity to examine
the Victorian Department of Agriculture's beef manager program in
detail. However, the Western Australian Department of Agriculture's
specialist beef officers have maintained close liaison throughout its
development and one officer did attend the official launching of the
beef manager program at Leongatha on I11 October.

(2) The Minister is aware that the program receives financial support from
the Meat Research Corporation and is aimed at improving the
productivity of beef herds through the adoption of improved
management packages. Producers pay $200 per annum for up to 10
group meetings and also receive a management manual and production
diary. The program's objective is to establish seven producer groups
by 31 October this year, and a further five groups by 30 April next
year. However, it is understood that only two groups are operational
at present.

(3) Over the past two years the Western Australian Department of
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Agriculture has been instrumental in establishing I11 beef discussion
groups averaging 20 producers per group. These groups cover all
aspects of beef production, meet every two or three months and are
producer driven. They are serviced by specialists from within the
department and elsewhere. It is understood that the beef discussion
groups will examine the Victorian program, together with a similar
initiative called "Farmn Cheque" operated by the New South Wales
Department of Agricultre and Fisheries, and decide on their
suitability for application in Western Australia.

AGRICULTURE PROTECTION BOARD - AGRICULTURE, DEPARTMENT OF
.Amalgamnation

1067. Hon MARGARET McALEER to the Minister for Police representing the Minister
for Agriculture:

Can the inister advise if it is correctly reported that he is again considering an
amalgamation of the Agriculture Protection Board with the Department of
Agriculture?

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:
The Minister for Agriculture has provided the following response -

No proposal to amalgamate the Department of Agriculture and the Agriculture
Protection Board is under consideration. Following an approach by the
Director General of Agriculture and the Chief Executive Officer of the
Agriculture Protection Board, preliminary discussions have been held with the
aim of identifying the scope for greater administrative efficiencies that could
be adopted to ensure maximum usage of funds and enhance service delivery.

CRIE - BAYSWATER INDUSTRIAL ESTATE
107 1. lion GEORGE CASH to the Minister for Police:

(1) For the 12 month period ending 30 September 1991, how many offences have
occurred in the Bayswater industrial estate?

(2) Will the Minister provide a breakdown of these charges?
(3) How many arrests have been made in relation to these offences?
(4) Will the Police Department provide additional patrols in the Bayswater

industrial estate in view of the high incidence of crime and vandalism?

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:
(1) 538 offences were reported.
(2) Break and enter - 330

Stealing - 99
Damage - 69
Other - 40

(3) 160 persons arrested - 328 charges preferred.
(4) Yes.

TAPE - PERTH TAPE CAMPUS, NORTHIBRIDGE
Parking Problemas

1072. Hon MAX EVANS to the Minister for Education:
(1) Is the Minister aware of the parking problem for students at Perth Technical

College, Northbridge that may occur when the new Australian Taxation Office,
Northbridge is opened when it is expected AiX) employees will fill the car
parks prior to the time of arrival of students?

(2) If there is a problem, what action will be taken to protect the students?
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Hon KAY HALLAHAN replied:
(1) The opening of the new Australian Taxation Office in Northbridge is noi

expected to cause any difficulties for students of the Perth campus of the
Cent-a Metropolitan College of TAPE. The majority of services and officei
in the mra, including the TAPE campus, have their parking needs catered foi
by the Perth City Council car parks and the several private car parks,
Adequate access to parkting is always a major consideration in the granting 01
approval for the building of any new office or service in the city.

(2) As stated, there is no provision for student parking on the Perth camnpus of the
Central Metropolitan College of TAPE. Students and the overall majority o1
staff use the existing city council car parks. There are four major car park
within a 500 metre radius of the campus. It is anticipated chat the students'
parking needs will continue to be met by the existing infrastructure.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE

STATE GOVERNMENT INSURANCE COMISSION - NATIONAL COMPANIES
AND SECURITIES COMMISSION

Bell Group Shares Inquiry - Attorney General, Documents Tabling
659. Hon GEORGE CASH to the Attorney General:

I refer to the resolution of the Legislative Council on Wednesday,
19 September 1990 in which the House required the Attorney General to table
certain documents provided by the Western Australian Government to the
National Companies and Securities Commission explaining the Government's
reasons for not insisting on the imposition of a $1 million fine on Bond
Corporation for its actions in relation to the purchase of Bell Group shares b)
Bond and the State Government insurance Commission, the $1 million fine
having been recommended by the NCSC and in written communications and
transcripts of evidence provided to the NCSC as part of the Government's and
the SGIO's response to the NCSC investigation into the Hell Group share
purchases.
(1) Is the Attorney General aware that on 9 October 1991, while giving

evidence to the Royal Commission in Perth, the former Deput)
Premier, Mr David Parker, suggested that Nr Kevin Edwards'
transcript of evidence to the NCSC had been given to Mr Eric Heenan
QC to assist Mr Heenan in his submissions on behalf of the
Government to the NCSC?

(2) Has the Attorney General had access to or been offered access to the
transcript of evidence given by Mr Kevin Edwards to the NCSC
inquiry into the purchase by the SGIC of certain shares in Bell Group?

(3) Has the Attorney General at any time been offered access to or been
provided with the transcript of evidence of any witnesses who gave
evidence to the NCSC inquiry into the purchase by the SOIC of certain
shares in Bell Group?

Hon T.M. BERINSON replied:
I thank the Leader of the Opposition for some advance notice of the question.

() I was not aware of Mr Parker's comment before receipt of the
question.

(2)-(3)
No, in respect of access to the transcripts referred to. Also, to the besi
of my recollection, no, to any offer of access. However, at a meeting
on 2 June 1988 and perhaps on another occasion I do not recall, a shori
passage from the transcript was either read or shown to me. It would
not have been more than a very few sentences on a single page.
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ROAD TRAFFIC ACT - POLICE OFFICERS
Exemptions

660. Hon GEORGE CASH to the Minister for Police:
(1) Is an off duty police officer exempt from the provisions of the Road Traffic

Act amendments and regulations made pursuant to that Act?
(2) Under what circumstances is a police officer acting in the line of duty exempt

from the provisions of the Road Traffic Act and the regulations made pursuant
to that Act?

(3) Is a police officer not acting as the driver of an emergency vehicle entitled to
exceed the speed limit?

(4) Is it Police Department policy to ensure that police officers who have
breached the Traffic Code and/or the regulations made pursuant to the Traffic
Code are treated in the same manner as civilians?

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:

1 thank the member for notice of the question; however, I have not been able
to obtain the answers and ask that it be place on notice.

LEDA - LANDCORP DEVELOPMENT
Local Community Confutsion

661. Hon P.G. PENDAL to the Minister representing the Minister assisting the
Treasurer:

The widespread local community confusion over the exact area at Leda to be
developed by LandCorp has come to my attention and I therefore ask -

(1) Is the Minister aware of the confusion?
(2) Will he provide, as a matter of urgency, the full legal description of

the Led; land to be developed by LandCorp?
(3) Again, urgently, will he table the appropriate maps of the proposed

development?

Hon J.M. BERINSON replied:
I thank the member for some notice of this question. The information
requested is not readily at hand, therefore I ask that the question be placed on
notice.

SCHOOLS - DONNYBROOK
Upgrading and Expansion Need

662. Hon BARRY HOUSE to the Minister for Education:
Is the Minister aware of the rapidly growing need to upgrade and expand the
primary and high school facilities in Donnybrook? Has she had the
opportunity as Minister for Education to visit Donnybrook to inspect the
facilities and, if not, will she make arrangements in the near future to visit and
evaluate at first hand the need to provide more facilities at Donnybrook to
cope with the increased demands?

Hon KAY HALLAHAN replied:
I am aware of some expressions of concern about some of the facilities at
Donnybrook. I have not yet visited Donnybrook High School. There are 860
schools in the State and I have made a great endeavour to visit many of them,
and I will endeavour also to visit Donnybrook.
I do not see that being possible in this session of Parliament, and if I should be
proved correct in that prediction I will make every endeavour to visit
Donnybrook as soon after that as possible.

044M3
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WILSON, OLIVIA - ABORIGINAL FOSTER PARENTS
Jigalong Residence

663. Hon N.E. MOORE to the Minister for Education representing the Minister for
Community Services:

(1) Is it correct that the Aboriginal foster parents of Olivia Wilson do not reside at
Jigalong? If not, where do they live?

(2) Is it correct that a house has recently been built for them? If not, is a house
being built and when will it be completed?

Hon KAY HALLAHAN replied:
I thank the member for giving some notice of this question and advise that the
Minister for Community Services has provided the following reply -

(1) The family has accommodation at Jigalong and are there most of the
rime; however, they reside at Billanooka Station, 50 ilomecres from
Jigalong, when workcing.

(2) No; a house will be built at Billanooka Station and the estimated time
for completion is two months.

POLICE - MULLEWA
Sufficient Vehicles

664. I-on MARGARET McALEER to the Minister for Police:
This question refers to question 1058, which concerned police vehicles at
Mullewa. The Minister indicated that two police vehicles are now in Mullewa
and that a third may be located there when the uraffic policeman is
reappointed. Are two police vehicles sufficient for that area, which is
approximately 155 square kilometres and services the needs of six police
officers?

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:
I ask that the question be put on notice.

JRIES - LAWYERS
Jurors' Names List

665. Hon D.J. WORDSWORTH to the Attorney General:
Bearing in mind the embarrassment caused by the canvassing of the political
views of jurors in a court case in Queensland recently, how much notice is
given to lawyers representing people in court cases in Western Australia about
the names on jurors lists?

Hon J.M. BERINSON replied:
I am not aware of the details required and I suggest that the question be placed
on notice.

POLICE STATIONS - BUDGET CUTS
666. Hon DERRICK TOMLINSON to the Minister for Police:

I asked a question on Thursday, 29 August in which I observed that there had
been a reduction in the Midland police station's budget by 50 per cent over
two years. I also asked whether there were any similar cuts to other police
stations' budgets. At that time the Minister advised that the Commissioner of
Police was still working through those figures with the regional officers and
that the process was continuing that morning. Is the Minister now able to
advise whether police station budgets in metropolitan regional offices were
cut by up to 50 percent between 1989 to 199 1?

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:
When this Government camne to office the Police budget was $103 million and
that figure is now 'about $277 million. In addition, in the last three years the
Government has allocated resources to provide, an additional 750 police
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officers as pant of a commitment to provide 1 000 police officers over four
years - that period has been extended. However, the growth in police
resources since this Government came to office is unprecedented.

Hon P.G. Pendal: So is the crime rate.
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: The support this Government has given to the Police

Force is a result of its being a good budget manager and it contrasts with the
years of neglect by Liberal Governments in this Strate, which ran the Police
budget on a shoestring.

Hon N.F. Moore: What absolute rubbish!
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: Prior to the election of the Burke Government in 1982

the police, for the first time in the history of this State, put an ultimatum to the
then Court Government; that was, either the police be given more resources or
they would go on strike. I look with pride at what this Government has
achieved by providing additional resources to the police and by giving its
support to the Police Force. This Government has cried to encourage
members of the community to support the police and I do not think any other
State in Australia has given as much support to its police as has this
Government.
No regional budget has been cut by 50 per cent. It is about time members
opposite stopped undermining the police in this State by continually claiming
that they are not receiving the resources they need to do their jobs. It is about
time Opposition members got off the backs of the police officers of this State
in their attempts to make political capital out of this matter. They should look
at this Government's record of resourcing the police in this State. If
Hon Derrick Tomlinson does not like it be should examine the records.

QUESTIONS - POLICE FORCE
Police Internal Investigations Unit Referral

667. Hon DERRICK TOMLINSON to the Minister for Police:
Is it customary for questions asked in this House relating to any aspect of the
functioning of the Police Force to be referred to the Police Force's internal
investigations unit for action?

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS:
That question demonstrates the member's lack of understanding of policing in
this State. We do not as a matter of course refer questions asked in this House
to the internal investigations unit. The unit was set up within the Police
Department to investigate matters that require internal police investigation.
That unit has nothing to do with police budgets. The question confuses me
and chat is probably a reflection on the person who asked the question being
confused about the role of the police in this State.

QUESTIONS - POLICE FORCE
Police Internal Investigations Unit Referral

668. Hon DERRICK TOMLINSON to the Minister for Police:
Did the Minister direct that the question I asked on 24 August be referred to
the police internal investigations unit?

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:
I will have to refer to the question, but I cannot imagine referring a question
on the Police budget to the police internal investigations unit.

QUESTONS - TOMLINSON, HON DERRICK
Superintendent Higgins Inzterview

669. Hon DERRICK TOMLINSON to the Minister for Police:
Why was I interviewed by Superintendent Higgins of the police internal
investigations unit in my office at 11.00 am on Friday, 25 October, relating to
the question I asked on 29 August?
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Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:
I have no idea why the member was interviewed by a member of the police
internal investigations unit. If the member is making seine insinuation he had
better be clear about it.

Hon Peter Foss interjected.
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: If I need a lawyer I will get one.
The PRESIDENT: Order! The Minister's comments axe dangerously close to being

out of order. I suggest he answer the member's question.
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: I apologise because I certainly do not want to be out of

order. I do not direct police internal investigations and I certainly did not
direct anyone to interview Hon Derick Tomlinson.

QUESTIONS - TOMLINSON, HON DERRICK
Superintendent Higgins Interview

670. Hon PETER FOSS to the Minister for Police:
Does the Minister know why Hon Derrick Tomlinson was interviewed by the
police?

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:
It is my understanding he was interviewed because he attended a meeting at
which some statements weir supposedly made to the media, but which were
subsequently denied. The police tried to ascertain what was said. An
approach was made to the person who allegedly made the statements and it is
my understanding that members of the internal investigations unit went to
Hon Derrick Tomlinson because he was considered to be a reputable person
who could clarify the situation. I did not initiate any investigation.

QUESTIONS - TOMLINSON, HON DERRICK
Superintenden; Higgins Interview

671. Hon DERRICK TOMLINSON to the Minister for Police:
Superintendent Higgins asked to interview me relating to the question I asked
in this House on 29 August. Does the Minister know why Superintendent
Higgins was directed to interview me on that matter and not on the matter the
Minister has referred to in his answer to Hon Peter Foss' question?

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:
I am not aware that Hon Derrick Tom linson was investigated. If the member
has a problem relating to police investigations I invite him here and now to
take it up with the Commissioner of Police.

Hon P.G. Pendal: He is taking it up with you.
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: I suggest that Hon Derrick Tomlinson accept my

invitation.
QUESTIONS - TOMLINJSON, HON DERRICK

Superintendent Higgins Interview
672. Hon DERRICK TOMLINSON to the Minister for Police:

Does the Minister for Police mean that the investigation was directed by the
Commissioner of Police?

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:
All I can do is simply suggest to Hon Derrick Tomlin son that if he has
concerns he should take them up with the Commissioner of Police. If he is
not satisfied with the answers the commissioner gives him I suggest that he
then take the matter up with me. If the member has complaints to make about
the police there are very well established guidelines enshrined in legislation
passed by this Parliament which clearly set out what course of action he
should take.
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QUESTIONS - TOMLINSON, HON DERRICK
Superintendent Higgins Interview - Breach of Privilege

673. Hon PETER FOSS to the President:
Mr President, I seek your guidance. What has been said by Hon Derrick
Tomlinson indicates a possible breach of the rules of this House if he was
sought to be interviewed by the police internal investigations unit regarding
questions he asked in this House. The Minister does not wish to deal with the
mailer now and I wonder whether the House should deal with it.

The PRESIDENT replied:
It is not for the President to determine; it is for the member who believes a
breach of privilege may have occurred in regard to him to initiate some action.
The relevant Standing Order is quite clear, but I do not have it in front of me.
However, its wording is to the effect that a member should maisc the question
at the first opportunity following the alleged breach of privilege. Whatever
else it says in the Standing Orders, questions without notice is not the time in
which to raise this matter. However, the member may determine, between
now and the end of questions without notice, that as a result of his questions
without notice there may have been a breach of privilege. He is quite at
liberty to raise that question at an appropriate time dining the course of this
sitting.

PRISONS - CASUARINA
Escape

674. Hon GEORGE CASH to the Minister for Corrective Services:
(1) Did a prisoner serving a strict maximum security life sentence escape from

Casuarina Prison yesterday?
(2) If yes, will he advise the House of the circumstances surrounding that escape?
(3) Has the prisoner been recaptured?
Hon J.M. BERINSON replied:
(1)-(3)

Yes, a prisoner did escape from Casuarina Prison yesterday. As far as I am
aware - the latest advice I was given was prior to my coming into the House
for questions without notice - the prisoner has not been recaptured. So far, I
have received only a preliminary report on what is a very serious incident. It
is obviously the subject of an intensive investigation and, as the executive
director of the department has indicated, the early indications from this
intensive follow up are that the problem arose either in the workshop area of
Casuarina Prison or at the gatehouse area or as a result of a combination of
circumstances between the two. Again, subject to any correction that might
emerge as a result of a more comprehensive report it appears to me that the
escape yesterday was not the result of any fault or weakness in the supervision
program or system, but rather in the failure by one or more staff to observe the
full requirements of that system. It is only fair to all concerned to leave any
further comment until all the circumstances are better known;, I will be happy
at that point to provide a more comprehensive report to the House. For the
moment there can be no denying the seriousness of the event. Any escape is
bad, but the escape by a prisoner in this particular category is almost as bad as
it can get.

PRISONS - CASUARINA
Escape - Residents' Concern

675. Hon GEORGE CASH to the Mlinister for Corrective Services:
(1) Is the Minister aware of the concern being expressed by residents living in the

near vicinity of the new Casuarina Prison complex about the escape of the
prisoner?
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(2) Will he discuss with the Director of the Department of Corrective Services the
feasibility of prison officers calling on those residents living in the immediate
vicinity? I am not suggesting that this exercise extend as far as the nearby
suburb of Medina, but that it include the immediate rural area. A public
relations or liaison officer should call on those residents to allay their fears
about the possibility of further escapes from Casuarina Prison and advise them
of the circumstances surrounding this escape.

Hon J.M. BERINSON replied:

I have been contacted by one local resident and I am not aware of any other
contact by residents either with my office or with the department directly. It
is not a general practice of the Department of Corrective Services to contact
individual householders unless there are special circumstances in the case of
an escape which require some sort of caution to be issued to particular people.
The problem is that once an escape occurs, especially in yesterday's
circumstances where the escape was not through the fence and surrounding
fields but, on current indications, by means of a truck going through a range
of suburbs, it is not really practical to attempt to isolate any particular area
with the sort of problem that justifies individual contact. The well established
procedures of the Department of Corrective Services are fully adequate to
meet the sort of proposition that the Leader of the Opposition has advanced.

POLICE DEPARTMENT - UNLICENSED MOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS SECTION
Motor Trade Association of Western Australia Computer

676. Hon GEORGE CASH to the Minister for Police:
(1) Did the Motor Trade Association of Western Australia provide a computer to

the Police Department some years ago to assist the unlicensed motor vehicle
dealers section to detect unlicensed motor vehicle dealers?

(2) Is the computer currently in use, and how effective has this computer
information been in the detection of unlicensed motor vehicle dealers?

(3) How many police officers are attached to the unlicensed motor vehicle dealers
section?

(4) How many motor vehicles are allocated to the unlicensed motor vehicle
dealers section to enable police officers attached to the section to investigate
unlicensed motor vehicle dealers?

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:
(1) Yes.
(2) Yes. Detection of offenders has resulted.
(3) Two.
(4) Nil. Staff use vehicles allocated to the traffic investigation section.
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